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The present work is of special significance in at least two

respecter (1) It is a useful contribution to coping with problems of

Chinese usage that have not been adequately handled elsewhere. (2) It

is an exemplary demonstration of the added contribution that language

teachers can make in utilizing their classroom expertise to produce

practical study aids of high quality.

As a contribution to coping with problems of Chinese usage, the

present work helps to fill the big gap between teXtbOok presentations

and fulI-scaIe grammars. TeXtbdoke tend to It their discussions of

usage to ad hoc explanations or to only slightly more generalized

analyses geared to a particular student level. Grammars tend to be

ponderous tomes so overwhelming in their specialized terminology and

exhaustive treatment as to frighten away many students and teachers

who might otherwise benefit from them.

Ms. Sobelman has chosen to aim her work at a target Iying between

the extremes just mentioned. The patterns presented are IiMited in

number but have been treated With judicious thoroughness, without

excessiVe jargon but in a coherent and lucid fashion. Students and

teachers alike will find the material useful and informative. It can

be approached either as a reference work, that is as a source of in-

formation on specific structures that have caused troUble and have

brought about a need for further elucidation, or as a supplementary

study aid into which one might dip at random for the pleasure of ex-

panding one's knowledge) by the many-faceted insights presented therein.



There is added significance in this work in the fact that it is

the product of a person who is primarily a language teacher. While

extensive contributions to Chinese language teaching have been made by

armchair strategists with sometimes limited battle experience in the

classroom, the enormous potential contribution of classroom veterana

has been inadequately realized. Ms. Sobelman has drawn on her extensive

teaching experience, added to it some knowledge of how linguistic science

Can help make greater sense of this experience-, and produced a work of

genuine synthesis.

Concretely, the &other has taken note Of specific student

difficulties and Mistakes in her classroom; checked textbooks, grammars,

and other sources as to whether they treat these problems, and if so

how; 'collected samples of the problem patterns from other native speakers;

considered the pattern from various aspects; written out a tentative

exposition of the pattern; tried out the material on students and

colleagues; and finally returned to the drawing board for further re-

working of the material into the present form.;

We have herei theni not only a oaeftl contribution to our

knowledge of Chinese IingUistic structures. We have also an equally

useful demonstration of the added role that can be played by language

teachers. Ma Sobelman's work shows that you don't have to be a Ph.D.

to produce a creditabl3 publication in the area of Chinese language

teaching. It is hoped that other language teachers will take heart

despite their unfortunately low position on the academic totem pole

and will also draw on their classroom experience to add to our store

of useful aids for the study of Chinese;

John DéFrancis
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Introduction

In writing this book the author has not attempted ta compile jUtt

another collection of supplementary materiaTe, reference bdbk or tatiXtok

on the Chinese language. Instead, it shoUId be considered as a combina-

tion of the three.

On the one hand, as a collection of supplementary materials, this

work will be quite valuable to students for facilitating the comprehen-

sion of complex grammatical patterns not adequately analyzed in the aver-

age =toss Luguage totXt. On the othar haat, as a reference book, this

attdir 4ill provide the reader with a convenient tool for finding the

meaning, grasping the function and understanding the underlying signifi-

canoe and principles of the patterns. Finally. as a textbook, this work

will be useful to advanced Chinese students and Linguists.

In this way; the author intends to reach a varied addlence inclUding

teachers, stddenta and UrigUitts Of Chinese. Teachers will find this

bbOk most useful because it is a compilation of patterns containing

copious explanations and numerous examples. This will simplify the

teacher's task in the presentation of grammatical complexities. Students

will make good use of this book; despite the fact that there are no

exercises, by utiIizihq it to *prove upon their basic 4-rasp of the

language. Linguists will find this work most interesting, despite the

fact that the terminology has been simplified, since the author has

analyzed many significant patterns which have heretofore been neglected.

To have rigidly followed linguistic convention would have made this

book too unwieldy for the average student or teacher. Instead, While

laatittaning linguistic methoftlogy as a matter of prime concern, the
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author has written a work accessible to all.

Furthermore, the author has not confined herself to a single

linguistic approach. Rather; she combines the three major types of

procedures: structural, transformational and sell:antic; srieny; the

structural method is an analysis of linguistic data based on form (word

order, particles, etc.). The transformational style shows the relation-

ship between a given and its underlying pattern. The semantic approach

focuses on the content rather than the form by comparing the meanings cf

Linguistic elements in different contexts. The combined use of these

t.1tee ethodS is well suited to the author's goal a effectively'presenting

her findings in a readily understandable manner.

Thus, the author has compiled a multi-purpose work designed to meet

the needs ,cf the teacher, student and linguist. In order to satisfy such

a wide range of recuirements, she has analyzed a large variety of patterns

ranging from those which are highly Significant and yet have been neglected

in other texts to those which seem extremely simple. However, this

apparent simplicity belies the fact that they are fundamental to one's

understanding of the workings of the language. Hence, by focusing on

what seems to be simple, the reader will be able to internalize the

principles of the language rather than merely treating each case as a new

vocabulary item. Therefore, by meeting various purposes and communicating

with a widespread audience, the author hopes to highlight the joy of

studying, teaching and analyzing Chinese.

Charles Hammond
Chih-yt HO_
Paul Handel

1 1



Preface

Organization. There are fifty-five (55) structures presented in

this work. Each structure is listed by its major structural

eIement(s); either by its Chinese element alone as in "THE USAGE

OF set its grammatical element(s) as in "THE USAGE Or NU M SV N";

or the combination of both as in "TRE USAGE OF NPI bu NP1". The

order of presentation of these structures is by alphabetical

arrangement of the first Chinese element or the first grammatiCaI

element, whichever case may apply. For instance:_ the Study of_

the usage of Adverb Noun phrase proceeds that of ai VPI bu VP1,

the usage of MI MI proceeds that of a V NU M, and the usage of

youdeshi, proceeds that of youxie.

Presentation. The study of each structure consists of the following

sections:

I. Form

II. Examples

III. Notes

This format of presentation is designed to correspond to that of

"Structure Notes for Read About China " - a previotsIy pulAished

work of the author - which has been favorably received by itb neer-b.

e un-I: Form lists all the formal features and/dr the variant

forms of a structure being studied. Seetien II: EXaMples lists all

examples ifluttrating the form or forms as presented in Section I.

The examples are given in both Chinese and their English translations.

Seetien III: Notes presents the study of the formal properties,

behavior and meaning of the structure being examined. Whenever

necessary, contrastive study is included to distinguish the structure

in question from others.

Index. Following the entries as described abovei there are tWe indexeS.

The first is an index of all entries Iiated in order ef beet:trend-é in

thaFtext. For instance:

1 2



20. hao VP

oal- hens- VP

VP

This means that the study of the usage of 'hao VP' is the twentieth

entry in the oresent_work and in its presentation there are three

other structures included for comparison and differentiati0h, i.e.

neng VP', .avga VP ai/ga. and 'Weide:111i cai

The second index provides cross references for all structures covered

in this work alphabetically. For instance:

hao

hao VP 20

hap, S 28

bao buhao- 40

This indicates that the word 'ha& occurred in three different entries

cf this structural study: in entry number 20 as in 'hao VP', in entry

nuMber 38 as_in 'hao, S' and in entry number 40 as in 'hao bu hao'.

Pron

V N/Pron de N 12

Pron de N_ 15

get Pron Iai 21 VP/S 17

gel r.rnn V NU M NP 17

Pron-xie 51

This indicates that 'Pron occurred in this work many times in varied

contexts. In entry number 12, it occurs in the context of 'V N/Pron de-W,

in numbar 15 in the context of 'Pron ñ N., in 17 in the contexts of

Pron lai 21 vP/S' and ..9.1L Pron V NU M NI.' and in number 51 in the

context of 'Pron-xie. .

Explanation of Grammatical Terms. A few grammatical terms are used in

this work to facilitate the analysis of these structures. these terms

are used for the purpose of teaching-Chinese-to-non-nativel-speakers-who,es

interests-are-leaming-tbe-language rather than theoretical research.1

1. For a full discussion of these terms please refer to the Preface in
7Structure_Notes for Read About Chiba" by SobeIMan H6. Far
Eastern Publications. New Haven, Conn. Pp iv - viii.
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ADV Adverb

Aux V(P) Auxiliary Verb(Phrase)

Comment of a Topic-Comment Construction

CO-VP Co-verbial Phrase

DO Direct Object

EV(P) Equative Verb(Phrase)

Ev(p) Punctive Verb(Phrase)

TO Indirect object

(P) Locative Verb(Phrase)

Measure

MA Movable Adverb

Noun

Neg Negative Marker

NP Noun Phrase

NU Numerals

O Object

Pron Pronoun

PW Place Word

Question Construction

QW Question Word

RE ReaUItetiVe Ending

Sentence - a complete T-C Construction

Sp Specifier

5V(P) Stative Verb(Phrase)

Topic

T - C Topic - Comment Construction

TW Time Word

Verb

VP Verb Phrase

ki Y Variables

Explanation of Symbols. A few symbols are used to facilitate the

discussion and presentation in this work. They are explained in the

following text:

A_virguIe sign is used to separate
alternatives.

ne 121/ss means na Iai or na au

14



When used in the presentation of fOrMaI
structural elements, it encloses the
optional element(a). For instance:

bu (VP) 1e means the VP is optional.

Or, it inidcates an element is omi*tee.

bU ehi le

bu( ) le

= bu le

It indicates a transformational, conversional
or derivational relationship between the Ciro
elements (or groups of elements); In the
following example, A is transformed to B, and
C is transformed from D.

A B

C 4 b

It indicates an interchangeable relationship
between the two elements (or groups of elements).
In the example below, A is interchangeable with
B.

A 4-0 B

The equal sign indicates that twO elements_ (or
groups of elements) are identical, either bY
their own rights in a certain usage, as in:

hao keyi hao hi Idi bat

kola hi Iai bdi
_

Or, as a result of a transforcation, as in:

be Chi le bu ( ) le bu le

The brackets are used to enclose a crude
translation or a decoding of a Chinese
sentence into English.

An asterisk at the beginning of a Construction
of a string of words indicates that that cohS-
truction or that string of words is not adeopt
able utterance in Chinese.

1 5
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An empty circle is used at the beginning of
a sentence or a construction to indicate
that that sentence or construction is not
acceptable or not applicable to the current
discussion, though it_might otherwise be a
normal expression in Chinese.

A plus sign indicates an affirmative VP.

A minus sign indicates a negativeVP.

A combination of plus and minus signs indicate
the VP in question may either be affirmative or
negative.

NA It is an abbreviation for Not Acceptable or
Not !Tplicable.

Y16
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1 .ibe Usage of Adverb-Noun Phrase

I. Form:

Adverb - Noun Phrase

II. Examples:

A. A, +/.4,11S *°)E1

4-1.9 M 3Ja

Only the opera huff_is
still sitting therol

B4-11k*AL40.tlf4X-0-TitiLa6 10f the masters of sone and_
dance alone, we invited quite a
few) We invited_quite a few
of the masters Of song and
dance alone.

III. Notes:

A.1. Generally, adverbs do not occur directly before a noun or noun

phrase. However, movable adverbs, usually double syllable adVerba; May

be used before a NP topic of a Topic-Comment construction. For instance:

w m*a+ktm-4-o; This cnais truly better
thAn that One;

Unfortunately he was not home.

Thdt, the MA appears to be a case of Adv-4 %ut in function it is realll

modifying the entire Topic-COMM4nt constructi A:

A.2. It is also acceptable for adverbs, single or eaddbIe Syllable, to

oddak berets a Nu-M-CN) constructioni whether the Nu44-(N) is serving as

a comment in a Topic-Comment constrnction or not. For instance:

(3) it

(4) . .

() itil.*itA-4e44-3".

(s) .1;004+.-fl

He is only three years old.
(Te:pie-Comment construction)

Only five boOks here.
(T-C construction)

There are lust five chairs.
(T-C construction)

Just two months.
(Topicless constetötift)
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(7) edl-tif- T. Already seven years.
(Topicless construction)

A.3: In contrast, the usage to be examined here is that of single

syllable adverbs, which are normally called 'fixed adVerbt' And Which

occur before a noun Or a NP:

of the rules concerning usage

11.1. Following is a list of

Adverb-Noun, occurs.

(E)

(9) Nm it, 1p4X gtx

a phahheehee Which appears to be in violation

of adverbs.

examples in which this special vord Order,

CloyfidtXtti5

(14)35 sis T

(15)4.1.4.
(16)5LA scm, Ain kot,--ff.
13.2. These occurrences include

functions:

the following

a. Modification of the feaIdiring WAIF only:

(17)litAtetaat*, *trot.

9

Only the mXnager of this
factory did not leave.

You believe everybody else,
bun non Me.

He alone is not fond of
studying.

Only Wang Er works to
earn a living;

The arIrne ticket alone
costs 5200.

There won't be enough for
your consumption alone!

In addition-, the Lees and the
Wangs also donated some.

On the shore, there are
only wild plants.

We heartily ate both fish
and meat.

categories Of ddverb

OhrySanthemums alone will not
look good either. _There should
be sone other things;
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b. Moditioation-at the following NP-VP or TopicCemment.construction:

(viol A.4.70444M hi 0 -1 We need other activitidi
besides Lao Wang's demon-
stration of gongfu.

c. Modification of the following NP comment bf TOpic-COMMent construction:

(19)"it)Ltt*-1-44-tf "ilitx4f There are tables and chaira
only. That won't be
sufficient.

D. Mn a distunetive-pattern:

(20) Xtilt5LA Both yours and mine, there
are altogether twelve items.

8.3. Looking At the phenomenon from another angle-, the adverb-noun

functions may be categorized in the following ways:

a. Adverb-noun in the Topic pmmitIon-of-a-Topic-Coument construction:

TOPIC COMMENT

(17) 21E4M

(18) t
(20) i$6

Here, the adverb-noun word order appears to be an ekdeption to the general

behavior of adverbs in Chinese: not only doesthe adverb occur before

a noun, but it is befere the topic.

b. Adverb-noun-Ln-the Comment position of a Topic-Comment construction:

( 15)

TOPIC COMMENT

IleAt

(19) it)t.
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Here, the adverb is occurring before a Comment and it appears to be in

the normel usage. However, the Comment is unusual in that it is a NP.

In the former case Ca), the adverb may be omitted and the remaining

structure is still an acceptable sentence. in the latter case (b)i if the

adverb is omittedi the remaining structure win not be an acceptable

sentence. Thus in the formercase these adverbs are functioning as adverbs,

while in the latter case the adverbs are functioning as main verbs.

8.4. Whichever function they may have or wherever they occur in a T-C

consteddtion, they may AII be considered to be derived forms from related

mollable adverbs. For instance, all such adverbs may be converted to a

two-syllable adverb without affecting the meaning of the original sentence.

4--

4--

4--



3.5. It must be noted that though a two-syllabIe adverb may be

abbreviated, the ntOber bf adVetbs whiCh may be so abbreviated is

restricted. In addition to

are the following:

(21)a V.tit4T:jsf:::.

15

those used in the above illustrations, there

(21)5 AO 4t. -ktt T
.

(21)c4
(21) I
(21) e vp...stxtzt;

(2I)f AkM-11)1M,

(21)4 tfidliXf ;.>");

(21)htt-)e-tv

(21)41.4q-*0?

However, you should be careful.

Either you or he, one
person needs to go.

Both Wen and WU, he has
qualifications in both.

nap Wang made.the trip in
Vain.

Only stir-fried dishes are
popular.

Vainly the Milky Way Shines
brightly.

Truly it is the achievement
of our government.

Unexpectedly both old and
young are well-informed.

Where are the places selling
thit? (see pattern 4 )
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2 The Usage of al. VPI bu VP1

I. Forms:

A. ai VP bu VP1

B. Al VP1 bu VP1 de X

II. ExaatIes:

fitIpt.TottAtkit/NA.1.

A.2. :1)4*3.;411*Si...a4XXico

A.3. TItiPE PHIAO

lt vp1Zvp1

Whether you like to eat
it or noti this is it1

Whether you_investigate
it or not-, I do not care;
anyway, it is not my
business!

Whether you take the medi-
cation or noti if you diei
don't blame mel

A.4. it*.Z44tirilt.f1FX.fteiLit Whether or not they take
° this assignment, must you

be so worriedl

13.1.

litsipc-1544-X44-0

4eiklfm-ft414A-Y--LT 4tityt

4.toti;A; 1 imici

6-2- 4t4-4-2P.Ltiltitsi.411,4/14

3.3; *SAIsKill. , *Alf-A-4;441

4*-4,11Mih a

Retatn this bOok et net.
It's up to you.

I even get all the food
on the table for him. (He
still shows a disgusting
air of wanting to_eat
yet at the same time not
wanting to eat.) He
still disgusts me with his
indecisiveness.

He has a magazine in his
hold and is (thumbing through
the_pages as if ha wants to
read it, yet at the sane
tine not wantiag to read
it) thumbing through the
pages half-heaztedly.

I bought the tickets for
the show already, (but he
is still sitting there



5.4. Aititoll.ktfkftifVt4:;*11

At4640:Eitinikx!
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not moving as if he wants
to go yet at the 38018 time
hOt_Wanting to go) but he is
Still ditting_there Vice a IDNMP
oh A ldg ad if he can't nake up
his mind to go or ndt;
I_invited him to come for
dinner tomorrow OM iS
Still undecidedwanting
to cane yet at the same_time
not wanting to_dome-!-and
has not anwered Ma but
he is still undedided
whether to come or not, and
has_not yet sent me his
reply

III. Notes:

A.I. Briefly, the meaning of ai vP
I be VP

I rnPottlAis "whether (one)

oes VP1 ot not is no one else's concern" or "whether or nOt (one) does

VP
1 or not, the speaker id indifferent." The meaning of this structure

in Form B is 'half-heartedly,"hesitently,"indecisively,' etc.

A.2; When used alone, Form B expresses the subject'S dOntradictory

behavior. When used as a modifier, it expresses indecisivenegg, hesita-

tion, half-heartedness, etc.

B.I; Form A is a contracted form of a complik Sentence structure::

Aux VP
I

jiu VP
I bu Aux VP lisbu VP

i

The Aux verb Must be ei tit )i and in both parts of the complex

sentence the verb phrases are id/infidel; For example:

(2) Basic Structure:

Resulting:

kvtAut., XlktritXvt.

kit( )( ) Xrt
(correct).

24
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(2) Basic Structure: 41.1011.11;tst., XitlEgtXTA

AS ( )4zvt,

Resulting: +, ot

(3) Basic Structure:

Resulting: *

NA

p:ovit.tx gnu ttexvt.

Tglvt ( )(

11* gol-,X

)3vt,

NA

B.2. Though the contracted form contains an affirtative VP and a

negative VP-, it is not to be abnftsed with the affirmative-negative

question constructions, such as yao-bu-vmo( ), qu bu

1744. ), chi bu chi ( txst ), etc. aiVpIbu VPI iS neVer it-

self a guestianconstruction.

_B.3. In Form A, the VP may be any of the following:

fingIe Syllable verb, as in II-A,1, 11-13.1-4.

Bisyllable verb, as in 1I-A.2.

Simple verb, as in 11-A-I-2, II-A-4. 11-5-1-4

Complex verb, as in II-A-3

Verb phrase, as in II-A-3.

The restriction is that only action Verbs are to be used.

B.4. If the VP is a phrase built around a complex verb-,

Stated in the following way for clarity and economy:

a. Cmitting-the object:

it may be



(4) tOttkXlittk

k t6.3;lik )

(6) km71.4;t-.0A

k tx/roAxz )

. Omitting the CO-VP:

(6) 5t14.**1111A

kitAXT:( )X

(7) it-teifil.4'X4MCig.-

k4Cl3g.13:-.(

e. prestating- -the object:

19

whether you cook or not

whether you hand in your
homework or not

whether you buy it on my
behalf or not

whether you deliver this
book or not

(8) itAt3Z1hAxtstkl. (same as (4))

4,ilAtitsitt.3;

(9) VeiS ig.4Xte 45 ii."1" (same as (7))

-pita-A.3;4-k

8.5. The structure al VP1 bu-Vp1 may be used in the following ways:

a. As-a-Comment in a Topic-Comment construction:

(10) Arq-Ault fit As*** 7.

it it it
(11) it itiot.

4t4L1115t4it.X41-

26

I have told you everything
I know, believe it or not.

All conditions are -clearly
stated. It is up to
the delegation to accept
them or reject them.
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b; As the first component in a canpoundsentence:

(12)

(.13)

COMPONENT I COMPONENT II

Whether you work or not,
I do not carol

Whether he goes or not,
why worry! It is his own
doing.

B.6; AS a comment ai VP
1 bu VP

1 may have the sentence particle le

C T 1 as in yaokan...le, but without yaokan.

(14)

(15) .ttltIrX4i- T.

(10 .4X41( lit I itt it it 3: it T.

(17) iT ittPtx°4-

C.1. Form B is a contracted lorm of a

structure: Aux VP
1
Reshi/esique bultP.

Read it or don't read it
(whatever shits you).

It depends on whether you
want to read it or not.

i_told you_everything
already; Believe it or not
it is up to you now.

I have said everything (I
could have said); take it
or leave it, it is up to
you now.

different ocmpcnTrd sentence

Ih this structure the Aux VP is either ai VP or any other Aux verbs.

The VPs must be Identical; and the adverb keahi ( ¶A. ) or er (
ti

)

or mt Jp ), etc., meaning

CIB).koiccxxlc

k4i( )Z41.

tT

'on the contrary.' For instande:

like to read, but will not
read

(correct)



454ETA.X4k.

SAL( . )3:46.

ts4EX.* :

(20) itfiF Tot 3;0

( )17.0

itqFX4t
c21)

RE-17--grkx.:1-

it.TF(

C.2; Although Form B also

Form B, like Form A, is not

21

is thinking of coming, but
will not =Me

CcorreOt1

is capable of doing it,
but will not do it

(correct)

NA

has an affirmative-negative VP structure,

an AffirMatiVe-negative quistion construction.

C.3. The VP in Form B may be a single syllable verb or a bisyllabic

simple verb. For example:

(223*as:1x:101 T

(23) itstAs.gx4-310-4A441

C.4. The conttadted form of Form B

Re responded "hum1"
half-heartedly.

[HO MOWS a diegueting
attitude of Wanting te:
respond and-half not wanting
to respond.] lie-has an annoying
attitude of disintereat.

may be used to modify either a

NP (24) or a VP (15) or may bean independent comment in a T-C construction

(26) and (271.

(24) 510t-X40046-Aitik 0 His half-hearted acceptance
is annoying.

(25) -it-tta:latin4fLipaiiiitit4Zaa

28

He has been,undecidelabout_
accepting the assignment and
up to now has not made any
decision.
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(26) 4e..A-45Xli og:X*14FIX*ilt:ft

01)1d4.114;Xiiit..* 1; *, 0

He knows how to drink, but
will not (you don't know
how to drink, yet have been
drinking endlessly).

He desires to go,_ hut will
not go. No one can inter-
fere with his decision.

D. Form A and Form B compared.

D.1. In the minimal context, the distinction between Form A and Form

El of ai
7P1

bu VP1 id difficult to detect:

(28)filk4q; Whether you go or not (see
if I carel).

or:You would like to go
(I know) yet you aren't
going to go.

Itowever, When this structure is followed by another sentence WhiCh fa:notions

either to supplement or to capplement tv1 VP1 boVP1, the meaning becomes

clear.

(29) t k-A-X-A-AX*1 Form A

(3°) It k-A-1;-A- A 41vtialci Form 13

D.2. In a minimal context these two forms may sometimes be distinguished

in the following wayg:

By different stress pattern: In Form A the primary stress is on aI

( lt ); in Form 13 the primary stress is on both ai ( lt ) and bu ( X).

By the presence or absence of a pause in either two VPs: In Form A

there is no pause between Si VP and bu VP. In Form El there may be

a pause separating the ai VP from hu VP.

29
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By-the-varied ways in which the forms are used: Form A may not be a

modifier, Form B may modify another element.

(31) itstAtx*.
(32 ) )1t 4E. 0444.

. Form A compared with wuIur ( Atit ) etc. and suibien ( aft ).

Form A ei VP bu VP is a self-sufficient statement, therefore it may be

used alone. wulun/etc. question construction is a dependent clause, and

must be followed with a statement to the effect that 'it does not matter.'

Form A ai VP bu VP may befoIloWed by suibien as reinforcement.

suibienmay be used alone or followed by a statement of alternativls, but

it is not restricted to a Choice of two

(31) t5t*X*Ottf!.-c,

(31) Apitit
(33) fiztjkX*-4A

f.;ttfit*X*htit-t*

(m)

as in ai VP bu VP---

30

Whether you cone or not, do
as you please.

Do as you please.

Whether you come or not,
I am not_ concernedl
(correct)

NA

Write whiChever way you
please, I am not concerned!
(correct)
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3 The Usage of X ba Y

I. Forms:

A. X ba, Y

B. ba, Y1 X ba

II. Examples:

A.1. tt-ikkvet
4Firlxii-*-X-tffrtt*Ito

A.2. tt4fitirit..X4Titve.,

fi:* 'AX-7t.ir'91- 3167

B-1- 11rtkve., itAX-

5toi.X-41

B.2. 44.0it.40e,

0/31X4.0

III. Notes:

A. The special usage of ba (It )

Take for example "Icve -

in a society of classes. There
would only be love within
classes.

Supposing that you did not
have any knowledge before-
hand, why didn't_you make
inquiries sooner?

(If you consider) employment,
he cannot find any; (if you
consider)schools, he cannot
get into one either.

As for a new_car, he can't
afford it, as for an_old car,
he dOes not care to have one .

te be examined here may be considered

as an "indicator" or nmarker" of supposition. ba is iniffiXed dither to

a single supposition or to multiple suppositions stated in a series.

B.1. Form A it a Topic-Comment construction in which ba is suffixed to

the topic, 4nd iS a topic marker:

TOPIC COMMENT

B.2. Form A is a statement of supposition, in Which the Topic Presents

the supposition, and the Comment offers the remarks on the supposition,

31



or states the consequence of IA.

TOPIC COMMENT

(Supposition) ba (Remarks or consequence)

m

m T ve, -7tX,t*MA4141.A.

m 0A1214fgit,

m tittlX*tXX4i-

(5) a*gt *Ave., itftWu T*4-1-5?

25

If we_train teachers
now, how much
is the cost in
terms of time, money,
and manpower?

Suppose you have'
the job completedi
it is_difficuIt to
say Whether or not
you can get paid.

Even fora Chinese
product , it is hard
to sell for a good
price.

Just considering the
contents of this
book, its organiza-
tion is fair but the
style of writing is
poor.

For instancei under
these circumstances,
would you have gone?

3.3. There are many expressions that are used to introduce a supposition

in Camases

C.

e.

*Irae

t--*01Pe.

132
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h.

k.

m.

Nos. a-f may be used with NPs, and adverbs such as j ( g ); zhi

( AL ), and dan ( ) may be used before A ( g4 ).

Nos. g-n may be used with VPs or T-C constructions. The indicator of

supposition ba may be used with each of them.

B.4. The variable X in X...ba may be a VP (as in (1) and (3)), or a

T-C construction (as in (2)). When the variable X is a N or NP, it is

generally preceded by supposition introducers such as the following:

( 4ó ), ruguo ( +OK. ), or yauShi C I.

However, in Chinese the supposition is frequently presented with

no overt marker. For instance, at times neither the introducer such as

jiarli or the indicator ba is overtly expressed. Thus, both introducer

and indicator of supposition are optional. For example:

(II.A.2)

A-X-tIrtx4.4.0e,
)011r*..X4.01( );
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C.1. Form II is a compound sentencei in which the structure of FOrM A

is repeatedi either in dupIiCate de ih ttipilaAtii;
DepIicate: COMPONENT I

Examples;

ampct,TENT II

Topic
1
Comment

1
Topicl Comment1

1
X
1

Iba, ;

(6) fft=kie, fe*: 1.1%1;iiti ft

A46

(7) *fit-kae; 4t4; A*; 4t*.ve.;

(En ikitvc, ,th IFJ; 5(.4

;TIr-c;

(9) fitvea3L-k. itvea;

2 -2
X be; Y

If you go, he will not be
pleased; if you do not go,
he will not be pleased either.

If WIS let you go thiske, he
is not happy; if you call
hie here, he is still not

If I speak, I am afraid of
offending someone; if ; do__
not speak-, I will not be end
to settle thie matter.

[Impolit Chad, you cannot go;
in his case, he refuses to go.]
You cannot go; he will not go.

(go 51:-Avei AT. 4i iF ( I- 4=4.4C; LAB for the husband. (he)
cannot_find any_job; as_for
(my)_child, (he) is Odd for
nothidg.]
D15) husband has no employment;
my Ghild has no adbition.

Triplicate: COMPONENT I COMPONENT Il COMPONENT III

I ITopic Comment
2 2Topic Comment 3

Topic COmment

1 I 2
X
2
be, Y ; X

3 be, Y3 .

Examples:

4tit ve; ; it t ot Asked' to stay overnight,
he was unwilling; when it

ft-44mA; psi Ito it 2. -T-1 tigs 5uggeate5 that he be_
sent to your pIede,_ he thought
it Would be too muCh :coebIes

asked to go home, he refused.
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(I2)40Lms; loli 4FoLmt; 104.; Acit Spring vacation is too shortt
mummer vacation is too hott

qS, winter vacation is ECG. ddId

C.2. in Foss Si where there is more than one topic and more than One

comment; the relationship between topic amid comment and between topics

And comments can be summarized in the following wa s

a. The structural features:

X1 ba Yl: X ba you Y2

When X1 is not the same as , and Y1 is not the same as Y2,

the adverb ma CIL ) may be used before Y2.

xl yl; x2 y2

When X
I

and X
2

are the same, and Y and Y are the same, the adverb

( ) may be used before Y2.

. Topics:

The variables X1 and X2 must maintain a contrastive relationship

which offers a multiple af sIternatiVes. This rsISCUUWilp may be expressed

as a Combination of affirmative and negative versions of the same 7P as

in (13) below, or contrasting elements as in (14)i or completely different

constructions as in (15):

(23)at *ie; 1 4ft

A*vei
If I bring this plant Jai
there_is_no place_to put ics
if I don't bring it in4
the ObId weather wiII kin it;

(14)(JitlE; i(Ogltit; AgEm, 01.4LT, (If you try to buy it, he
will refuse to sell its if

1FL I try to buy iti he will
mlso reticmcito_seII it.)
He won't :alI it to either
you or me.



**As
Pi Akvei 5LX*;

C. When Yland Y2 are different

C 5L ) may be used before Y2

29

(If you ask him to go to his
teacher's house, he will not
do it, if you invite the teacher
homei he will not allow it.)
He neither follows fothers'
Laura-action' to go to_his_
teacher's home, nor will he
accepO-the-propoitl of inviting
the teacher_.-Aver.

or in contrast with eadh other, adverb

as in (16) below; when Y1 and Y2 are the

same, then adverb (.4L I may be usedi

be affirmative (18)i or both be negatiVe

negative (16) and (17).

ftSiX

as in (17) fl and Y 2 may both

(19), or both affireative and

(When you go, he becomes
angry; when you do not go,__
he becomes_unhappy.) He win
be angry_if_you go and unhappy
il_n

yyou odon'tv.(I7)P1:4-ML, ROPtt; tt*.kvIL, ft51 Wheu leae, he is unhappy;
When you do hot leave, he

Alt; urges you to go.

(3.8;itve, ft-t&

C19)04-vE; 4tXkitdc.: iftX4-ve, 4;

(If you go, he will be angry#
if youLdo not go,_he win
pill' be angry.) We will be
mad whether you go or net.

(tf you leave, he will not
be keen on the idea; if you
stay, he will still not be
keen on the idea.1 Whether_you
go or noti_he is not pleased;

D.1. Whether ba is used in Fora A or in Fara H, it gives a relamedand

more unsure tone. Compare the following:

i. tt1:424,

The tenet of voice of i. is more serious than ii in mentioning

ift.X44 as an assumption. Therefore i can be translated into

"even if I mamas that yon had no knowledge of it....," while ii cab he

translated into "suppose we &sauna that you had r,5 knOWledge of it
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or "let us for a moment assume that you had no knowledge of it."

D.2. Form A presents a single supposition and is therefore used to

stress, dramatize, Ind focus the listener's attention on one single point

or on a single issue. For instance:

(20)4ti1,44-41F,t4e.

itrfijt t;*-imitt

There is no other way but
the way he has handled it;
for instance, if it were
you under similar circum-
stances, you would have done
the same.

Here postulating what nt ( 14: 1 would have done in the similar situation

stresses it ajf,fir
Form B presents tWo or more suppositions which are followed by two or more

comments, usually to indicate a sense of frustration or hesitation.

(21)4A-vei 410;A"Iti

ff- _LJt=Pd'e4 4.=1:

/ am eMbarrassed to open
my mouth to ask for it;
yet if I do not ask for

what tools am I going
to use? I really don't
know how to solve the

D.3. In Form A and Form B, the comment may be ezpressed in question form.

(22)4Akit a15.)-:1-4`Fvei Aigt44. 4-5? If I accept the assignment,
ViII I_be able to_carry_it

X4.4 ie; *it IP! z ? through? If I refuse the
assignment, what Other _
assignment could I ask for?

(23)X k lerbt fl- Suppose you love it, what
is there to be worthy of
your love?

When the comments are in question form, they may be interrogative questions

or may sometimes be rhetorical questions used to provoke more and deeper

thinking;



(24)iitizo

*A-ft vigeyE? itit..mAilot**f

itt t 4.4 ,fsbt x;

E. Comparison of ba- and ne )

Roth ba and ne may be used to mark the statement

Form A or in PO= B.

(2g) itittve, X-Aaittribt*?

(2G) .fitAlt uti 4;4.1tki6Askiivt.

(27) t4.ve2 krit-M; MX-A-ve, 5LX4t.

(213)t-k%, ,t431; 476, 5LX4t.

31

If you go/ what result
will there be? If you do
not-go, what bad_effect
wiII_thereLbe?_ AII these_
prObIems shodld be properly
considered before making
decisions,

of supposition either in

You may say "love" but.we
don't know wham he loves.

Wale)

If you go, it is too much
troublej if you do not go,
it won't do.

Both are optional features and serve to tone down the seriousness and

harshness of the supposition.
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4 The Usage of hu (VP) Iel

I. Form:

th buCVP1 Iel

*(vP) T

II. Examples:

A. "itY0it:41i4? A4P-1111:fin "

"404..P.A."

III. Notes:

"Why did you Steal? I
_must punish youl
"I will not do it again."

"?lease have a little more."
"No morei thank you."

A.I. In Spoken language, bu VP C. ) is often shortened to bm

( Ar; ), When the :matted VP is understood from the context.

A.2. This usage must be distinguirhed from the single-word-sentenhe hedge

of bui as in ni qu C WA't% );bU; fon bn qu ( A;; T )

(ede seetion C-1 beId01.

B.1. bale is abbreviated from the pattern bu VP lei which means 'no

longer VPi or 'does not VP any more., Example II-A; WU bu Ie is

a shortened forM ef WO be tdd le C. 411.3* ) or wo-bm-tou-doncrxi-le

not do it anymore.'

), 'I will not steal any more, ' shortened to "I will

B.2. In Abbreviating the full version, NP bU VP Ie; dithek the NP or

VP or both mey be dditted. Pet instance, in II-B, bu le is Abbreviated

from wo bu zai lai-le C -IX*4XT ). The full construction omits

both the topic and the VP resulting in hO le Woo-Y-bu-Cmal-laWle)i and

the translation 'n0 tate' is derived from 'I will not have any more.'

3 9
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8.3. When both NP and VP are omitted, the form bu le is idiomatically

used as a polite and cordial rejection. The cordial Manner is reinforced

by the tone of voice. bu-le may be rendered simply as 'no, thank you,'

even though miexte C 1 is not used.

8.4. In declarative sentences the NP is never a second person pronoun,

but in iliterrogative,exclamatory,and imperative sentences there may be a

singular or plural second person pronoun. For instance:

"tlz T "

(2) 9011I3 T ?

91tX T "

"CIs it_true that) you_
do not do it any more?"

"(Whatl) You do not do
it any morel"

NA

B.S. In an imperative sentencei the NP is second person pronoun but

never third person.

(3) 14:44 T.

1T
(4) TZTO

(5) itX T

(6)

"Don't you do it again!"

NA

I Win 'Ant do it any more.

"CI know) he does not do
it any more."

"(X s it true that)_he does
not do it any more?"

"(Whatl) he &Toes mit do
it any morel"

C.1. Compare the usage of bu as part of the full structure bu VP le and

its elliptical form bu le.

Usage bu Of A-2may be dither the Single word sentence bu C ) or an

abbreviation of bu- VP.

4 0
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(8) "AlnAlsAgAiiMit; -01-fit4tAirlit+
"

"4;04XXfit4Ctso"

(bumsingle word sentencel

(9)".4-*4 OitclhAlskiitOb

"X, X, X; kil-'04-4t; *.*:(64-ft,!?

(bu.bu shi, bu shi, bu shi.1

(°) a'0, * 'I. 4r°4 ? "

"X; X, X, ttiliii")141-ffitEkr

(1214=bus1n4)

We are all obliged to
you. Please accept our
present.

No, I cannot accept it.

The success of thiS
project is greatly due
to your effort.

Not at all. It's the resUIt
of our cooperation.

To scramble eggs, we need
low teaperature, O.K.?

No, no, no, Chinese-type
scraMbled eggs need high
temperature.

C.2. The tone on be of of hurls is always dropping tone. The tone

on bu- of single-rd-sentence may vary depending on the omitted VP.

C.3. The meaning of the expression bu le remains the same-, 'no more.'

The meaning of the expression bu, /S/ may vary from adamant refusal,

denial, to verification of facts, from 'I Absolutely refuse to VP,'

'I can't possibly do VP-,' to 'I am afraid it is not so.'

41.



5 The Usage of bu VP1 xe. del VP1

X. Form:

bu VP1 VP1

II. Examples:

A.1. i4-0;tc44.Lo

A.2 4t

q;47kit-VIit.it

5.2. .f& Vitt t.414kt.. .

C.I. 4tXtotetffrit..
. .

c.2 Titi-f-

D. 1. ft Tttait-C443tie
.

D. 2; WIZ1t41:1.-412.444t;

E. 1. ft
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(Not eating must eat.)
You may not want to eat; but you must;
You must eat, there are no two ways
about it.

Though_he does not feeI Iike doing it,
he must._

Even if he refuses to do it, he must
do it; _

He haat do it; there are no two ways
about it.

Even though he refuses to invest; he
must invest.
Even if he resists investing (his
moneyli he has to_do it;
He must invest (his money); there are
no two ways about it;

He Milet accept it; he has no dhoice.

He must eat it; he has no choice.

Even though he is unwilling te de it;
he must do it.
Se must do it4 there are no two ways
about it(or: he has no choice).

Even though he is unwilling to invest
(his money), he must do it.
He must invest (his money); there are
no other alternatives.

Even thoUgh he lares not accept it,
he must.

He just hail to be wining, and that's
that.
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III. Notes:

A. Essentially, thiS structure conveys the meaning of an imperative

statement; i.e. in state Of the resistance or opposition of the subject

or regardless of the circumstanddS Of the sdbject, a certain action must

teke place. The topic ranges from thatof friendly advice to that of

an ultimatUM.

H.1. There are three Absolutely essential and immutable elements in

this structure; hu ( ), ( 4L), and dei ( 4 ).

H.2. None of the following is acceptable by itSeIft

(I) obeLIFOrt NA

(2) 3.0ittAlt NA

NA

Sentence (1) occurs only as a part of a lakeek Structure as shown below

(3). The second part may occur independently and ib the structure being

examined here.

(3) Xet.A.4Tit

0,06X-T.

(If he likes to eat, then let hiM
eat; if_he does not like to eat,
he still:has to eat; he simply
muSt eat!)

(He) must dat Whether he likes to
or notl

Sentende (2) is a contracted expression formed by omitting the AUxiIiary

Verb.

(4) 404T4PLALPL. iHe_does not love to eat it, yet

he does eat.]

He still: dett iti eien if he is
not crazy abOtit it.

4 3



(5) ft*Ittrtt,11,.

-{txcitott;-
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Even if he is unwilling to eat
tit, he eats it anyway.

He eats it, en though he is not
allowed.

B.3. The VP precedes yedei ( ) may be any of the following:

Simple verb: sentences II-A-I and II-A-2;

Complex verb:

V-0: Sentences II-B-1.

Compound V: Sentence II-B-2

V-REV: Sentences (7) and (8) below.

Auxiliary Verb: Sentence II-E-1

VPS:

Aux VP: Sentences II-C.1, II-C-2, II-D-1, and II-D-2.

Adv. CP: Sentences (9) and (10) below.

CO-VP: Scntences (11) and (12) below-

X4-11:4k-Cizf*th*

S-X t4*-tellftth*

(9) Xl-ii.C4Ifit

(10)

(12)

Xe.tegitA

1,:if4t4-C44
In short, there is no restriction on the typ,.., of VP that may be used

before reriaii4

B.4 The VP following yedei must be the duplicate of the main verb

in the VP before violet, but not the entire VP. For exagple:

r,

4 4
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(13) gtX4MA4..41F-k. Even if you do not like to go,
you still have to go.

B.S. If the main verb is a Verb-Object compound, or the main verb

requires an Object,then the following are possibilities:

a. VP is duplicated:

(14) 47i .40gottk: A: "He does not eat rice."

"ftXottri.t.,4°L.ti-

.A.X#IMS;51.1

b. Only-the-verb-is-dupli-cated.

(16) 4'

"it ot o.c4pt.r
c. The object is transposed:

(16) 4' " AS44".. "

" 4tX4.4 41!

4t.44401.°:

B: "Even if he does not eat rice,
he just has to. I am not going
to prepare anything else (but
rice), for him."

A: "H refurses tO eat anything!"

B: "Even if he refuses to eat,
he just has to eatl"

A: "He does not intend to accept
this assignment."

B: "Evem though he does not ihteht
to, he just has to accept it."

B.6. IO certain situations, the change of status le ( T ), but not the

completion le ( T ), may be used.

(17) 441+.11.;"--+IC4Ph Now that he is alone and homeless in
a foieign landi even if he does not_

r 4F. M. 4t4. wish tc accept assistance he is left
with no teher choice but to accept it.

T;
(IS) A: "You said that you did not care 63

read this book yesterday. Why are
you reading it now?"

5L4* "
B:

4-A.45titiCA-41.4.41,

45

"The instructor mentioned today
that this book_will be on the test;
Even_though_I do hot oate_to read
it I jutt haVe t6 d6 it."
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The les( T ) at the end of the sentences in both cases indicates a

changed situation.

8.7. The negation marker before VP1 is always bu ( ).

(correct)

NA

In other words, the usage of this form is limited to 'incompletion

aspect structurally.

8.8. The bu VP1 is a conttacted form of bu Aux VP, such as the following:

neg Aux VP neg VP

(19) a

(19)b

(19)C

(l9)d

(19)e

(19) f

(19)g

X Ail VP

Xtg VP

VP

X7ft VP

X47-* VP

Z4;!: VP

X11-

In other words, any of these expressions can be used either in their

contracted form bu VP1 or in their uncontracted form.

8.9. The entire structure bu VP1 dei VPI is derived frail the following:

a. Atk 4; Aux VP,

b. mit 7,1 Aux VP,

c. giift Ts Aux VP,

t.4
taq.

VP

VP

VP

4 6
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Whatever La expressed before m. del, either is not acceptable or worthy

of consideration to the speaker, or is impractical or not applicable

to a certain situation. what follows 12. del either represents the atibate

inntruction or request of the epetker or represents thd dtbbit necessity

or obligation ipposed br Certain dircumstancee.

TbUS the entire structure is often wed to mean that something must

be done, or that a certain action must bm performed despite strong

opposition; it can also be expressed in the following ways:

a.

b.

C.

d.

C.

vP A:41-

vP

vl'

-x4 vP

Aux VP VP

For instance:

II-k-2

a.

b.

C.

d.

0.

Bach Furthermore, the VP following n dei is alwaym dependent on the

4P PF/A. 44f vp

VP and precedes La del. When the form ylvdei VP occurs albee, it has

4 7



ether meanings; For instancet

(21) AA;41fit

(22) 44pt;

(23) aftstAtt

(24) )4p.dipt

41

/ too have to eat.

Even chicken has to be eaten.
There is a chicken dish which
still has to be eaten.

You_still_have_to_take it, even
if it-is this lUnd of medication;
You have 'Ed take this kind of
medication too.

still has to be taken/consumed
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6 The Usage of NP1 hu NP1 NP Z Npl

I. ForM:

NPI hU

II. Examples:

iXA/X)totff te51?

:14 J4 ht4;4=3"-ta Ittkit.t.?

1-3A-Axaolfo-mx44;

B.2.4...**-4*-41x*aorGiAtik.**

ti XIX 1E1 13t

C.2.1**X4i4t0iMilt4t.

4 9

/t is neither human ncr
bOniter, what is it?

[Mountains are not maintains,
streams arP ndt streams, do
not know_What it is that he
painted?]
Neither the mountain nor the
stream is properly painted,
who knows what it is that
he painted!

[Matters of money Or not money
are_unimportant.]
It IS not a matter of money.

[This matter is unrelated to
the question of academie'
degree or no_academie degree]
This is unrelated to the
question of having an
acaderac degree.

[I do not care whether or not
they are Japanese goods; if
they are inexpensive; it
will be fine.]_ _

Who cares Whether it is a
Japanese product or not, as
long as it is inexpensive it
is all right with me.

[New car or no new car; it
does not matter; as Yong as
we have a car.]
It does not make any
difference Whether or mit it
is a new car, as long as'we
do have a car.
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III; Motet:

A.1. The noun used before and after bu ( 3; 1 must be the Seed, And may

be any of the following:

Single syllable Sentences II-7-1 and Ar2.

Multiple Syllable Sentences TI-s-2 and

Simple noun S-.itendee II-A-1, 7-2, B-1
&nd S-2;

Compound noun

with modifier Sentence II-C-2.

without modifier Sentence II-C-1.

A. Basicallyi nouns in Chinese may not;be negated, and bu )

may negate onay VPS; Thes NP bu NP .is not a complete structure. It

ie deriVed from a full structure by omitting the verbal element. There

are two different full structures from which NP1 bu NP2 is derived;

TOPIC COMMERr

(w)

(t)

neg gV N3

d.R1 171N1

--B.1. The full structure of (A) NI hag EV NI -- is a Topic-Identification

construction ih ftih the identity is denied. Compare the following:

TOPIC COMMENT (Identification)

(11

(2)

-1
neg EV N

-2

4t 4; AL P1A. LAO Zhang is not a Chinese
[Lao Zhang is not to be
identified as a Chinese.]

He does not look like his
father.
[He does not resemble
his father.)

X1V-ft5C.*. .
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Though Chinese, he does
not IOok_Chinese
[Being ChInese does not
resemble Chinese.]

Sentence (4) is derived from sentence Oh above.

(3) 51AX4.47111A.,,

(4) tinilAx( )1,14A

SiMiIarIy the following expressions occur when the EV is omitted; i.e.,

sentence (7) iS derived

(5) xik/k o

(6) J-14;( )J4

(7) 4c-4: itt-/x1.4C-.

(8) (

from (6) and sentence (9) is derived from (A).

13.2; The contracted expressions, in the form of N bu (EV) N
1
, are

always used in duplicate, parallel constructions, such as:

(9) AZAAX
J47)=X4c-

W*4;*
IC& 16-

These parallel constructions are used in larger structures, such as:

(II-A-1) AxAo xxA., itkit-f4tamr?

a4 111, 71:-X7)=, 4;44.44t "A >Mt

Here the parallel construction quite dramatically describes the subject

matter it ( 4;a7 ) in II-A-1 and 4t. A fr ( a ) .in II-A-2. This

type of parallel construction, however, may not be used either

.51
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independently or as a comment on a topic.For example;

* itetaaiXJ-17XX4C- NA

11-171(X7ft- NA

3.3. N
1
bu N

1
, N

2
bu N

2
may also be expressed in the following ways:

(a) N1 ayii_neg EV NI N2 vain. nog EV N2 as in (24) beIaw.

a» N1 bu- N1, N2 Nnbu 2 as in (15) below.

(c) N1-fel. N1, N2 fei N2 as in C161 below.

(I3) /1.11p4:14t/., 5t/t.,Xit3t.

(lc itt,xA3t.
(15) ICOic ALOAL6

At th the case of AII contracted expressoti5, it has a great deal of

emphasis which is Lacking in its counterpart, the fUll expression.

C.1. The full structure (B) is an affirmativenegative phrase which

presents the alternative of an acticniwhether it occurs or not, Compare

the following examples:

[to earn money or not to(16) 4,ftxxfipot
earn money]
whether one earns money or not

[is Japanese product or is
not Japanese prodaCt]
wtether it is a Japanese
product or not

The form N bu-N may also be derived frcm the structure as illustrated by

(16) and (17); V1N1 neg V1N1. For instance, (18) below is derived from

(16) abd (19) is derived from CI71

(v) A. El *1ti El *It

(16) 4AX-4A an A. XII'

(113)( )4;11;( (.19) )1:1*-14. )14 $.41(1.
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In suchcontracted forms, it is not always clear exactly which verb has

been omitted. Therefore, as we see below, the verb used in each verb-

object expression is different from the others, but each, of the following

phrases may be contracted into the same single expression, Ni bu Ni:

(16) 44/A 4;444%

.(20) At-itX4-it

(21) 41( g"

(22) M

(22) AREtt X44E. A

Note the special case of the verb you ( ); While in the uncontracted

) ( )

form, the negation.mark is reek ( t In the derived form, mei is

changed to bu (4; ). Thus:

(24) 411kipTAX AX4X

Therefore, from the structure NPI bu NPI it is only possible to know that

a structural element--a verb--is omitted, but it is not possible to know

which precise lexical item has been left out. Howeveri since the structure

in question is never used independently, the omitted V is usually deter-

mined from the context.

C.2. The NP
1 1
bu NP as derived from (B) may be used in the fclloWing

larger structures:

As a topic:

(25) 37. o
money or no moneyi it is
not important.

Degree or no degree, Iet
us taik.about it again later.

(26)*alz*.ati.iii---frxwito



(27) Elt4rX $.1tiLA-fl")410

As a mddifier tb another N:

(28) ft XtiOlir

(29

Do) El *TX El 21.1t 41

(31) ittX4Xollrit4X4-t-,;

(32) *.fix*.fiteliqAt
fi:S.441-71-zAt,

(33) El *it E1 *it k

As part of a comment:

(34) itXyt Of

(35)

xx..44..*ax*aitmAto

( 36) It 3J1t El *iltX El 2P-It

Whether it is a Japanese
product or not, it would
not matter much,

the matter of money

the question of an acadenic
degree

the influence of neing_a_
Japanese_product Cor, being
made in Japan)

The matter of having money
or not is not my concern.

You Should share your
reactions concerning the
question of acadamid
degrees.

The impact of being a
Japanese product is fairly
significant.

This is nothing else but a
matter of money.

Whether or not you find Any
job may not necessarily be
related to the prciblem of
an academic degree.

In his opinion, it is
affected_by whether or not
it is a Japanese product.

47

Inconditionalconstractions: It serves as the component expressing

the condition or the cause, when preceded by bugan C A:f :quanta

( ft ); etd.

(37) fitoR 3T L tiT T Who cares about moneT (cost)
let us make the reservation
first.

54'
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(38) X-it-* tAttUr

09) lZffl 2101'4;4 *AMA' *tit

To befollowei by meiguanxi I ;3LX-A

Whethar_you have a degree
or not is uniMportant, as
Iong as you are carabie.

It does rotmatter whether
it is a Japanese product or
not..whatever is inexpensive
is acceptable.

I, wusuowei C .ALAtig ), etc.:

co) Vil:fta* ti-xkitLx-emito As long as you like this
assignment, money is
unimportant.

141)**.X*4.iicAiC _t4-61ALitit*iK,i, The primary goal is_te
inCrease one's knowledge;
whether one works for a
degree is not significant.

(42) U *ItX **Aft; It does not matter whett....r
it is a Japanese product vr
not._ As Iong as you_are
ready to_seII; I will buy
(take it);

C.3. The NP1 bu NP1 form derived from structure b; may also be

.expressed in the following ways;

(a) ;11U V N as in (43) and 144) below.

(b) V N 4 lz as in (45) and (46) below.

(.43) k

144)

c45) 44?-ti Z:

caw /II ft W-

D. In summary, the form BPI bu NP1 should be treated as a derived form

of two formally identical but syntactically different forms: NP1 bu NP1

(A) and NP
1
bu-NP1 M). Because of the basic structural difference between

00 and (B)i the derived fcr.ns from each of them are used differently.

55



7 The Usage of VP/S bu? vP/s

I. Fomn:

VP/S bu?

II. Ekamples.

A.

B.

III. Notes:

49

Doesn't it sound like a
novel?

"Yuanrsruan., don't you want
something?"

A. The negative bu- (A; ) is suffixed to a statement (Topic-Comment

construction or Topicless construction) and thereby converts the statement

into an affirmative-negative question.

B.1. This usage of bu/ ( lg 7) is derived by omitting the negative

part of the affirmative-negative question construction:

NP VP neg VP? NP VP neg CVP)?

(8)

.dis-10-4-14X411.?

(.11)

Do you want it or not?

Does he want books?

Does this sound like
a novel?

Would you like one?

B.2. Generallye an affirmative-negative question construction is

presented as having the following vatiantsi

Ca) VP neg VP? e.4-4547.41t-if?

(b) VP ner V? v114,44;44

(o) V neg V Obj

Do you want books or not:

To this list, the following variant should be added:

56
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(d) VP neg? e*4T?

N./aslant (.10 is the base form and while technzcally any of these variants

may be used in any circumatancesi 0100 Cc)0 and (A are derived from (a)

in order to avoid clumsiness when the object is a Icing and involved Np;

Pak ihStance, if the object in wo zuotien cong NY mai lai de shu

A4x4tilitoKA*04 ), the base form (a) or (b) would

render the sentence very clumsyi as in (12) and (13):

(12) eipt it to **14c Do you want the book I
bought fnom NY yesterday

41-ARIFX&WOK*014? or not?

(13)e*AetkolAWOA**14X.41

In this case either (c) or (d) is preferrga:

(14) it*X*4TrecittkAktg. *61 ic?

('s) e4-411.4X/A.ttiOA*61454.;?
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g The Usage of oak Aux VP/SVP -ne 71' Aux VP/SVP %

I. Forms:

A. ciSVPnu

Et. cat Aux VP ne

/I. Examples:

A.1. t *itt,p He certainly is tAildbamel

A.2. x**ttut. He certainly is not handsome!

8.1. 4t*its4.% He certainly wishes to gol

3.2. He certainly does not wish
to gol

III. NoteSi

A. This use of adverbial ea.t ) with ne ( 96 ) emphasizes the SVF

or the Aux VP, as the case may be.

H.1. There are the following vmriations to the structure in this usage:

Affirmative, negatiVe VP:

4t4..1X1

(3) 'fittgV!..% 6

(A) {at 47.1%

B. . The intonation pattern for thiS usage is:

TOPIC cai VP

(.5)a 4*.71: X-tti

(5 )6

ne

58

He certainly is handsome!

He indeed would Iike to gol

He real3v is homely.
IHe really is not handsome.]

He certainly will not go.

Re certainly is stupid(

Oie really id dying to gol
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(5)c fti-X41011°A.!

C5)d 7tX45.-PYE!

He certainly is not smart)

He certainly would net-

like to gol

C. Contrast between cai VP ne meaning 'on the contrary' and cal VP

ne meaning 'certainly.'

C.I. In both cases cai....ne is used with Aux VP or SVP and affirmatively

or negatively:

a. He, on the contrary, is
stupid.

b. He, no one else, is stupid.

c. He certainly is stupid.

(7) ft,i-XXVIAVE,0 a. He is not smart lcontrary
to what you think).

b. He really is smart.

4° ft* 'lit 6
a. He wants to go (no one

eIse)

b. He certainly is dying
to ep.

C9) 4t4-Xt.A.A-16 O a. He- is the one who is not
;riling to go.

b. He certainly is not- wining
to go.

C.2. Although the structure appears to be the same, there is a crucial

distinction to intonation. In cal,...ne-meaning 'on the contrary,' the

pridary stress is on the topic. In cai....ne meaning 'indeed,' the primary

stress is on the mdverb cal.

C1Cla 4IL7fIL5E He in stupid (no one else).

(I b f0 He is stupid (indeed).



tin)d

(1o)d

(.10)e

(I0) f

(10) g

(10)h

fttXXVE.

latt ASA%

itt 4kv/E.

60
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He, on the contrary, is
not stupid.

He is not stupid.

He wants to go.

He wants- to go.

He does not want to go.

He does not want to go.
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The Usage of cai-EVP/FVP ne

I. Forms:

A. cal EVP ne

B. coiFVP no

II. Examples:

ILI; *A-A. akTkzt" Vie

A.2 . aiet-Fik7) jt; gr4.40

B.I. ityrx3E%

3.2. 401-xiim.

III. Notea:

uvP/PvP5E

[He is indeed a case of one
of a kind.]
He is indeed one of a kind.

This is indeed what_theY_
mean whenthey say "putting
down_the bOtcher's knife
and becoming a Buddha right
on the spot."

He certainly will not buy it

I certainly Win hdt be
scared of it.

A. This form is uaed to express the speaker's assertive identification of

the Topic in A and the negative aspect of the FVP in B.

8.1. Form A is used with an affirmative EVP. It serves to emphasize

that the topic is a perfedt example of.the comment.

8.2. The NP after the EV may be of

EV - regular noun

C1) 4t7f AA4(114t7Y% 0

EV - formula phrase

(-2) ia k3rAtitriVg.o

121.3 The intonation of Form

the following forms:

Hei dertainiY it a perfedt
example of a northerner.

He is certainly a perfect
example of "making-a_ fool
of oneself by f00Iigh
display."

A places primary stress on the NP after the

EV and places the secondary stress on the topic.

61
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(A) 71' kitit frh Ab*AVE

(2) 167f,t4-1LitriVE

B.4. Contrast Topic cai EVp ne which emphasizes Topic-Identification

with cai....ne Which Means 'on the contrary.

B.4.a. These twm structures appear tO be identical. However, when the

topic is emphasized, the EVP is always affirmative. When cai....ne is

used to Mean 'on the contraryi' the EVP may be negative. For a:Sample:

(2)ift.*Xkil*X4%6

His certainly is a case of
being fond of scholarship
without growing tired of it.

He, no one ease, is an_
example of the saying "hao
xue-bu tan."

He is not, as expected, an
example of "harsmeHlaujtam."

B.4.b. In intonation, there is a difference in where the primary

stress lied. To emphasize the topic, the primary stress is placed on the

NP or on the formuli Phreed after the EV while in the other usages, the

primary stress is on the topic.

(3)hit*A.0*X4%0

(46%th..ff*X4,SO

0)(11-Xkirt*X4%6

emPhasis on identification

contrary to normal expectatien

C.1. FOrM B is used to express the speaker's feeling Of dertainty The

FVP used in cas....ne May either be affirmative or negative. Note that

the negative in the FVP may be Meitted as in the examples.
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(4)a it*OlrOtiliifftAkftatt4,41010X, ge igjust recovering from _

an ulcer, now_ you are offering
ft/1"1.% o hie these ridh:dithes Chow

Will he eat itll Be certainly
will not eat it.

mb10gAMO,W4-ftit*AVOX

ulaftw,+-ttILY0**Mt4m+
INALF-1-*".,xT11,401.11%.

13Sale

You maintain that an elderly
man_in_his 70's can run 30
miles in_twohours; It is
iffipossible (haw can-I believe
itl. I -Certainly Will not
believe it.

(6)b same

C.2. Though both cai EVP ne and cai negative FVP he Carry the same

message Cthe speaker's confidence in his judgment and the negative

reetIt Of the FVP), there is, however, a difference.

C.2.a. The affirmative expression: 4t4,065E is the equivalent

of It;t*tv.E or feLATitit%
affirmatiVe expression, Cai....na is an equivalent of zemum- hui C ti4

), 'how can it be likely to happen' or zemma kenem ( 4:4t9it )

'how can it be possible?' It is used to indicate a thetotidai expression,

such as 'how can one....?' whidh IrnILeS that 'one cannot,' or 'how can it

In the

br, possiblW Which means that 'it cannot be possible.' On the other

hand, the negative expression, adv cai....ne is a marker of assertion

or emphasis: 'certainlyi"really,"no dodbt abaft it;, dtd;

C.2.b. In addition, this usage of cai....ne should be contrasted with

qo
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cai....ne, which means contrary to normal expectations. For example:

.(6) a *AVE He certainly will not eat
it.

(6)h it* Xot,q.

He (not I) will eat.

He certainly wilInot eat it.

He (not I) will not eat it.

The aMbiguity of the structure is clarified by intonation in the

following way:

In the usage where cai....ne emphasizes the negative aspect of the FVP,

the primary stress is placed on the FVP With secondary stress placed

on the topic, and there is no pause between the topic and its comment.

() a it * o

(6)b **Xt%

In the usage where eat. . ..ne- is used to indicate contrary facts, the

primary stress is placed on the topic and there is a pause between the

topic and the comment. For example:

fk.4-Xist% 0
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10 The Usage ofwp Chuwai pelt

I. Form:

NP chuwai

II Examples:

A. it "t$ hitqF ft AS 7r ):A S-o Except for this book, you
may_take any others.

B. th4 *.*Ottoitql*P14, ATJA-t%'-f-A.og 0 In addition to those members
attending the conferences
there are also 15 observers.

C.

Itt*PIA*±4iiiftfrj-;
All.membere of this associa-
tion should parthe annual
dues of $10 each, excluding_
honorary mebbers and stUdent,
member*.

III. Notes:

A. While the word al:Iva ( M014 ) is sometiees siMply defined as

a verb meaning 'with the exception of or 'not counting,' it is also often

rendered as 'to exclude.' If it is to be seen as a regular FV, it must be

understood that its behavior displays certain =isle characteristics.

11.1. chuwai is always preceded by a NP, either simple noun as in (1),

5V-de N as in (2), VIIrde (N) as in (3), or T - c construction in (4)

iS r01-

(2) 1141**

(3) eJA4 T *111**

(4) ft ra M-Ph

65

nor incIudIng-CTUnese BOOM/
other than Chinese beeke

not inclUding the nice ones/
other than the nice ones

not including those_that
are already broken down/
other than those_that are
already broken down

not incIudtWother than
these_ Chinese k.coks you
brought
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3.2. The form NP chuwal may be used as the first or second componmt in

a compound sentence. When so used, NP dhuwei coaponent is the exception

tO the general rule of the other component. Por examples

CCMPONENT COMMENT II

NP chuwa

(8) )06414 liMAK-Ph

173X--tr1xJ k

(10) 44-4.A.Aktik 4+0N*1,601-

(11) xhit4-41.4.c.

lax *44A
01-*Aikti.

Except those who
already registered,
students must arrive
at school on May 1.

Nothing_is on sale,
except for the Chinese

Except on these 7
holidays, you do not
have to do calligraphy
exerciees everyday.

Do not buy more of
any kind of fruit

except papaya.

Tioket holders may
enter the arena from
Gate No. 1, except
femilies of employees.

Every student should
register for 15 credits
every school year,
except special studonts.

All those whot.0 averages
axe ebove_B will be
promoted to higher
grades without_ _ _

exdadnation. with the
exception of foreign
students and students
who were repeating the
grade for the second
time.
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Vhen used as a second component, words like denshk ( 4E71 ), And kestrk

( may precede it to emphasize its exceptional character.

B.3. NP chuwai may also be used after another NP, usually to offer

AdditionAI information as an afterthought.

(l2) it*49; `11 41t4tfrh What are the prices_or
theiebooks,-aside from
the Chinese bOd$tfl?

(13) AZ*.4,30.21.. ;1;14 ittpt., There are altogether 50
°members who decided to
participate, not counting
officers.

C. chuwat and chule....yiwet ( hitT ) compared:

C.1. Both chuwai and chule....yiwai may serve as either the first or

second component in a compound sentence, in either case,

the relationship betWeen its components remains the same.

(14) ii1A.*P1-4.A" $.A 0 There are Japanese people
in Addition to Chinese.

T

(15) f641.0 All books are expensive

t filj di**.
except Chinese books.

C.2 chuwai may be used with only NP: ....viwai may be used with

either NP, VP, TC, or even SV.

(16) ft T gt Ph, 0

(17) *T itgt5t aA'ff %HI.

6 7

No one wants to buy it,
except you.

There is nothing special
about it, except that it is
expensive.
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C.3. In chule....ylwai, Chule may be shortened to Chu ( ) or yiwai;

( g4,14 ) may be replaced by zhiwai ( 4:) 14 ), but nOt tiMultanedUsly.

chUwa, in contrast, may neither be abbreviated nor omitted.

). ..... "1,;(3t

.( )

lift( )'"'"" Pi%

)tii%
C.4. chule....yiwai; is the first component While NP chuwai is usually

the second component.

(19) bk T 111 ig Ph, Ail 011tito

1111 NrithibitiFit0
42114: psr0

D. chuwai and PUndtive Verbs which are similar.

D.1. shuwai may function as certain ?that-I:Ye Verbs do when they occur

as comments'of a Topic-Comment construction.

(19) WRAtifito Those who have violated_ _

the rules will be expelled;

All books are expensiVe,
except Chinese bOokt.

(20)
. .

ati tix)p_
0

(22) Vs:ILIA-n.6

Those who have had three
warnings will be suspended.

Those who are in the senior
high aria not vaunted.

Those who have to repeat
the courae grade are excluded.

The object of tho verb kalchu ( ifirt ), tingxue ( 444, ), buswan

( 44, ),and huwai ( MOt ) is the preceding NP .
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0.2.

0.2.a.

( it

(23)

(24)

chuwai differs from others in the following ways:

1e ( T ( )

He is suspended/has been
suspended.

He is demoted/has been demoted.

churnei may not have aspect markers

). ne ( VE ), etc.

*
(25) ft* thr To He is expelled/has been

expelled.

(26) it4-47.4 To It is not counted/has been
excluded.

4.÷mt-st NA

(27) it* it*0 He had once been suspended.

(28) 4t Ffi.1.0. 0 He had once been demoted.

(29) 4t*itrkiftif-Nrit 0 He had once been expelled.

4trtstitift *it sh

D.2.b. The object of chuwai must precede chuwai. The other verbs may

be followed by their object.

(30)

-%`-gr-rft-14-

Our school has expelled
three students.

NA

0.2.c. chuwai may net he used to modify ther elements while the other

verbs may Serve as VPs modifying nouns.

( 31) lf
(32) **OS*

rol- it* Pi

the students being expelled

the reason for suspension

NA

In short, if one is -r ccnsider chuwai as a FV, the many restrictions in

Its aPpiications mat be noted;

6 9



11 The Usage of NP dao:"...."

I; FOrMrst

A. NP/S daa: "---"

B. NP/S V-dao:

II. Examples:

aftl "

Ar-A Ab,

afti "
2. *..EA,Ltit: "4"tj "

A.1.

BI
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NPit: ""

Lao Wang said: "Fine."

Lao Wang became_extrownely angry
and sairinel"

Lio Wang answered: "Fine."

Lao Wang thought to himself,"Fine."

III. NotPS:

A.1. In thiS pattern dad ( AL) is used as a marker of a direct quotation.

It is always followed by a colon and quotation marks.

P 2. The functions of Form A and Form 13 are slightly different in that

in Form A, dao is used independently to signal the relationship between

the preceding NP/S and the following quotation. Thus for Form A the

semantic function includes both (1) to say and (2) the function marker

of a direct qUotation. In Form 13, howeveri dao is part of a compound.

The first element of the compound is an action-manner verb. The semantic

function of dao in the compound is.to indicate that a quotation follows.

A.3. Therefore, in Form A the word deo is translated as "said: '---'"

while in Form ES it is often not translated.

S.I. In Form A; dao may be MOdified I the following way:
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(.3.)a t-Miat* "if! "
CI)to "in

(lic *.Elt-it: "if! "
it "irfl !(1)d

Lao Wang hurriedly said: "Fine."

Lao Wang said again: "Fine."

Lao Wang then said: "Fine."

At this juncture Lao Wang, crying
and shouting, said: "Fine, fine!"

It may be pre eded by either a NP or a S:

(2)a 45-14 y. *1.. 1, it: "ifl " Lao Wang saw it, became very angry,
and said: "Fine."

(2)b *-1-ittiV*VVeit: "if! " Lao Wang oc,nsidered this to be
a reasonable proposal and hurriedly
said "Sine: '

(2)d *+,/-._44. ÷.1eUt 4: Lao Li sign, Led Lae _War. with_his
eyes:. Lad 4ang 3aJJ- "Finel"

"

8.2.a. In Form 8, .dae- occurs in synonymous c=pou-.1., is aometames optional,

as illustrated in the example below. When dao is o+-6 e-0, the direct quota-

tion may ineediately follow the main verb.

(3)a *fq(4): "ffv-grt "

(3)b

(3)d A-1)t(4): "ff! "

(3) d 4-Et(it)i "+I! "

La wang as-,?11: "Is it 0,1t?"

Lao Wang explained: "There are
more perfect onen than broken ones."

Lao Wang said: "Finel"

Lao Wang replied: "Fine!"

8.2.b. However, in the following sentences the first element of the

dmpowiti iS an action manner verb and therefore may not be used by itself

to indicate a direct quotation. Dao is the obligatory Iink between the

topic, verb, and quotation.

(.4)a Lao Wang smiled and said: "Fine!"

71



(41}b *I.V4 it: all,

(4) * 0.1.11

(4)d a+7.1
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Lao W.Tng shouted: "Fine!"

Lao Wang cursed: "Shame on you!"

: Lao Wang sighed and said: "All right!"

B.2.c. A variation of the type of example listed under B.2.b. is when the

verb represents a thought, rather than an utterance.

(5)a *_t4it: at0f4i9E? "
(5)b 111'4: "it+ Z.; "

(5) c 14-4: "

Lao Wang thought, "Why?"

Lao Wang said-to himself: "What

& performancel"

Lao Wahl thaight (secretly figured),
"Better leave here soonl"

S.3. Whether dad iS used in Form A or Form Bi it is almost always translated

as 'say. It is important to note that 4.aO: "---"' may never be used with

"-le." For instance: * *_Eit I "it! " is rot an acceptable grammatical

utterance.

C. Contrast between dao and shuo used as quotation markers.

c.l.a. Both are used as markers of direct quotation.

(6) a ititt "it!"
( 6) ft i it

He said, "Finel"

C.1.10. Both may be followed by quotations of Silent thoughts or utterances.

(7).=t 1ttit2 agtwej "

(7)b

C.1.c. Neither may have the sUffix -Ie.

* ftitT o"

He thought: "It probably is
correct."

NA

NA

72
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C.1.d. Both may be modified by adverbs:

(8)a 4t5..its

(8)b 4t5:Al ail "

(8)c At-Ettits it(

(8)d*41.tOto I "

C.I.e. Both Lay be preceded by a NP or S:

t*i its "

C.2. However. there are important differences.

Ha sad

He then said: "Final"

He was secretly pleased and said:
"Final"

C.2.a. Shuo may he modified by manner modifier VP de or VP zhe, while

dao may not:

(IO) 441000.4 " happily said: "Fine!"

4.***14, "Ittl " NA

(11)X1As " said with a smile: "Fine!"

* 4j 41-1 " NA

Dae- %ay be used ar the second element of a verb compound while

shuo may nots

(12) " Lao Wang asked "Who is it?"

* *E111-iX: "3? " NA

(13) 4.1-191.4: "fil t/ Lao Wang shouted "Don't move!"

* jif "fiq ft( " NA
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C.2.c. Shuo say be used with time words suCh as suction 'yesterday' and

jintien 'today,' but dao may not:

(14)Ibt*-Dtt

ok4-.1.0t= "A*1-1.4k 06"

Yesterday Lao Wang said: "The
work load is too heavy."

C.24. -Shua is preferred in modern writing whereas dao is found mainly in

classic novels or in modern historical novels such as

xlao-shuo 'novels of chivalry.'
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12 The Usage of V N/Pron de N v N/Pron 6t N

I. Forms:

A. V N de N

B. V Pron de N

II. Examples:

A. 4i*-11 At- o

. --frfe.oae

Vote for Lao Wang

Sue him.

III. Notes:

A.I. On the surfacei the form V N/Pron Ae-N is similar to struotures

SuCh aid Mai hi de fang C giediAk I, 'buy your house,' in which

a verb is followed by a Modified Objett where the modification is a poses-

sive N or Pronoun. The form in question has a complex derivation. It

it detSed from eV? construction of Verb-Object, where the verb is a

VO compound.

VP

71
Verb Objer

I 4 A
v0 Compound Noun toronoun

C 3

B.1. Normally, an objeer May hot feflow A VP which is a VO compound.

Expressions such as 44* , or * 4T tij are not acceptable.

In these cases; the OBJECT may be expressed using a CO-VP preceding the

main VERB: C0-Vp; M-VP. Thus; the above NA expressions may be converted

into the following acceptable expressions:

CO-VP M-VP

CO-Verb N/Pron v0 compound

(1) g;-*
to call you on the phone



(2) g
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to write a letter to you.

However, certain VO compounds may not be used in the CO-VP M-VP structure

without altering the Original meaning of the expression. For instance,

the expression 'to vote for you may not be expressed at ° ti...gojtA

(to cast the vote on your behalf) and 'to sue for you' may not be isiiptedded

ad ktift--tr*
(to su e on your behalf).

For VO coMpounde that May net be expressed in the structure of

CO-VP M-vp the structure V N/Pron de N must be used;

8.2. The structural relationship between elements of this fjedi iS Se

fellewS: The basic structure is VERB OBJECT, where the VERB is a VO of

the special type. Sinte CO-VP May not be used for this special type of

VO, it is then transformed into V N/Pron 0 by splitting the VO and placing

the 0 of the VO after the N/Pron. Ine particle de (. j ) is added to

strengthen further the syntactical linkage. This complex process i

diagrenmed below:

(3)

(4)

VP

OBJECT

VO N/Pron

V N/Pren 0
-11,711,7,4.77F7T-WTO-07

N/Pron de 0

A 41K

tit Wit

C 8 )

to vote for Lao Wang

to sue you

B.3. The structure of this form has the following restrictiend:

B.3.a. rhp VEPB must be one of the special type of V0s, from which
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tht 0 may never be dOitted without changing the meaning of the verb.

For instance, ton piao C At- ) is 'to votei' tou lan ( 4E4:- ) 'to

shoot the basket (baskattiall),' gao ahuang ( 4;4t ) 'to sue,' cad iiA

) 'to request a leave of Absence.' Other such verbs may include

the follepOing:

(5)a .o&wanxiaa 9f X to make fun of someone

(5)b shuoxianhua 'CV* to gossip aboUt 80 Ahd to

(5)c shengxiandhi ±t4 td gOattel With someone
on trivial matters

(5)d dammanpan 41-4r4 to chIenlate advantage
oVer someone or something

(5)e zhanpianyi 41t1 to take AdVantage of someone
or some situation

itS to treat someone to a meal

to ask for unnecessary troUbIe

11.

(5)f cuingke-

(5) g zhaomafan

(5)h Lsquanchai

(S) i geilian

C5)i zaoyao

(5)k diaoyat

(5)1 dacha

(5)m daoluao

(5)n shangdang

gblit
iti
*tn.
frt

_LS

to press someone fdr free
setvide

to give honor to someone

to fabricate a rumor about
someone

to find fAnIt With someone

to interrupt a conversation
or thought of someone

to make a disturbance for
scueone or sate sithatioh

td have been taken advantage
of by someone

13.3.b.. The N/Pronmay not be a noun which Cahhot be Personified,

such as shu ( 44. ), 'tree'
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B.4. The particle de serves here as a structural link and may be omitted .

(6)a

(6)b .1P4t.(

(7)a

A1t(

to make fun of him

to gossip abdUt her

C. Comparison of V N/Pron(de)0 and V0102:

When de is omitted, the structure appears to be that of a verb with tWO

objects, VERB OBJECT OBJECT2. Compare the following (8) and (9):

2VERB OBJE1CT-OBJECT

(8) 4. ift to give you money

vEBB N/PRON (de) OBJECt

a fit(0)(9) to create a rumor about you

These two similar structures may be distinguished in the following

ways:

1
C.1. For the VERB OBJECT1 OBJECT

2
structure, either OBJECT or OBJECT

2

may be omitted; the remaining form is.still an acceptable expression.

For instance, gei ni (gian) gei ni ( Akiie ) is 'to give you,' and

gei (ni) gian aBigien ( 4.4K ) is 'to give money - -to pay.' However,

for the form VERB N/PRON (de) OBJECT, the N/Pron may be omitted without

changing the basic meaningi but not the OBJECT. If the OBJECT is omitted,

either the remaining part means Emmet/dm entirely different: zhao
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4tit ) tto look for you, ac opposed to zhaoni mafan ( Afspf

'to make trodble for you,' or render the expression nonacceptable as in

thad ( ) from shannk-pkanYi- (jitAlt).

C.2. VERB OBJECT' OBJECT
2 may never have de- between the two OBJECTS. If

it does, the meaning is entirely different from the originai. For instance:

(10)a 43i,M*1.1r1A11.

(10) b Afq*lififq41t.

I ask Lao Wang questions.

T ask Lao Wang's questions.
:JO question I asked Lao Wang.

C.3. The VERB OBJECT
1
O3JECT

2
may be converted to a ba construction or

to prestated topic construction. The VERB N/Pron (de) OBJECT May not.

(11) a I give you money

He makes a rumor about you.

NA

NA

D. Contrast Verb with a Modified Object where the modifier is N/Pron de

form with V N/Pron de N:

D.1. The verb in Verb with a Modified object may not be a VO compound (13).

In V N/Pron de N, the verb and the modified N must be a VO compound (14).

(13) (it. *simple verb) to sue your friendt*tilmnAl.

(14) ag:014

(4.4km Vo compound)NA

VO compound)
[to cattiny vote for you](a** to vote for you

79
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a3it ( a simple verb) NA

D.2; The objeOt in Verb With A Modified Objedt may be modified in many

ways:

(10a 4IEW0Ak to buy your house

(15)b ft ot*Air to buy your new house

The object in V N/Pron deEN may not be modified.

-g-1t04TR NA

4ters011-f NA

D.3. The marker de is not optional in Verb with a modified Object,

except where special usages are permitted (your father, etc.). The marker

de it in AII dated optional in the form ander discussion.

(l5)a

( IE.) a

(16)b

3Efit( )4-

11-ftaibtX.

fi-t( )XX

buy your house

NA

make fmn of you

D.4. When the Object in both forms is quantified, the quantity statement

'flay Odeur before or after the N/Pron de in the modified Object:

(17)a 3q"_ 'It et* bUy one of your houses

(17)b 3EW0-111.4" buy a house of yours

In thiS V N/Pron de N construction, the quantity statement replaces de.

(18) a to tAke unnecessary trodble
for you once or tWice/
oouple of times

80
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4% fit 61 -r-q-Jult.A.
Mit --)k*Oft-3%

81

NA

NA
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13 The usage of Topic dou Comment? ToDic Ay Comment?

I. Form:

Topic-dou-Comment

II. Examples:

A. itt41S ft T ? what (things) do you do?

B.
fitAlt-345 ftit t What (things) do you give him?

C. Atit-i*A? To whcm do you give.mohey?

D.
? where did you go?

III. Notes:

A. The usage of dmi- ( ) to be examined here cannot be'simgy rendered

into English. It functions to convert a simple Question Word question

(QW question) into a question for which a plural answer is expected.

That is, to the question "Who?" the answer anticipated is not just one

singte individual, but possibly a number of individuals.

To the question "Where?" the answer is not just a single location,

but possibly a.00IIebtion of separate locations. For example:

(TI-D) gtAll iJç T Where (what places) did
you go?

Ans: 4,114, Attoti ItAti :k.44Ao Chinai Singapore-, London.
and Boston;

B. This particular usage of dou has the following charadteristics:

B.1. It occurs only in a Question Word question construction. In

other question constructions, the function of dou is different.

(1) fi:4114-ft ? What (things) do you want?
(correct)

8 2



(2) gtilg*X*7
0 (3) 04**4?

titilS.A4V1?

RA°(Do you or don't you want
them all?)

NA°(3o you want them all?)

NA

B.2. It may occur in the following structures:

i. Topic dou Comment? Where the comment containc the QW)

ii. dcms Topic (where topic is the OW) Comment?

QW conatitutes either the whole comment (4) dr

What happened to you (all
these days)?

What things do you want to buy?

In the case of (1), the

Part of the canment (5-12).

(4) it *it T7

(5)

(6) it ilitki*A? Whom (pl.) do you give money
to?

(7) itimittft-2.? What things do you give him?

(8) gt ?
On whose (pI.) behalf do
you buy it?

(9) ft 2til* ?
For what reasons (do you
do that)?

(10) fit4iiiitIfF? Where have you been?

ft AtAills*-45? WhiCh bdOks do you want to buy?

(12) itAtft: *tr.? In what ways do you prepare it?

Examples of cases wherein the topic of a question construction is a QW:

(13) Ati0.4T? Who went (all of those who
went)?

(14) AP571t ? [Where are the places where
this is avaiIabIe?] -

Where is this aVaiIabId?
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44Litit?

(18) Asft zitiq T

8.3. Structurally, these are

possible formst

(13) 4 ( *4- T ?

(30lis*?

Its(4)f-z11:7?

Alt()*itit?
(A-Poislckt?

4(A")itzi&i.137
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1What_thingsare brokenr
What is Broken?

[Who are those who taught?]
Who taught?

[Which are the ones that are
gorrectfl
Which is correct?

[What are an the thiags
which weredeliveredfl
What were delivered?

diu.ived and shortened eram the following

3.4. Furthermore, all of them way be used in a larger structure as

comments to other topics.

TOPIC COMENT

(19)-(13) OA. et ibt*

(20) -(14)

(21)-(15) it-4

dou Topic (000 - Comment

Whb went to the
evening party
yesterday?

What are all the
places where this
book is sold?

Whatare the parts
of this machine that
are broken?

s 4
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(22)-(16) ZAL

(23) -(17)

(24)-(18) AM iT

41. n

Who has taught this class?

Which items set
of answer's ar,. rrect?

our ordered merchandise,
what has been delivered?

13.5. The question conttruction can be either affirmative or negative. All

the illustrations given above are affirmative. The following are iIIuStra-

tions of negative question ccnstruction:

(25)

itSq ?

ita.c . ft!: frciA-ift?(26)

(27) MJP,..-11:47A1-'1

B.6. The question construction

the past present, or future.

(28) itAt 5141i T ?

(29)

(30) ojj

C414

can be

B.7. The question construction can be

Of these five well-known
restaurants, which ones
have you not been to?

(Mang us, whom did ha net
invite?)

Which of us dda he not invite?

Of these books, which don't
you want?

used to refer to an action in

Where did you go yesterday?
(past)

Where do you want to go
today? (present)

Where are you going tomorrow?
(future)

types. For example: Topic-Identificatic:,

type in (32), Topic-Location type in (33),

and Topic-Description type in (35).

8 5

nf the five major construcuion

type in (31), Topic-Fu..ction

Topic-Existence type in (34),



(31) IFi1,6 OtAn

( 32) *AC ft(3 tft i.T?
(34) iiinAliA-ff-Zitbt(TOtt.?

(16) fall04;t:.t.A..g?

What are all the hao of
Qi Baishi?

what does he do?

In which libraries can
this book be found?

What points of interest
are there in New York City?

Tn what ways ie_New York
City known? (Why is New
York City famous?)

79

C. Comparison of QW question with dou and QW /uestion withvIt dou:

C.1. In terms of the questioner's expeOtatims:

With doll; the questioner expects to have a fen adedeat of possible answers.

Without doe this expectation is lacking.

C.2. In terms of answers:

Without dourboth Al and A2 below are satisfactory answers:

(36) Fit "4ta.A.fi-Z?

St 1 "ta.gA411X."

Q: "what should I get?"

Al: "You should buy a pencil."

A
2
; "You should buy a pencil; a

notebook; etc."

With dou; Al is the expected answer to (37) but not A2.

(37) PI ti Alt ? " Q: "What should I get?"

1
-A :"You should buy pencil,

i1 "fth.g AUX; i;; 0 paper, books, etc."

2 "ZggAUX; " A
2
:"You should buy a pen."

HOWeVer, when only a single item is to be given as the answer (i.e.; only

hi ( is needed) to a question with dou, the adverbs lia ( 11, ) Or

zhi ( J ) are used as in A3 below:

S-t 3 "i4ziltAft*Orri, " A : "YOU Should just
buy a pen, that'S all."
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C.3. In terms of English translation:

With dow, plural forms are used whenever possible; without dou aither

singuaar or plural can be used.

(38)

(39)a 1,1%AftZ4s?

(39)b 1,1:*1-1..X

What books are you buying?

What il.wok are you buying?

What booka are you buying?

CA. Finally, although dou in this particular function occurs in a

question, it does not occur in the answer to the question.

(4,;) "4.4 A g ft " "What should I let?"

" "You should get paper
and pencil..."

D. If the QW occurs in the topic position, the function of dou differs

from that under discussion. For instance:

00.3) *Als

ci(i4)

(15) IgFAI

.5(16) i0.* ye?

ci(n) ifoiliK tj
° (1s) 14;4 r ?

(NA) °Everybody comes.

(NA) "Ev...ythIng is expensive.

(NA) °It exists everywhere.

(NA) °Has everybody come?

OIA) !Who bought all of it?
Who already bought it?

(NA) *Which place has already
acquired
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14 The Usage of Topic dou Comment le Topic 40 Comment

.... Form:

Topic dou Comment Id

II. Examples:

A. kilt' ra

B- Am A T , T6

c. *Ask T 14%71- g RAzirr.

D. 1=44.211g T ftt.,,X4R4eo

III. Notes:

It's mornihg already,
let's get upl

It'd already 4 o'clock:
it's time to prepare dinner.

He has left already-, and__
only now are you here. Of
course you can't see hie.

It hae been so busy, I am
tired already, but he still
won't give me a hand.

A.1. Generally speaking, there are six major fUnctient that may be

attributed to the adVerb d6U ( ). They are:

a. Totalizing-thetopie

(1) a

tub r-i°

b. Tolizing the object

(2) 45 A,Ali O

c. Inclusive usage of 02W

(3)

d. As-the-adverb 'even' 1

(4) 45(*

[Thevi all of them4have it.]
They all have it;

_Dxxodj-,_aII bead.)

The bOoks are all sold.

[These books, I like all
them.]
I like an of these books.

Everybody has it.

Eventhe books are told ddt

'Here we use 'even' as a_IabeI th Signify A particular function of dau
which is generallf translated as 'even' in English.

88
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(5) 'fitAS*If fa 15 1. ?

f; AB the adverb 'aIready.2

(6) l'ArP* T

What books have you read?

The books are AIrcady sold
out;

Among the six functionsi the first four have been explained in other

language texts. The fifth function is discussed in chapter 70-A. The

last function is to be presented here.

B.1. The topic of the structure Topic dee- Comment le-may be either

singular or plural. For example:

(7) 1(11411AL 'T. Fe is gone already.

(8) 401.1114A. L. They are cons already.

The Topic may be either the subject or the object of the VP in

the comment position;

(9) MC 'I.A31)% 3tit,,

T , ift-LEAtrACI

I already sold hiM that one.

The camera is smashed
already--how could anyone
take pictures?

B.2. The VP may be either affLrmative or negative.

(11) 400 1.
I already bought it.

(12) A.Asx-T-- have already stooped working.

The VP nay ",t. -oix VP, CO-VP, EV, or Ell.

(12) am already awake.

(3.4)411Asit T;

(IS) Altt4i-Xific

2Here, as in d above, the world 'already' is used as a label for a parti..:u1P:

function of dou as illustrated in example (6).

I already cleaned it.

I am alreedy planning to do it;

89
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4tAls it To I already delivered it for you;

T 6 He is already a father-.

(18)4301q" la I already have it.

The VP mAy either indidate that an action will take place that an

action is completed.

(19) WMAOtkikif T. Dinner i8 aBkost prepared.
(not: yet ready)

(2o) is Ariiiik*A To The books are almost sold out
ar.ready.

Coot yet sold out)

2I)*totFittif T6
122)154740t To

Dinner is already ready.

The books are already sold
out.

8.3. The sentende particle le is obligatory in this construction. When

le is omitted from sen':ence (7) to (18), the dou will be interpret&Z as

serving some other functioue:

(23)4(7) ctitAk

(24) 4(8) fain M 6

(25)4(9) Rit÷.4011*-0,-It 6

(26) 4(.o) ig tit.4 T

(27) 4(11)40isK

(28).--(3.2),A4xj,421.

(13) A441

(29)4.(14)

Even he leaves.

All of them leave.
Even they leave.

Even that_onewiII i A
Even I Win tell him t

When all the cameras arP
brokwr

Even I will buy it.
I buy them all.

Even I don't drink wihe;

NA

Even I will do some washing.
I wash them all.
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(30)4 (15) A441-4-it

04(10)

(31).-(18) Aatit".

plan 4 it.
td. JO bt:1 e those things.

0e1iver everything
fo,!

FToa / have it.
T ve aII of them.

C. Comparison between the fourth categcry (dou as adverb 'even') and

nikth Category Cdou as adverb 'already9:

C.l. Both functions share the following fettures:

Affirmative-and-negative VPs:

(32) A...Ems Even Lao Wang went aut.
Lao Wang went out already.

Even L.:0 Wang would not
go out. Lao Wang already
decided not to go out.

(33) A-1.41i tLT0

SVP, FV, Aux-W,-CO-W1,-EV,-and you:

(34) 4tAti41L4 T 6

05) ftlii T

He already reported it.
Even he reported it.

He is already busy.
Even he is busy now.

(36) ititsk4E , 04 1r
He is an Aderican citizen
already. Even he is an
American citizen now.

There is already a Chinese
theatre in New York.
Even New York has a Chinese
theatre now.

(304tAli-frit. T He knows_hav to do it_already.
Even he knows how to do it now.

(39)-famt*.gatic T He did it for you already.
Even he did it for you now.

07) ilk f:01 =12 Ft T

C.2. Dou as adverb 'already': the particle le is obligatory. Bou as

adverb 'even': the particle le is optional.
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(19) itASA. Evan he leaves.

(7) itibt I He :Aft already.
Even he left.

C.3. Doh 4dverb 'already': the stress is on the VP.

As adverb 'even,' the stress is on the topic.

(7) 1t4M. r0. He left already.

itACk T o
Even he left.

C.4. The adverb dot" may not be replaced by ye (4L) when used to mean already.

The adverb dou may be replaced by ( 4E, ) when used to mean 'even.'

(o) T

° itt.g9Y T.

(7)

He is four years old already.

NA° (He is also four years oId)

Even he left.

C.5. DoU as adverb 'already,: the structure can be followed by another in

which adverb cal ( 7 is used. As adverb 'even' the structure cann4::

be So folladed by adverb aai.

(41)

* 4tAtA T flot *44e,

C.6. As adverb 'already': the

You did not come to see
him until he was already sick.

NA

topic may be a time word; 12...-Ace word,

rioun or the topic may be omitted. As adverb the topic mav be

either quantified noun, place word; loun VPi or T-C constructian.

(42) *Sri?, T6

(43)

Four_years oId alre.ady.
tropio-Iess)

J. 4 0 '..7lar?. alveady.

(time ward)

Or
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(44) .A.111iy. T

(45) 4t** T

(46) ibmsitx-orx T.

t47) 4; sr WA

It is dark already. -

Even the sky is darkened.
Onoun)

Tne gates of Peking are
closed already. Even the
entrances of Peking are
closed. (place word)

He can't even speak Clearly. ('.t.

It will not db even if he
doc3 the washing. (T-C)

In other words, when a plaoe word and simple noun are in the topic position,

the sentence is ambiguous.

C.7. As adverb 'already': nc' -t i another NP can precede its topic.

AS adverb 'even': the folIOwi'- Icede the topic: lian...., jiushi

maba...., etc.

(48) it14:4 ;If Even you cannot go.

( 49 )

(50) VP 01 it: *AlsiktXt, 0.

(51) 01.3.4.ygt5kASIRCX,1,0

C.B. As adverb 'already':

(same)

Even if you come (you)
cannot accomplish it.

(same)

the topic of a Topic-Identification construc-

tion can be a time word, i.e, 43Z, 0,43t, 44-, etc.

and the comment may be time expressionr such as

IA etc.

AS adverb 'even": tiMe words or tithe expressions cannot Be used in comments.

(52) -+A.ASI.A.E. T

(53) 44-4 g T

* it+,k4FMALET

Today is Friday already.
(correct)

It's 2 o'clock already.
(correct)

NA



D. Comparison of Topic dou Comment Ieand Topic yi jing Comment Ie.

D.1. They both indicate to what extent the topic has been reached or

has reached, and can occur with the same set of Ws:

(54) it41119)

itt-IngT;
(55) +A.4.1,41.21.16

(56).ftAs*T6

ft-te,f1*T6

He is already sleepy.

Today is already Vri'.

He is already here.

87

D.2; dou....Ie, although complete in structure; usually contains an

implicit statement. yijing....Ie is complete in strmture and is a

straightforward statem, of fact which does not contain a7.y implicit

Statement.

(57) Hi "

1"ft A.T"

"ftAltitTf4k, 44t.'4#1!

S: 2 "ft6ilkli 14ATi
"

Si 3 "it e.,ak T "

Q: "Has he left?"

A
-1

: " hHe as Ieft already."
answered Lao Wang, thinking

s you did not show up until
after he has left, what is
the usel

(M clear case of dissats-
faction on the part of Lao
Wang.)

A
2

: "He already left. You
came too late. It is a pity."
Lao Wang said.

(An explicit statement of
diC;Satisfactinn.)

A
3

: "Yes. :ao Wang answered.

(A simple and matter-of-fact
report.)
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0 .3. In terms of question-and-answer usage, dou....le is not an answer

to a question but a comment on or about one's feeiings opinions, or

attitude on things. yijing....les on the other band, may be deed as an

answer to a question.

ow fqt ? " Qi "How oId are you?"

$.1 T " A: "I am tan years old."

ili "Als-t-Y T; 044.1.t*I4tit; Q: "You are ten years old
already! Can you imagine

-E4T°15? time passes so fast! HaVe
you started sdhool?"

A: "Not yet."

"4-1-Y T; 1E414? "

(59) %Ft "+./Ce? "

Q: "You are already ten and
still t in school!"

A: "Whed is today's date?"

H: ":11- 30th."

l's "AlstCE-1-5-Tlt414e4 it: Al ' e 30th already?_ Time
away so fast. Another

monr. is gone. Have you
re% tved his letter?"

C41 ":ktY61" H: "Not yet."

Pie "Als.:=A-5-TjaiitAltOtit; "It_is already_the 30th_and
you did not get his_Ietterl

Xii*T" 3offiething unexpected must
have happened to himi"

(;elfall "t T?

S-1 ± "11.W

-Se

: 3

: "How old are you?"

I
A : "I am four."

A 2
: I am four years old

already.

NA



IS Tho Usago

I; To= :

A. = 24 N

B. = VP

II. Examples:

A.1. 4Hat 4,5101#14,1

A.2. imisisit
A.3. 41.84,temit

B.l. Allit
B.2. 4P:t ee4E

89

assiatence from eadh friend

each, ha& one's own likes

eadh performs one,s duty

III. Notes:

A. The word ge ( 4 ) may be used as a sgedifier befora a :4-44 M or

a N. It may also be used as a pronoun immediately followed by VP.

each casei sit refers to eaCh individual element respectively:

(I) fit 4.*-01r. Eadh_pareoh attenes to her rser
affairs.

31 may refer to a prestated topic which is a collective group of things:

(2) kift*A-1-tA1gS lAs far as tle student body of
the_school is concerned,
each timber meet pay tuition)

Each and every student of the
entire school must pay tditlen.

3.1. In Form A, the specifier .91E, either the M or the N may be cmftted.

lence there are three variants:
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(a) 02) (c)

Specifier M-N Specifier M Speeifidt N

(3) 4 M-N 4 M ./ M

(4) 1.t.+A* it+ AA*
this place

(5) ti1S+3t* 01%+' SIS*4 'if
that place

which place

5.2. The differences between mheiC it ), nai C Als ), and nei ( imc)

and glare as follows:

a. While the other specifiers may proceed a iinebat, DI may not.

(7) DPL*45

+114-45

these books

NA

As a result, zhei; naii and nei may refer tO a gdabtity of more than one

single item; while se may hdt.

41-*A'A

I

*----guantification

Furthermore, semay be used with the adYekb dou
( Aris ) to emphasize

inclusiveness; AS in "

everywhere.' " ilt,191t4 - may only be used with dou if it is is the

lian....-dou or Jiushi....dou.... patterns.

* NA

" 'it's available

illaka+*i-4114 (It is available even in thia. piaed;)

C.1. Form 13 is the pronominal form of gel, The noun it replaces may sometimes

be stated in the context. Pot installed:

9 7



(9)

(10) fti*A.talid--ka

C.2. The pronominal usage o

instance:

(11) (*-Et **, Alle-4AkA)

91

[Of these students, eadh has that
whidh he/she is good at.]

Each of these students has his or
her own skills.

Each does it his or her own way
and cannot be coordinated.

itmay replace any personal noun. For

W1114iit.Ps0

At a

[Lao Wang; Lao Li; and LAC nang
hes wealdiaeses]

They have weaknesses.

Each and every one of them has
weaknesses.

It may be used id Pronoun-de-N.

(12) (Alt.E, At*, Atimstli ej011) [Lao Wang, Lao Lk, and Lao Zhang
attend to their own businessj

C.3. As a pronoun,

rifplikfq d ei toire They attend to their own business.

44t4-fitlrO Each attends to his own business.

21 has the following dharacteristics:

a. 21 may replace personal or nonpersonaI

(13) a ji.,:g*

(13)b 44*R
4-4m-ita

nouns (as stated in C.2.)

Of these students, each has his
or her own merits.

Of these schools, each has its
merits.

b. 21 may replace M-N (each noun), 32.14-N tiji (each his or her own

noun), or gedi (eadh one himself or herself):
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O

(3.4) 15- A-414 ;1st kt 44r A.OOOO

4-4r4404.4:
(15)

4$. *
c. m is always used as a topic, while de N is always used as an object

Each school has its own
characteristids.

Lao Wang and Lao Li each has his
own way of doing things.

of the main verb of a sentence.

(16) 4-44-0,1t.4.

(17) 4-4-4.010t.

(18) *41. frtirrt*...

Each has his own capability.

Each pays her own share.

Eadh takes charge of her own
assignment.

C.4. m may also be used in apportionment.

(19) it.*45-4-S--E-S-,; 10f_these booki, each_takes three3
Each takes three Of theSe bOOkS.

(20) itlii4-4LEA.;,; They each contribute 50 cents.

Sometimes the verb is omitted to avoid repetition.

(21) 4t1r14+.104 T p

(21)a *fiE-44.3t3ki

A--E0Ma;

(21) b 44LIJk

(21)c 4.A3A

How much did each of them
contribute?

Lao Zhang contributed $5.00,

Lao Li contributed $5.00,
Lao Wang contributed $5.00.

Each contributed $5.00.

$5.00 each.

C.6. The underlying structure is as follows:

TOPIC COMMENT

Topic

go

99

Coment

Verb Phrase

*AA



Comparison of It nnd mei (*)
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D.1. 11 may precede M-N, M, or N. mei may precede M-N, M, but not N,

with the exception of the word rein ), 'person.'

D.2. gemay be used as a pronoun but not as an adVerb; mei may not be used

as a pronoun, but may be used as an adverb.

Pronoun usage:

(23) tir14-K

0:iri*
Adverbial usage:

4431.S÷,g

(24)

Why doesn't each of you buy one?

NA

NA

Everytime you take it out, you
must sign your name.

D.3. As a specifier geLmay not be followed by numbers; mei may be.

(25) every three guests.

NA

Thus It always refers to a single item (single group or individual), while

mei hs no such restrictions.

(26)

4FIZA

. one Single individual

-ovary thrte persontweiery
thtee
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8.4. min never duplicated; mei may be duplicated.

(27)

NA

often offers conveniences to others;

D.S. nmay be used to modify a noun, orde-N1 mei-may lot be used to

modify a noun in the form of *mei-de-N..

(28) 4141-11. Each has his or her own job;

NA
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16 The Usage of V 2.1 X v

I. Forms:

A. V el-quantity statement

B. V ge descriptive statement

C. V ge negative expression

II. Examples:

A.1.

A.2.

8.1.

B.

C.1.

C.2.

tttitflAks,

-At-AM-Wit

tit tit

4ft 44 gni'

4T:1Xf.f

1:4 ?

to stay for a year or so

We shall see after a trip or tWo.

eat til1 fully satisfied

[get bruised nose and swollen
cheeks, what can be done]
get bruised all over, then what?

to bit incessantly

to talk endlessly

III. Notes:

A.A. In each of these forms, the function of 21 C +. 1 is the WOW

it indicates what result the verb is to produce or tb What degree the

verb is to be carried out.

A.2. The differenoe lidi in the statement whiCh follows the V 212. The

Stattint in Form A is one of nonspecific quantity. The statement in

Form B is a description. Iu Form C, which odddre reIetively infrequently,

the statement is a negative Optettion,

A.3.The wordat is derived from )sm(_---4..).The usage of 4_10 ge converts

whatever follows it into a NP, so that the whole structutd is a Verto.NP.

102
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B.1. In FOrd A; the statement after V-21 may be either a formulaic

expression or any idiomatiC nahepdaifia qhantity statment. For example:

wait for 8 to I0 days
(1)

(2) 3E

(3);fr+-williA.1114%

(4) ttr+ 4t

buy 2 or 3 dozen glasses

play 4 or 8 hands of Mabr-Jongg

lase 30 CO 50 thouSand dollars

recuperate for 10 to 15 days

Expressions such as C.
C ...p§

....) ( A ...I; etc., are Ali idiadatic numerals

indicatiag nonspecific quantity.

B.2. In Form A, Isis never xim.

B.3. The V-72e.- quantity statethent May be

as a Topic for further comment.

(8)

(.7) 4+ .CX$PX Atk

(a) X*111t1it4,11÷tA.-++ II &ft T

Used either as the main VP or

We Shall see after 8 to 10 aayel.

To play_a few hands of Mab-Jongg
cannot be considered "ignoring
one's aWn proper profession."

It is nothing serious: you
need to rest for 10 to 15 days
and you will be fine.

1,7-22. may be followed by a eispIe SV or a SVP, such as:

103

eat till heartily satisfied

forget everything

shirk one's responsibility completely



or a SVP:

(12) ve,+-4)Mg.tt

(13) At***.gtilt

97

have a satisfying meal with drinks

hurt oneseIf_and get black toad
blue mark:3 aII over the face

C.2. n converts what follows into a NP. The converted NP structurally

is the Object of the verb which precedes it, but semantically it expresses

the ektent th Which the action (verb) ia to be or has been carried oht.

VERB- -0133M-CT-

NP

Nu-V1 N/S

(14)11,- ÷ eat tin you are fun

(15) °E. %ti feat a case of sufficient drinks
and food] Eat till you are fully
satisfied.

C.3. The verb may have completion Aspect marker le indicating that the

action MS been completed. For instance:

(15) a Vt, tk

D. compare V de SVP and V ge SVP.

Although they appear SiMilar on the surface ih that they are both

Verb-particle-SVP, V-de and 177ms contain different implications and have

different semantic features.

D.1. V de SVP indicates that the SVP is either a potentAal or a

'habitual result of the verb. For instance:

tt 4:Tit

ot.41*

can have enough

eat fast (always)

1 4
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On the other hand, V ge SVP refers to a single eVeht Atid the SVP indicates

the projected ektont dr.result of the verb. For instance:

(ma MA.71*iiitt Enjoy it thoroughly tomorrowl

(16)b itVXJA,T+445k We enjoyed it thoroughly yesterday.

D.2. V de NW has a negative versiOn in which de is replaced by bu- (A: ).

(17)a ***It I can get it done.

(17)b 4Tvit Xt. I can not get it done.

V 12LSVP is always affirmative theagh the SVP mAy be stated negatively.

° AXoT-.:.* °CI refuse to consume all of it)".
categorical denial

° AAA+ 4 °11 did not consume all of it)=
categorical denial

(18)160***-f-; He ate till he wax full.

D.3. In V de SVP, de- is a bound form suffixed to the verb; in V Is SVP

is part of the NP--since Es is a measure for a NV and its funetieh heed

is to convert the SVT into a SP;

D.4; Since the inpIidatiOn Of V de SVP is "habitual" or "potential"

V de SVP does not have completion form.

*fttr4t.

The implication of V SVP is that of a baSic Verb Object structure,

therefore it may.have a completion version:

(19)A AttAtk Have a good time,

(19)b r tik tit

105

had a good tine
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D.S. In summary, the abtve comparison is summarized in the following

chart .

V de SVP v SVP

habitual

potential

COMpletien dtpdat _

negation

affixation to the to_tn.
preceding following
verb noun

E.I. In Form C; v-fie is followed by a restricted number of negative

exoressions: they are 1:* 4;:ik , and Agft: i which indicate

the endless and interminable performance of an action. For instance:

(20)a

(20)5

(20) c

endlessly V

2.2. In this usage, Form C, the word at is never replaced by y1.22 and

may net be omitted when the verb is single syllable:

(21) .A.vr x,ki:ft../z{f

41" kr- tXff
That_was truly lenny; everybody
laughed endlessly.

NA

2.3. The verb in V 21 Neg VP is always single syllable. Conversely,

when the verb is not a single cyllable wordi the word 21 must be dropped;

(22)a 1114g4ti 444-q:Li

(22)b ;NU it; itt-Tf..37.4Xif

Do not provoke hie. Otherwise,
he would yell at you forever.

6
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17 The Usage of Pron lai gILVP/S

I; Farm:

2NP
1
gei NP lai le VP/S

II. Examples:

A. .ttg-fe.*+xa

Et;

Pron VP/S

IYou give hiM no response.]
Don't answer him.

THegives you three I-,don't-
knows to each question.]
Ha gives you a totally
ignorant response.

(ffe gives you catching fish
in muddy water treateent.]
He takes advantage of your
situation.

III. Notes:

. The form NP gel, NP lai VP-is indicates an attitudei a mode of

behavior, or a reaction of NPI to NP2. The reaction, attitude, or mode is

expressed by 21 VP/S.

8.1. The NP
1
in this structure may be either a personal noun or one

which may be personified:

(I) *Of.nta-f4AtTit-47.PRXR
AMA*

A A

Teachers show the school
authority the attitude of
detachment and noninvolvement.

The authority gave the student
representatives the treatMent
of "xian ii. hou biog."

Leo shi in (1) and xuexiab dang 3u in (2) are personal and personified

nouns, respectively.

8.2. The N
p2

in this structure may be a nonpersonal

not be.

(3) *.t4k*(4iit4=*.+X.P16

107...

noun, but NP may

Wang totally ignored the
notice from the school.



41$404-Icit Xi. *IA

÷11.t
George C. Scott's reaction
to hie Oscar award as
best actor win not to
accept it.

101

3.3. lai is the main verb in this strUCtUre and Iei-NP is the Main VP

of this structure:

TOP..0 COMMENT

NP

(5)

CO-VP M -VP

2:21 NP2 Iai NP

Pa-ft *1T4r1L

However-, verb lai may be omitted. When it is anitted, 221.becanes the

man verb and the resulting structure becomes 22Ewith direct and indirect

objects:

(5) a

TOPIC COMMENT

mpl

Main Verb redirect Object

NP2

Direct Object

3

+XS

8.4. The measure word 21 is abbreviated version of ziat, in the sense

of 'a certain attitude,"a particular behavior.' or 'a certain reaction.'

The function of (vi)ge is to convert whatever follows it into a NP object

of lei; whether it is a verb a verb phrese or a sentence. Therefore,

21 is not an optional feature.

8.5. The expressions following 22:may ne any of the following:

I 0
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(5)a **4tt*/i4
(5)b

(5)c ittl-ft 9kt- At k.404

(5)d fitti-ft*÷*1A/fri**X

SV

VP (V 0
1-1

-V
-2
0
2

)

sentence

Ahy of these expresssions may be used after the measure word 22y affirmative

or negative, SVP or PVP, simple or complex; but the phrase must describe

the attitude; behavior; or reaction of NIP' to NP2;

B.6. As itS M-VP, /Si may have a completion aspect marker:

(5)6 *TfZT

C. Compare this form with other similar structures:

C.1. Topic 221.NP1 Iai 22LNP2 (--VP/S) and Topic 22i.NP1 Verb Nu-M-4fl'2.

C.I.a. When the main verb is Lai- this structure means that the Topic.NP

expresses a certain kind of attitude or reaction (NP3) to NP2. When

the main verb is not Lai; the structure means that the Topic (14P1) is doing

something (Verb NP3) for the'sdke of or for the benefit of NP2. This

is the most common usage of suttee a co-verb.

TOP/C oudi 221.NP2 Verb NP
3

(5)

(7)

i*.ft

4-4tK÷311-7- / buy a hat for him.

C.1.b. /n the structure where the main verb is laii lal may be omitted.

The structure is thus abbreviated to NP 221NP (Iai) 22:VP/S. /n a

sidiIar structure, Where the main verb is not lai, no segment of the

structure may be omitted without changing the original meaning:
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(5) ftlip4t*-÷Xii

(5) iit*-{t( )4XYZ

(7) A.4-4k4E÷fli-f.

(7) a Ag( )÷01-

Don't answer him,

Csame)

I buy a hat for Ilia;

I give him a hat.

103

C.1.c. In the structure where the attitude of the topic is indicated-,

the object of the Main verb Iai iS a NP converted from a VP or an S.

In the other structure the object of the main verb must be a NP,

it**. 4E+3;j11

C.1.d. The number used in the form indicating attitude is always A (
'one,' which is often omitted. The number in the other form is unrestricted.

*(5)ciMit4g4÷XM

(7)b Ailt-ftit 1+4N 1-

NA

I get hiM two hats.

C.1.e. The measure in the attitune pattern is always 221... While in the

other pattern the measure may be whatever is appropriate from the following

noun.

*(5) d twitAukx.a

(7)c AA4ME TJ.441-0

(8)

NA

I Will find him a hat;

C.2. Other expressions involving the use of 221 include the following:

I 0-
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(9) itgAtn 1 You take the medicine!

(10)4.1§-fitil.A.1 I will take the medicine!

The former it strictly imperative and the latter is a dedItrative

sentence expressing desperation.

C.2.a. In the ibpdretiVe Osage as well as the expression of

desperation, the CO-VP tsmENP' may be omitted.

(9)a eito
(10) a trt,t I

But 'IliNP" erpressing attitude cannot be nmitted.

C.2.b. The NP2 in gei NP2 for the imperative usage must be first person

and the Topic NP1 in the form for the decIarAtioh of detperation must be

first person.

.(9)b ti4-1t0L14 NA °(You feed him medicine.)

°(10)b itt6= tot NA °(He feeds you medicine.)

There are no such restrictions for the attitude pattern:

(11)

C.2.c. The expressiOn at in (9) is strictly imperative, in(10) is

deeIateLtioh Of desperation, but in (5) may either be imperative or

declarative, but never desperation.

C.3. In summaryi there are four expressiene in the structure

NP2 M-VP, as shOWn in the follOWing chart:
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TOPIC COMMENT

1
ZIP 9e1 NP2 VP

(9) hi gel wo ehi yao You take the medicine!

(10) wo gei ni chi yao I take the medicine!

(12) ni gei wo mai shu You buy books for me.

(9) wo gei ta lai ge bu ii I ignore him!

Their similarities and differences are:

IllUStratiOn (9) ( 10) (12) (5)

Features Strictly impera- Declarat.7.ve Imperative/ Imperative/
tive of despera- declarative declarative

tion

gei NP
2
optional gei NP

2
op- gei NP

2
not gei NP

2
not

tionai optional optional

2 2 2
mu7t be NP unre- NPNP unre-

second per. stricted stricted

--2 --2
NP not the NP iS bent, MP

2
not the

beneficiary ficiaryofVP beneficiary

NP
2
must be

first person

NP
2
not the

beneficiary

NP
2
issues order

for NP
1

NP
1
is ordered

by NP
2
te_do

detion(VP).

NP
1
is second

person.

NP
2
issues NP

2
is target

order for NP
1

of NP
1
's

attitude

NP
1
ordered NP

1
is actor,NP

1
is actor
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by NP
2
tc:b NP

2
is reci- who shows

action(VP). .plent or attitudeire-

NP
1

is let beneficiary action tO cer-
person. 1

of NP 's tali(

action. situation.
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18 The Usage of 22I:VP

I. Form:

Topic TA VP

II. rxamples:

. fiti**1

ft44?"*4 At-71-Altitti T frn

III. Notes:

You go to peer it.

If he does earn some money,
he would spend it all on
liquor.

Hei Xuan Peng has been
captured;

A; Generally speaking, the verb lei in addition to being used as

main verb of a sentence may be used in the following three cases:

a. CO-VP-r--Topic gei NP VP:

(1) Ai*ItA

b. ba construction: Topic-ba-NP-gei-V14

(2) Aeittli*-t.

t Will draw for you,

I lost the money;

c. jiao/rang pattern: Topic jiao/rang NP gei VP:

(3) t+,"1--E**044. T Lao Li has been locked
up by Lao Wang.

However, in all three cases wheh the NP is understood

immediate context, it may be omitted, as shOwn below:

(A) Topic oti oaqvp ____, Topic uiVP

(b) Topic (N1- NP) eINP ---- Topic 221.VP

(c) Topic (jiao/rang NP) 221Vp-Topie VP

113
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The end result in all three cases of omission is identical: Topic.

gei VP. Thus, in a given context, these three usages Of TOpid 01,:VP

must be distinguished.

8.1. In the case of (a), the CO-VP usage of 01, the omitted NP is the

Indirect Object (IO).

(4) Mr ( fit) 111-A-

(5) OPiltZik(:40-f).P.0140$1*-T-47.;

(6) AVit-T-A.14-(11)114::::.ci

Will pour it out (for yoU).

May I trouble you to go
and fetch Barber Wang WU
(for him)?

I won't have tiMe to heat
it for the second tithe (for
you).

One of the conditions for the omission of the IO is that it must be

clear from the context. For instance, the context of (4) is the following:

(4)a "EuktSTO1PultL-f-kkgi "Si_Nao, you must not
send Niuzi to the (open)
sewer..."

Niuzi, come, give it to
me..,I will go to pour it
out."

Here it is apparent that wo gei dau qu is a shortened version Of wo gei

Niuzi-dao-qtr. "I will, on Niuzi's behalf, pour it out."

The context for (5) is thi following:

(5)a 44.tie.44-TA, "tIct

g-4i.01 4;

Feng Gouzi broke his Ieg.
Lao Zhao (asking Manager
Liu): "May I trouble you
to fetch Barber Wang WU?
He (Wang WU) knows how to
fix broken legs."

Here, gel zhao is gei Feng GUozi Zhao, to go fetch the barber who is else

a medical man for the insured Guozi.

The context for (6) is the following:

11 4
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(6)a atiit T 1.1tT

X**

S( *: "4,44eFt-f-t-f-+
*TiL4T-6"

*)Li at6A T vr

"

Daughteri "The food is -

ready, the wine is heated,
but you don't know how to
enjoy this good service!"

Father: "I must clean the
yard before I can sit down
to eat with peace of mind."

Daughter! "If the food (and
wine) get cold, I won't have
time to heat them for the
second time."

Here the daughter prepared a nice hot meal for her father, yet het father

would have preferred to clean the yard before eating his supper. The

daughter objected to his idea for fear the food would get cold and she

would not have time to reheat everything once again for her father.

Therefore, gei re er hui refers to gei nin--the father--re er hal;

3.2. Although the omitted NP in the Abbve illustrations is the object

of the verb in CO-VP usage, not all NP in such occurrences may be

omitted. For instancei in the following cases, the NP may not be omitted:

a. IMperative usage of CO-VP_gei wo:

(7) You get out of herel

b. Declarative-expression of desperation:

(8) Aft'itOt! I will eat:

6.3. The NP is often dropped when it shares the same reference with

the topic:

(9) 4,4101-4 ±t4.- Jt., Hunill requested Mr. Peng
to write a few characters.

Here the omitted NP after the verb selA.s either Huniu or ta as shown

below:
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(9)a

(9)b Jt A411.÷*

ExpresSion (9)A is NA. EXpression (9)b is acceptable Eqt is not as

compact as (8), and thereby not as powerful an expression.

C.1. In the case of Up), the ha constructioni III-A-b, the omitted NP is the

object of the Main verb in a sentence:

c1°) -*-M64+,4.-AC6*(4eitit 4X)

iiv**trk T

Cu) 4t (4e 4)4-40,540

(12) ft 330A-4* T

If bre dbes earn some money,
he would lose it--the money
he earned--all at gambling.

He smashed it--the car--
beyond repair.

He wrote it--the.address on
the envelOpe--wrong.

C.2. Note that the omitted segment is not the NP alone, but the ".ta-NP"

phrate;

C.3. In the case of (b), the NP object of the maih verb May have been

transposed to a topic position following the procedure shown below:

fit A4kM-StA T

1t4t_kOptalL4kA-4111T

The structural diagram is as follows:

TOPIC

(10)a 4+ OA

1111a

(12)a 441-1363t1i

COMMENT

Topic Constant

Algti-Ork T

-t-4kitt 4-0

A-4*T
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C.4. It must be noted that the word is indispensable in (10),

(11) , and (12), but not in (.10)a, b, (11)a,

Topic 01 VP

a. Topic ba-NP (00 vP

b. NP Topic VP

For instance:

(13)

id "CtAlit/i*it

(14)

('t) A- "fa 4-**44**36 itV.k Ibt

±1-(11-)441-3tr!

b, and (12)a, b. That is:

Lao Liu: "What_happened
to the_money I_Drought home
yesterday for Jiahh?"
Mrs. Liu: "He lost it
all at gambling!"

Lao wang: "Do you know why
be is penniless again? He _

Iost aII_the_money_he earned
at gaMbIing Last night!"

Lao Li: is lost all his
hard earned money at gambling
last night!"

D.1. In the case of Cc), where it is used with 1112/rang-, the word 01

is used in a pattern often identified ad "paitive YOide." It is a pattern

ih Whieh a partidOlar actiOh is directed or applied to someone or some-

thing by same other person or some other things.

In this pattern the object or the recipient of action is the topio;

the actor is introduced by jiad Or rang and the eätion id introduced by

gei. For example:
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TOPIC

itp1

Obj ect

(.5)

(16) 4-1-

(17)

cam=
_j-iaotra_m NP2

jiaofrang Actor 312,Action

tni

ta141.*Fill*

A-3*41- T

M-A-T

g=ff T

111

Hei Xuan Fang
has been captured
by the Army.

The house was
flooded by the
river;

The enemy was
smashed by our
infantry.

0.2. The Np2 maY be understood or stated in the contekt. In the case

of (c) the omitted NP is not the Actor, nor is the object,as in the case

of (a) CO-VP construction and (b)b-a construction. Furthermore, the omitteo

segment is not the NP alone

(5) a

but the jiao/rang.NP phrase.

,XitAL0-"151.*) T 6

(16)a *--1- (n1K4c-)

(17)a R.A. (0'14t1513) X-ff T

E. In summary, the form Topic gel, VP may be the end result of three

different derivations.
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39 The Usage ot Pronl 321 Pron2 vP

X. Forms:

A. ni wo VP1

B. wo lel ai VPI

C. Pronl 22L. Prom 2

II. ExadpIes:

A.1. 401,1-k*40344, ItA*4-vci My dearest, won't you go
inside!

A.2. 0/4aAk1

B.1. AeatAlrellOPOtT,

At lit lel

13.2. A142-740A.5itin011 iitiP 4t-kXV,
4k aft ir 1- I

C.1. AM-iftAis

C.3.

You get over here!

If you won't drink it,
then get out of here!

I have already put on a
1ot of warm clothing,
but if you want me to
put on more, I will do itl

I told you it is useless
to go there. But if you
insist, I will gol

I will buy a book for you.

YOU will buy books for me;

Lac) Da buyit books for Lao Er.

xm Notes:

A.1. 03,Pron in a sentence structlre may have various usages. The

most familiar ones are:

a. lei Pron NP:
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(1) 40i4iX

b. TA Pron VP:

(2) -At444#

(3) Aillit4it
°

113

I give you money.

I write you a letter.

I cook for you.

Whether 01 Pron is followed by a NP or a VP, Pron is an inherent

part of the structure and its semantic function remains constant.

A.2. HOWeVeri the usage presented here is similar only in appearance

to (a) and (b) above.

Pronl 22iPron2 VP1 means Pronl performs an action (n?) under the order

of Pron2 or at the request of Pron2. In this structure sei_Pron2 is

optional;

8.1. In Form A, Pron2 is restricted to the first person.

(4) *AA thi

(5)

(Tau) Get out of herel

The speaker is therefore the one who gives the order or makes the request.

The order or request to do a particular action (VP) is directed.to Pronl.

8.2. Pronli the one who receives the order, can be second person, either

singular or plural. AA in other iMperatives, the second person pronoun

is often omitted.

(ni/nimen)22122/women VP1

Such an order may be given to the second person but directed to a thikd

person, for example:

(Eynimen) liso/Tang- Weamen- woman- VP1
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(6) O-Pni 4t*A. tk 4.1 Ask bill to qet out of here;

(7) it/-14e*A.A*1 Ask him to come in!

(9) al-1,19*A /f AAA! Ask them to dress properly!

(9) faini44,1n4 41 ARk thed to keep standing upl

H.3. The VP is always affirmative and may be either transitive VP or

intransitive VP, such as: guanehang ( 4E± ) 'to close, tuichugu 4k

push out,' thud:1i C (tlt ) 'to shut up,' wanghourhan ( 4k

gig ) 'to stand backito badk up.'

H.4. Adverbs may be used before miPron:

uol a fitilMA Come out here!

(IO) b
*.!

Negative command bid ( mi I may also be use :

(11) a

(11)b AAA T

Don't you forget itl

Don't you talk nonsense!

H.5. This structure usually consists of the entire range of imperative

expressions from earnest persuasion to irrevocable otaeri

(12)a 4.4.5.0 You'd better go inside, miss!

(12)b 1(14 414,411.0.1a its.

(12)c *tot!

You'd better all behave
yourselves1

Get out!

H.6. In all these expressions, 22.1.wo is optional. However, the difference
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between Pron1 gel Pron2 VPI and Pron1 VPI is that the fere= indicates the

speaker's strong determination in enfording tho command, while the latter

is merely a cOMMand.

Compare the normal command expression wo jiao ni gun] and thie special

imperative form ni gei wo guni The fOrMer MAy be interpreted as:

(13)a ft*.i I ask you to leaveI (not stay)

1I3) b auts.1 I ask zos to leaVe; (het
anyone eise)

(13) c 44e

(13i 411**1

I dO AIM Ymu to leave.(I
did not inquire if you would
leave)

I aunt you to leave.(no one
else)

While the latter wo gunl can be interpreted adi

(1A) a Wit-441
le.mv get out 1

(14)b **dm Yoe get out!

The former depends on the vocal stress to indittitt whioh of the words

is being emphasized. In the latter (Dia, 14b), the stress is implicit

in the structure.

Furthermore, the former leaves room for the listener tO potidet how

seriously the command is intended while the letter is unquestionably in

earnest.

8.7; To review, Form A is therefore an imperative structure where

Pron2 is tho one giving the orders and Pron1 lv the Atter Of VP in

compliance with Pron2's order; The Moaning Of ia different from

the usual co-witbitil neage Of 'for tho sake of' or 'for the benefit of.'

C;1; In Form B, Pron 2 is restricted to second person la:wavy ow PlUraIi

1 22
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(15)a 410k41IN r will sign iti

(15)b 44410:1141 r will sign itl

Pron1 is restricted to first person, usually singular, but sometimes

plural;

(10 ti T ft-/t-X ft 14.4*ft Pt! I took My medicine. If
you_don't believe me;. r
Will take it again( (Just

to satitify you)

(13) MI414-* t
4.19 AA-03k

We all signed. If you
insist that we should sign
before you, we will sign
it againl

C.2. Negative. are not used with maii.Pron VP. Adverbs may be used

befOre Pron or VP :

(18)a A -IL Ili ill'it O' .
I will do it for you
immediately,

(18)b I Will do it fOr yOu again.ittiPOlt ;

(18)c We will all do it for you.AirlApk-iitto

C.3. Form B is not an Lapetative StrUcture; In Form B; Pronl is making

a concession to agree to do the action of VP under pressure or coercion.

from Pron
2

. Such a concession, as illustrated in II-B-1, II-B-2, may

indicate a desperate effort to please Pron2. For instance:

(19)4414:41teliAitite3 ti AQ I )unow_you want me to leave
you. Frne. I will leave

1.4-e7t. I A. 1644.01
you tcmorrow and I win go
far away.

(2°) =4A1#4.4411.41.t.*A* +A. kit* tit Will

Zi4141.6.41, if! 41 A. tiptirrit

123

"Everyday I have to take
this bitter herb medicine.
EVati today--New Year's Dayl
You people won't Iet_me _

skip it. Fine. VII drink
it. I will drink it (as
you ordered)...."
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C.4. AlthOugh ni is optional, a comparison between Pron1 luttni VP

and Pron1 VP shows the semantic weight of smi.ni in this structure.

(21)a 01 itmiA, Att,t..1 Fine._ If you fibres me
I VIII 16AVC

(21)13 tit& A it..**ki Fine. You force me to
leave, but I am leaving
against my own will.

Thus Pron1 oink VP expresses not just what Pron1 is going to dO (VP), bUt

also expresses that Pron1 is in a helpless Situation brought on by Pron2.

D.1; Form C is the most frequent and most familiar usage of 22A, Pron VP,

referred to in II-A-1. It generally occurs in the structure Pron1 321,

Pron2 VP meaning 'Pron does VP for the sake of/for the benefit of Pron2.'

(22)a 4t4.40;ft.

(22)b

Where the Pron
1

is the Actor of VP and the action is carried out for the

benefit of Pron2:

I writs him a Ietter.
I write a Letter for him.

He will cook for you.

ACTOR/BENEFACTOR gei OBJECT1/BENEFICIARY

A Ak ft 4t

X4t,

A X- iit
.11kgL

D.2. This usage of gei is not restricted to pronouns. For instence:

t2 3 ) tre.3_e Columbia University
tratns scientists for
New York City.

E. Comparison between Forms A, ni gei wo VP, B,mo-ersird. VP, and C,

Pron gli Pron VP:

2 4
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E.1. In all three forms, Pron
1 is the ACTOR of VP, and is to perform

the action of VP for the benefit of Pron2i either willingly or unwillingly.

E.2. In Form A, Proni is ordered to do the action of VP by Pron2.

In Form 13, Pron1 is doing the action of VP under pressure from the erPedta-

tion of Pron
2

.

In Form C, Pron1 is neither pressured nor ordered by Pron2. Pron1 is

doing the action of VP for the benefit of Pron2.

E.3. In Form A, Pron2 is the one giving the orders. In Form 13, Pron
2

is the one exerting pressure. In Form C, Pron2 is the beneficiary of

Pronl's adtion (VP);

E.4. In Form A, Pron1 can be second and third, Pron2 must be first person.

In Form Bi Pron
I must be first person and Pron

2
must be second person.

In Form C, neither Pron
1
or Pron

2 has any restrictions. Furthermore, they

may be nonpersonal nouns.

E.S. In Form A, the message is a command. In Form B:the message is

an act of concession or a desperate effort in a desperate situation. In

Form C, the Message is a matter of factstatement of a benefactor-beneficiary

situation.

E.6. In Form A, the negative imperative bie may be used before geiPron2.

In Form 13, no negatives may be used. In Form C, bu- ( ), mei (a. ),

and biebley all be teed;
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20 The Usage of Hao VP

I. Form:

Topic hao Comment

II. Examples:

A. Air- it 11 nitit.*0
B. tt 3t. ',title *04.0

4 itillt-i*AA T Vico

119

I will keep the door_open so
you people can come in.

You report first. After you
finish you can go attend to your
work.
Clean these padded garments, so
when the climate changes, you
will have something to year.

III. Notes:

A. Here haa ( it) is used as an adverb and occurs before a VP.

In this usage it means "so as to be able to" or "so that." In structural

terms, it links two otherwise independent unite and thereby ihdicates a

causeeffect or actionpurpose relationship between the two components.

Therefore, the above examples illustrate that something is taking

place :_component I) in order to facilitate the occurrence or performance

of something else (component II

B.1. The structure Topic hao Comment is therefore always used as a

second component in a compound sentence.

COMPONENT I COMPONENT II

u) A. fi- if 11 et-loft.*
( 21 it tit
(3) .te.44tilk-1#&*& k ;4- TifIle
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H. 2. The components may be in the following forms:

(a) T-C Construdtion 4x-ifitr11p Wilt*

(b) Topic-omitted Constructions it.Z.hailt*I-k

H.3; As long as one component is a facilitating factor of the other,

they may be linked by hao to form a compound sentence as illustrated

above. For instance: 41a-13udux-Tx C 4dit4:i4A. ) and tadeng ni

*fit ) may be linked by hao as ins

(4) it-Xth-ki itittft Be is not going out, so he can
wait for you.

( 4611 * ) and ni ( **At ), as Is'

Cs) Mr.*, ettft4o He is going to drive, so you may
-

rest.

gaijin jiaocai C $cAtAtit

4eAt ); aa iSi

(6) kA4rckti VE4* -9 *At a

) and tigao sufti xingqu c *LA*

To revise and improve teaching
materials so as to maintain and
improve learning interest.;

B.4. When both components ahare a common topid as in (4), the repeated-

topic is often omitted.

(4) it3Zit(4`( )1fita

The topic is often understood from the contaat.

(7) fg.X tit 16 fa should.clear the account so
Cwel can discuss profit...sharing
matters.

H.S. The two ccesponents are not necessarily both affirmative or both

negaUve.
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(9) it et A.* T -E

Pint4tititX0111404.1-a
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neg-aff .

aff-aff .

neg-neg.

Do not give him a Lot of money
so that he win not squander it
away.

aff-neg.

Last night he prepared the whole
night for it, so he does not have
to worry About anything when the
tine comes today.

8.6. Component I may be in the habitual present, future, or completion

aspects but component II is always stated in the incompletion aspect.

However; While the form of component II remains in an incomplete aspect

its time element is determined by the content of component I. For'instance,

hao-na-waikuat ( *14.014k 1 '36 as to get extra pay, in the following

sentences renains in the same form but has three different time references

because of differences in the preceding component I:

(10) 1LE. fl tici 3' SA ± fri He worked overtime in March,
so he could get extra pay last
month.

cu) 1±flttji, a+4 it***6

0.2) *an tx*, nit4-01-tto

He worked overtime last month,
so he could get extra pay this
month.

He works overtime this month,
so he can get extra pay next month.
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C. The function of adverb hao is to bring out the cause-effect or action-

Lnurpose relation between two components, but it is not always interchangeable

with other adverbs flor similar functions.

C.1. Compare itao and weides&t C. OAL ).

C.1.a. hao must occur before a VP; weideshi may occur before a VPi a

T-C, or a NP.

(13) it31.4 itap*A:

(i 4 5L4o
(IS) 4V,P4 gt444s.
(16) Alf-* *Okitii

I will drive so that you can rest.

I Will drive for your sake.

C.1.b. hao may occur only in Canponent II of a compound sentence of

cause-effector action -pUpose relationship.

weideahi may also occur in Component I of a compound sentence of such

relationship.

COMPONENT I COMPONENT II

Alf.* *ft* AC

ttyits& Air**

ft /Wit. 11:"Itir**

tP M 1$X411P-t-

C.1.c. In a compound sentence, hao indicates the component in whiCh

it occurs (COmponent II) is the ihteuded result or purpose of the other

component. For instance:
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(13) 4i4f1- eitit-40
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C.I.d hao may occur in Component II with a Topic or subject matter

different from that of Component I.

(13) A/T-4. fit*M.I.L

weideshi always implies that the Topic or subject matter is the same

in both components. There is no other difference in meaning between the

structure with hao and that with we:Ldeshi.

(14) Aif.**Okiie*4
40-4 (10*

(15) AiT-4 *OA:WM&
-()*

(16) A.ff-4)mke

Alf.4.(4)4ibtit
C.2. Compare hao with caineng ( tit
C.2.a. Structurally both hack and caineng are used before a comment or

a VP:

(I) AffAtnom#**

Mn Affirlemtipt*

(2)

(2)a ""'"'1X3t lit fa lit A

(3) k+Ttile

(3)a

130
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C.2.b. Semantically, hao indicates a possible or potential resuIt of

Component I. caineng indicates the preceding statement is a necessary

prerequisite for producing certain expected resultu tin Component II).

C.2.c. Therefore, in certain cases hero and caineng are not interchangeable.

(17) 4t4 + fc-11/LIVE-I6

A*41-41Vit.IA4140*-4k.

0.9) _La ++4A74.4411- fipt*a

(20) -it-itleX4' -,-

I am planning to get a tape
recorder so as to make recordings.

He plans to brush up on his
English so as to enter an American
school.

We have orders that only those
who pass the examination can be
promoted.

If he declines to go, then you
can go.

In these illustrations, hao and cainenq are not interchangeable.

Therefore, while paineng is used strictly in &component II of a

conditional construction, hao may be used in any construction that indicates

a cause-eff3ct relationship or an action-purpose relationship.

C.3. Compare hao and lai...lai (Ak Ak ) and/or m. . .cm ).

C.3.a. Both are used to indicate purpose:

(21) AM on *.#1,1,156 I come to New York so as to study.

(22) II iiit . .

(23) A.I1-4 Vert 04-1---c.
I will drive so as to bring all
the things with me.

(24) 4101-4-4-te Iff70-e,

131
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C.3.b. hao is an adverb; or is a disjunctive verb phrase.

Therefore, structures which may be joined by hao are unlimited (III-c.l.b)

while structures which may be joined by Ia1 or sa...32 are restricted

in the following ways:

C.3.b.I. The two structures must share a common topic--a personal noun

or pronoun.

At4s A4444.
C.3.b.2. One of the two structures must have lai or sa, and thus must

involve "going" or "coming"

4titk + 4404-iit iii*-kiik.**4*-/-A.

C.3.b.3. Component II may not be negative.

' + Tzc * 4.
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21 The Usage of VP/S haale V7,-/S y

I; ratMA:

A. VP - haole

B. S - haole

II. Examples:

A.I.

A.2.

LI.

8.2.

fitge4z4M4ttk, 4t4LIT, Afitti. Since you do not like to
cooki how about this!_-I _

fl% &it will cook and you adlI waSh
dishes;

41.4eAM Is *tire frl.

A4e4,*9 IS T. 6

iiatT4-kfectici Alicit gt4t-kf T.

How about doing it this way?
I will loan you my book.

How abaut letting me (or Why
don't I) loan you my book?

Since you do not_like to
cook, how abOut letting me
rook (or why don't I cook)
and you wash the dishes?

III. Notes:

A.1. The form haole- ( +IT ) may be used in many different ways;

The discussion here will concentrate on too Of the Barra Form usages:Verb

Phrase - haole and T-C constellation - haole.

A.2. As a bound form, heckle suffixed to a verb phrase 0/11 or a Topic-Comment

construction (S) indicates a suggestion and therefore for this discuseion

will be designated as a suggestion marker.

A.3. Briefly, when haOle is suffixed to a phrase, it converts the

phrase into a suggestion introducer. When haole is suffixed to a T-C

it converts the T-C from a statement of fact to a statement of suggestion.

8.1. In Form A, the phrase is restricted to the fallowing:
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(1)

(3) t/'MVt.
How about this/that

127

3.2. An important characteristic of haole is that it must 0=12 With

another sentence. Expressions of the type with head iMpliditly indicate

that there is a suggestion, but that the suggestion is not explicitly

stated in the phrase te *blob haole is suffixed.

Therefore, these pnrases are logically incomplete in themselves and

the missing suggestion must be presented in a separate statestent, which

always follows the phrase containing hadle. AS duch, this usage of ?Isola

must be a pakt Of A compound sentence.

ou Afs.4;4f*Vr* #4e4XWOUtiffitA ROW about doing it_another
way-,you_give me the money
and 1 Will buy it for you.

In the abetA eXAMOla; AS ito 7 is the introducer of the

suggestion. tit4e,AgAmit A is the statement of

suggestion.

It is important to note that if the nOrMal Order is reversed, and

the suggestion precedes the introducer, the structure becomes NA. For

instance;

134
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* fit4t4Uft-di,.6.4ktAfilS0,410 T NA

C.1. In Form B, T-C construdtion haole, the sentence is restricted

tdi a etatement of ouggestion. Therefore, certain types of constructions

are automatically excluded, namely, Topic-Description; TopiC-ESiatence,

Topic-Identification with EV shi Cj ) and Xing ( ), and Topic-

Function with Aux Vlo and Resuitative Verbs.

Examples of types of constructions which may be suffixed with

haole and converted from statements of fact to statments of suggestioft

are listed balm,:

(5) ell *it T ?

( it otirt T ?

(7) elf ?

(8) itit4tAlt T/

(9) T?

(10) ?

How about if you stay home?
(Topic-Location)

How ebout if_you eat?
(Topic-Function)

HOw about if you drive out
there? (Topic-Function with
complex_verb)__
How about if you would buy
it forme? (Topic-Function
with CO-VP) _
How about if_ydd teke the
leading role? (Topie-

Identification)
How about if you would
take_the part of the hero's
father? (Topic-Identification)

C.2. The T-C construction to which haole is suffixed can be either

simple or compound; affirmative or negative. In A COM06%Ind Sentende,

haole is suffixed to the Iast component. For example:

gt4k.

(12)

How about coming_yourself?
(Simple Si affirmatiire)

THow about roeuttliq it?
(SitpIe S, negative)



(o)

cloa gt;T:R

(14)b 4tXtitql:, it-tX4-ft
ItXtd-ift, T?
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How about if I join you,
when you_go?
(Compound S, affirmative)

How aboUt letting hiM
refuie to buy it, if you do
not buy it?
(Compound S, affirmative)

If he doesn't give it to
you, how about your not
giving it to him?

The T-C construction may be declarative or imperative, but not

(IS) A.,10M-A. 4.011A.4-41- T ?

us) 14:44.)tf T ?

(rn 4e.4*4.x.

-4'ft4-44t$04.11.1.

(1s) 4t4t4r4.1E

n. T

narrative.

(declarative)
How about my going tomorrow?
Why donYt i_oo tomorrow?
(iMperative)
How About waiting here?
Why don't you wait here?
(narrative)
He writes neatly.

NA

(narrative)
He does things properly.

NA

C.3. The T-C construction - heale may be followed by a "?" or "." Ovendint

on the tone of voice of the speaker. In other words, it may be a suggestion

(for someone) to folloW; Or a Suggestion (for someone) to concider.

It may be translated as "I suggest tint you...do such and such," or "Would

it be all light if...?"

D. Comparison of Form A and Form 131

Form A is not an independent statement, and is always followed by a comma

and a statement of suggestion; therefOre it is always part of a compound

sentence. Form 13 iS an independent statement and is the suggestion itself,
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and it is a complete sentence structure-, therefore may be followed by e

period or a question mark. It may also become part of a compound

sentence;

Moth Form A and Form 13 may be followed by a Question Phrase (i.e.,

V-bu-V-type, V-ma type) but may not be directly followed by a question

particle:

(19) 44;41itT> It4S*41L4, ftlgit? How about this way--you
*fA74f? stay humeE I go. Would it
goggt4 be all right?

(20) ftIt*ilt0 iti°4?

*

vei

Row About you stay hOme
add I go? Would it suit you?

NA

NA

Those Question Phrasesi by their nature, are conatrUetiOns separate from

the Phrase Mole and froaLthe T-C c;..nstruCtion'haoIe.

E. Corinarison of Mole- and be- ( es):

E.1. Ey suffixing either haole or be: to a phrase as in Form A or

a T-C construction ol in Form Hi a suggestion id indicated. But haole

may be suffiked dither to a negative or an affirmative sentence, while

ba may only be suffixed to an affirmative sentence to mean a suggestion.

(21) iitT.-kit ? Wow about your not going?
(gibrredt)

° tX-A-ve NA *(You are not going,
aren't you?)

2.2. When ba is suffixed to a negative sentence it functions as a

particle for confirmation. It indicated a question, not a suggestion.

(22) itZA"le.? You are not gOing, I Pt:IS:Ube?
You are nOt going, aren't you?
You are not going, am I right?

137
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E.3. When haole is suffixed to a negative sentence, it maintains its

function as a marker of suggestion. The key distinction between haole

in an affirmative and in a negative statement is as follows:

Affirmative statement - haole: It opens the tOpic for discussion or

further negotiation.

Negative statement - haole: It offers an alternative, sometimes the

only alternative, not anticipating further discussion.

For example:

(23) Ain -3k4-it ? How about our going together?
(What do you think? HOW
about it?)

(If he does not like yoU4
Now_about ignoring him?
(Win that solve the problem?)

(24) fitXmikirt 7?
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22 The Usage of jian X ItaY X X

I . Forntis:

A. jian X in Y

B. jian X, Y

II. lbcampIes:

A.1.

A.2. JeAtts-

A; 3;

A.4.

B.1.

MIMS/

apcs.,44

Whenever the sees someone,
she smiles.

Whenever there is moneY,
he takes it;

Whenever there is candy,
he eats it.

Whenever there are cigarettes,
he smokes them.

Seeing that the m&nager did
not bring more wThe, he tapped
the table and shouted:
"Bring more wines"

B.2. 1.4tedmvtithx4e,m-rj44. Seeing that the tiger had
° already been killed, he

attempted to drag it down
the hill.

B.3. RAMAOKesaktt-A-1.;

8.4. gLAATAilittAHAAirAVIF4LO

III; Notes:

A. Form A and Forint) do fibt necessarily mean 'seeing x' but usual1Y

mean 'whenever X, Y.

3.1. Form A is a contracted construction of two VPs, VP
I is a verb-

Object (noun), and VP2 is Adverb-Verbi 112VP. There can never be a

pause between the two VPs in Form A.

Seeing that there were people
eating,.he inched his way
over.

Seeing that I had_had a feW
drinks, he used Iies to scare me.

139
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ti)

(2)

(3)

VP1 P2V

Whenever there are books,
he will buy them.
He buys books indiscriminately.

Whenever_there_is liquor,
he Will drink it.

Whenever there are weeds,
pull them.

Whenever they find gunpowder
they confiscate it.

N n_u- VP

X 45

RA

JP.4

tt3

al
*cit

The noun in VP1 must be a simple noun. Although single syllable nouns

are most common-, multiple syllable nouns may also be used (4).

8.2. Fort: A den heVe Only oee topic in direct construction with VP1 and

VP Therefore, the topic must precede bath VP1 ahd 17P2 - i Ian N 1121VP.2

(5)

(6)

iedktt He smiles at Whomever he sees.

itttan 1,4**t
This child eats candy whenever
and wherever he can find it.

8.3. Form A is derived from the following:

Eir. jian N i.1i v

Theteford the whole expression is used to comment on the customary or

habitual behavior of the tdpid;

8.4. The verb jian C ) in FP1 may have the fonoViep Suffixes

indicating that Jim is accomplished, rather than indicating that the

whole expression happened in the past.

(7)a

(7)h

(7)d

4tXid1/471tX.

4t LIMA

Whenever he meets someone
he manes;

(Soria)

(same)

1 4
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Thus, they may occur with adverb C anU/or meici C 4d:
For instance:

(8) a

(8) b

(8)c

C8) d

T)AttRe
it--=/(10Attlte
it--t(1)AttX.
4ktvpV..(i)AttX

(8)e

As soon as he meets someone
he smiles.

(same)

(same)

Everytime he meets someone
he smiles.

(same)

C. Compare A X JAR Y and jian X 1.121 Y.

Ca. In A X JAY the X is a VP; in jian X Y the X

(9)

(10) L(1)1tttist

ifs a N.

As_soon_as I see him, I
thihk of you.

Whenever I see him I miss you.

C;2 In X j Y,A is as adverb; in it,an X 1112 a Verb.

Adverbs can precede any verb including jiMi in .1L_In X jiu Y. Thus,

sentence (12) below may be a pyTtt of sentence (11)
.

dij RAM* At.
(12) c..4tait .1. 6

As soon as I see tam I
am worried.

Whenever I SOS him I am
worried.

C.3. X 1122Y may eithdr liege a single topic or two different topics--

'TopicI A X. Topia2 JAI Y.' CSentences (14) and (15) below); jian X

la! May have only one single topic - 'Topic jiah X 111 Y;'

t13) X,45tt.Xo

(14) 4t.--AtttA4

(Is) 4tAkettit*o

141

Whenever he seas books
he wants to buy them.

As soon as he COMB herd
he is happy.

As soon am he comes,
you are happy.
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C.4. Because of the above distinction, x Y can acccamodate a

pausei formally indicated by a comma - yl, X, jiaY, while aim x

wunnot;

0.1. Form B is similar to Form A in that the structure consists of

VP
1
and VP

2
, where VP

1
is lien- X and V2 P is jlaVP. Howeveri the variables

X and Y do not have restrictions as those in Form A;

(16) LAX** iltit*gtot T;

(17) N..4.4flf *4* iff7ttle***.

(18) je..T.'f ed-k'ft fettaft4i. T

sulSk Tatf Iths.:*011r.

(2o) tAt T tt*4

(21) tqFXA*tfif ibt T.

Seeing the broken things
strewn over the_ground,
she knew that something
had happened.

He saw a Int cf_misceIlaneous
articles and fat surprised.

In view of the fact that the
work was done, he prepared
to go home.

Seeing the pietutt he
again remeMbered the many
heartbreaking events.

Seeing_ that the fire lit up
the sky she led her family
away.

Seerng that it could not be
accomplished, he found an
excuse and left.

0.2. Form B may otherwise be expressed by the following:

'Illidang/dengdao....de shihou' (sentence (22) below).

(22) 4/5/4P Z. TOO*, When the job was completed,
he Ieft.

tt,414P=1*

(23) 4/ A/41; MILA AO 041, when he saw the pictures.
he was deeply moved and

iiteft 4: g T cried.

142
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D.3. As in the case of mai/dmi, when the X in tian X is a VP or a

itELis optional. For instance:

(24) (S)AXAVAl Whenever others smile, hee

(25) Ot)AiliStt4,10P0

(t)AttX

Whenever there is a fight,
he tries to get away.

NA

D.4. As in any compound sentence where the first component presents the

condition, cause, etc., and Jill introduces the consequence, results, etc.,

it is possible to express the degree of 'inevitability' either by changing

the adverb Val to yuahi ( IA) to indicate an ordinary temporal sequence by

changing it to ea.t ( ) to indicate the consequence which takes place

only under specific circumstances. For example:

(26)a .act..ft.ft,,t-f,1*4-ke

(26)b itst.i.4t4tx4±*.itrk

(26)c itt.T..44/Mt *.ty-pt

When the work is done-, then
prepare to leave;

When the work is done,
he Will immediately leave.

He will not prepare to
leave until the work is done.

E. In summary, the following are the similarities and dissimilarities

between Forms A and 13:

a. Form A: xi is optional

Form 8: ilas is optional

b. Form A: X is N

Form S: X may be NP, VP, or T-C construction

c. Form A: There is no pause between jian X and 1111Y.

Form 13: There may be a pause between them, indicated by a comma.

1 3
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d. Form A: It may be used with adverbs (-- ) or meici 4k7A. )

Form B: It may be used with phrases zal/dang/denodas....de shihou

e. Form A: There may only be one single tdpic that oust come before

jiah X jiik Y.

Form B: There may be two topics, either used before jian X or lia Y;

f. Form A: It must maintain the form lysx

Form 11): It may be expressed with adverbs mast,arai. ( 1.4± ), cak

yUghi ( ), etc., instead of ( AL ).

Footnote: /n idiomatic and formulaic expressions where

the VP2 is a multisyllabic expression or A Verb-Objett

construction, 'Liu may be omitted. For instance:

vp2VP'

jian N 11119 VP

(1) 1E44

(2) LPL

[Whenever there-is profit he forgets
righteousness.]

He forgets honor at the sight of money.

[Wherever the wind blows, direct
your rudder accordingIy.1
SeiI with the wind.
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23 The Usage of Aux VP1 i± VP1

/. Form:

Aux VP1 j VP

/I. Examples:

A. itp*A-7- Arf-

a. Xipe11-7-11p:A41--1-0

C.

Aux VP a VP

Buy a house when you cAn.

Don't buy houses if you
can't affort it.

Don't buy &house if you
don't have to;

///. Notes:

A. This is basically a variation of a conditional construction (i.e.,

condition-condeqtence). /t is derived from yaoshi Aux VPi 111VP (

4t4Aux VP1 VP1) with vaosh,t omitted.

8.1. There are two components linked in a condition-consequence relationship;

The basic elements are: (1) tilt:AUX VP in Component /, (2) j ( a ) in

Component II, and (3) the VP of Aux VP1 repeated in Component II.

8.2. Negation of this pattern day be a-complished in one of two ways:

a. By negating the Aux VP in Component / and the VP Component II; The

negative mathker bu ( q; ) is always used in Cdthponent I. However, bu, bie

( ), or btyong ( 1;in ) Way be used in Component II.

(1) itX4 ***X

(2) it4;43f

(3) OXiS*71t4p9A;

145

DOn't bdy it if you don't want
to.

Unless you want to buy.it,
don't;

/f you don't want to buy it,
there is no need tw,
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b. By negating only tree Verb in both components; The only negative marker

to be used is bu.

(4) ititS3PEAXPE o If you prefer not to buy
it, don't buy it.

8.3. The Object of both the Aux VP in Component I and the repeated VP in

Component II may Je explicitly stated.

(6) 14:43e4:11t3E4t

(6) itX)16*4-1-71t*:**-f

Buy a house if you want to.

Don't buy a house if you
don't want to.

(7) litisX*4-1-AX*4-3- Don't buy a house if you
prefer not to

When the object is not explicitly stated, there must be a prestated

object;

(8) it."4"*I'iittAtt*- [As for thim_house, if you
want to buy it_buy it;)
Buy the house if you want to.

8.4. Usually, the use of different Aux Verbs does not significantly change the

meaning of the pattern, but when the Aux Verb is dm (411. ), the meaning of the

pattern Changes in the following way:

(8) fit-PH/Fa:0 (if you get a 4hance to to
it,_then de it.)
De it when you get a chance.

EXAMple (9) imPlieS that 'you had better do it when you get a Chance.' Other

Aux Verbs do not have this coercive connotation. For example:

(10) fit ott.is
(n) lit tqF 21t0 ;

Do it if you should.

Do it if you know how.

Furthermore, for .... a ....) there is an Alternate

sliterary form, .... ....). Thus (9) may be stated

at ft:fleet:

146
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(12) it.'44-1/Fit4t

H.5. The semi-literary form d has more restrictions in

usage, as is the case in many semi-literary forms.

a. For instancei in the colloquial form Aux VP1 l s VP the VP may

have a verb and Object as in (23) below.

(13) ft ft k*t4fc

(14) fit ,P,t4:1-*71tAve !

He may teach Chinese
history if he is capable of
doing so.

You had better learn
some skills when you get
the chance to.

However, the semi-literary form de....samay not have a VO compound

or Verb-Object construction.

b. There ate VOcabuIary restrictions as well. Compare the following:

(is)

PfitICALlittA(16)

(17) 4;42----.X.11a2-7-A.0

(18) 44.1tx
-

Forgive others when you can.

111

Live one day at a time, or
make do with what comes.

If

More literary vocabulary is necessary as is demonstrated by the Choice

Oi chu CAL ) over difang ( AL* ).

c. The more concise expression in (I8) is an example of another con-

straint of a literary usage.

d. The colloquial form may have negated versions (see H.2 above) , but

the semi-Iiterary form may not.

* NA

NA
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B.6. The subjects of Components I and II are always identical and

the subjeut of Component /I may be matted Cis IB below).

1191a it**45e air 45

(19)b fitt.ltis( )1itit4s;

Read e book when you can.

141

3.7. The adVerb 111 is not optional in the folloWing cases:

a. When the Aux Verb is affirmative,.and

b. When the VPs (VP1 and VP
2
1 are consistently affirmative or consistently

negative (+Aux + VPI jiu +

(20)d ititnIlt°4 Siii§ if you can.

c2cob,fritik1( )",5-

t2l)a fitiftX°411tX04;

(2Db*itAtT-0,4( )x,a);,

NA

Oon't_sing if you can get
out of singing

NA

The adverb :.La is optional in either of the following cases:

a. When the Aux VP1 and VP2 are consistently negated: C+Aex VPI 1121 + VP2)

b. When the whole striicture is d4plicated and contrasted affirmatively

and negatively:

I+ Aux VP1 + VP21, ( Aux VP VP ).

(22)a itqUit°47/XX°40 Don't-sing if you cannot
sing.

(22)b itXtE04( M0L,

(23)a itfitvattl; Xitv4XX,74; Sing if you can, don't if
you cannot.

(23)b **V4(

(24)a ilta.A*X.A, Xa.A3F2R.XL. Buy it if you should, don't
buy it if you should not.

148
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(24)b eg.ti( )3E, X4h.**( )7K.

Thus, Asia optional when both cosmonauts are negated, as LIIusVrated

in B.l.a. and if the whola Marna-Enke is dimIicated and contrasted, as

in the illnatrations C231 and C24/ above.
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24The Usage of QW Phrase' QW Phrase
2

QW Phrase' a OW Phrase2

I. Form:

QW Phrase" QW Pkwas--e2

Invite whormver you
like.

I will buy whatever
you want.

Whoever yenta to come
will come.

He bUys whatever is
pretty.

III. Notes:

A. This is a combination of the following two patterns with slight

modification:

(a) non-interrogative usages of QW

(1)

(2)

Every one wants
to come.

He does hOt by
anything soecial

(b) conditional usage

C3) (*i0)*A.4itil..tt{f* It will be eaay te de11 .
if it is inexpensive.

(4) (* ifr)*kft2AM-fitA,-, I_wiII_bUy it for you
if it is cheap.

Therefore the basic meaning of the OW Phrase jiaQW Phrase2 is:

VP2 whatever"thAcIlever/Wherever/whomever VP1

A.I. There are two basic components in this structure:
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Topic 1 Comment1 Topic 2 Comment2

1-73I
NP NP

2
.1.12..:2 VP

2

Component I is the condition and Component II is the consequence. They

are linked by (l) the usage of adverb ita ( a ) in the second component,

Lhdicating the vausaI relationehip between them ahd (2) Elie repeated

usage of a QW in its non-interrogative function in both components.

8.2. The construction types of the two components may or may not be

identical. For instance:

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(18)

COMPONENT I CO(PONENT II: Construction types and
me

ff-Z4)/1

4.1-X401

fit g*ft

* IVE

ols÷klit

ft X*

gt1t-ft

fivit3eftZ

t **As+

Topic Description +
Topic Description_
Whatever is useful is
expensive.

Topic Description +
Topic Function
He wants (accepts) whatever
is useful.

Topic Function + Topic
FUnction _
You buy whatever you need.

Topic Function +
Topic Function
Whoever wants to buy it,
may buy it.

Topic Identification +
Topic FUnction _

Take whichever is yours

Topic Location + Topic
Location
The place where the
dictionary is is where the
boOk iS.
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B.J. na ova in components 1 ana 11 must pe Laentaxa4, -L1101.1911 tue

functions may differ.

COMPONENT I COMPONENT II QW Functions

(.5)

(.6)

it.100tit Subject + Subject

4Vit*Ii" Subject + Object

5.4. The conditional relationship may be expressed with structural

signals such as ( ALLyt tt rhguo....jiu....

( a etc.

Since the signal is optional, one may omit it;

(11) a If you don't study you*kg; xikis,titax
can't graduate.

MI ) .tivie4; -V.St

(11)c ( IXAt*.k.

In the case of (111c, the conditional relationship between these

two components is expressed only by the sequential arrangement of the

two components.

(12)a

(.22)b .4( .

(.12) c

Whoever has money may
buy this painting.

5.5. When the Ws used in this structure are Objects of verbs in the

components, the subjects of verb phrases in both components may differ.

For example:

it* .
I will extend an ihvi-
tation to whomever you
want to invite.



muojocts ox pot:: components are identical and are not

Wai the second subject is often dditted. Por instance:

(7)

(7) a If It** )71L3E ff .

When the second subimct is omitted, there axe the following rules

concerning the adverb Tc:

a. If the VP in Component I is an Aux VP

(i.e., Auxiliary V - V - 0) the adVerb nails optional.

(14) t'it-i4)04441t011F4', Go wherever you want.

(Se) 4 **IV*

(15) k iitzttZ Use it Whichtver way
(however) you like to.

(15)a

b. If the VP in Component I is a simple Verb-Object and it is repeated

in Component II (i.e., Verbl-Wii 11.2 Verb1-QW1I,the adverb is not

optional.

C16)a Say whatever you like.

)it it NA

c. If the VP in Component I is a simple Verb-Objedt and is different

with the VP in Component II (i.e., Vi-QW1, iL1.1 V2-QW11, adverb jia is

optional.

(17) itlif (eltt)Vi. it; You will have whatever
you desire.

(18) 4tit ( *t ) kit
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C. Compare (a) QW Phrase 12.21 QW Phrase and (23) Aux VP 112:VP.

C.1. Both are variant forms of conditional constructions such as yaoshi...

and both therefore consist of two components, Component I

presenting the condition and Component II presenting the consequence;

C.2. In addition to in as a structural feature, both have certain

repeated elements. In (A) the repeated element is the QW. In (b) the

repeated element is the VP.

C.3. When both (a) and (b) share similar features in their respective

Component I (i.e., Aux VP), the adverb 112 is optional in (a) but not in

(b)

C.4. The particular optional feature of in (a) demonstrates that

the repeated QW in both components is an important structural signal for

the condition-consequence relationship Of the components.

In contrast, 112 as an obligatory feature of (b),indicates that

the repeated VP is of no significance to the structural linkage of the

components.



25 The Usage of vp1 if 1 v.p1 de shi. X

I. Pones:

A. Villa V desh-i NP/VP/S

B. SVi j SV dashi NP/VID/S

II. Examples:

4HIMAilk5A.M.

A.2.

A.3. 4XititA.4t474.

'titt.t4X11.4t3Z9-1

A.S. AIM' ,14t4"ki-;

if*tift6,1.4t40,

B.2. )**EA111istit*.4t.

H.3. ItittitttlABISZ

[The one which is being-feared
is none other than you.]
You are the one I fear.

[That which_is suffered being
illiterate.]
Beitig illiterate is precisely the
reason forsuffering.

[That which is treasued and loved
is his being filial.]
His being filial is the reason why
he is loved.

[That Which is greatly regretted
is his ladk of Ad:Sitio:1J
What is regrettable is his lack
of.ambition.

[That which is objectionable is his

being a chatterbox.]
His being & chatterbox is the
reason why he is Objectionable.

[That_whiCh is fortunate is his being
rich.]
His being rich is precisely what is
fortunate.

[That which is bad is being old.]
Its_toughness is precisely why it
is had.

[That which is expensive is his
signature.]
His signature is precisely what makes
it sxpensive.

I/I. Nettie

A. This structure is used to indicate emphatically the object or the

purpose of an action or a comment/description.
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The tWO variables 'X' in

ifitait4 60 A.

4/Elit..qt k

.14 ilt*h

4117RA k

this structure must be identical,

(correct)

(correct)

NA

NA

They may, however, be either verbs or SVs.

What sells it is his name.

What is denied is precisely this
point.

What is treasured is this piece
of jade;

What is fortunate is that noi,
one else knows it.

What he is confused about is this
point.

They may be single syllable words such as those ill sentences II.A.1, 2i 3i

and 4; II.B.1., 2, and 2; and (1), (3), and (4), or they may be multi-

syllabic as in II.A.5, (2), and (5). Single syllable words are most

frequently used in this structure, and VO compounds

fic tiAtikt Z. Agit-ftrt

*

NA

NA

are never used here.

Expressions consisting of VO compounds may be stated in the following

manner: via V1 NP:

(6) fICIMOU:Oilik4tPtittik. What is prepared is his food.
When I cook, I on/y cook for him.



(a) u)1473ttolid7113-xit--1

Whether the variable X in this

negative. Negative qualities,

positive terms. Thus:

4 9k.a. i(k k
(9) -it AAA- ot A.0

* Xit

(10)**,(A; obt

What is being discussed is this
very point;

What is understood is this very
point.

structure is a verb or a SVi it ifi never

intentions, etc. muet be dkpressed in

NA

(correct)

You are the person I despise.

NA

(correct)
Same as IT.B.2.

B.2. The variable Y in this structure can be one of the follbaing:

NP:

(11) *Ulf ift

"2)

(13) if obtit..01,

(IQ 4644110A.Xat.*O.

(1s) akaniOkt."0:1t=4..

(16)
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He is the one who is offended.

Precious cone-et/ant are what are
desired;

This bit of cleverness is just
why he is valued.

What is feared in the inabilitY
to eat;

What ifs greatly hoped for is
ta return to one's own home town.

Being destitute is what is
pitiful.



TO:

(17) *41fIft****b1.0 t
(18) igttsgiltAl $11%

(19) viattl'af671.4tX1r±it.

His not-being discovered is just
What is regrettable.

What is_greatly sought after is
the peace and security of one's

His refusal_ to work hard is just
What takis hia hatiful.

Wham Y is a VT or a T-C, it can be either affirmative (such as (15) and (18)),

or nogative (such as (4). (0, (7). and (19)).

3.3. The Whaestnucture can be used in a larger structure as a comment

in a Topic-Comment construction.

Form A:

X a X ok TOpid x At x ft)E. Y

cxx . 1) 14 tht,,t4 k
(II.A.5) AAA. Ittk 4t411-7-

,mtookt
- /Keit A. 4t4"k-f-

FOra B - When Y is nOt a T-C conattudtion:

I a It fitk Y

(15) 04E10' t )3 it

(16) *War fit,t *
(5) 449*-71t Nit-Abt itA,

(n . 2)

Topic X a X :WE

it *A* Ot kt-03

9-Wit9" )t

ipMf*ttOIVIt A. a

+ QAT: itt
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(n.s.3) *att.* ittot 4t el SA

Form B - When Y is a T-C conetruction:

a.X* Y vr-c)

(//.13.1) 41-71.01-0k4It4

(19) V 4 IltsT Ok 4t**M

It S-

- T X #1k, X (ilk C

-0

- *V ttl'A itlitX-.1014
X Ok (T -C ) -4 T2 XXX 0,11 (T

1
-C

1
)

(4) if ttif abt 4.11-4.r ttit 41 A. atAit

BA; From the following illustrations of the transformation process,

the characteristics of this structure are revealed.

Form A has been transformed from a basic structure of a verb and its

object (XVerbi YObject). In the first step of the transformation, the

V-0 strudture is chawged into a Topic-identification construCtion. X Y

X 110,11 Y. From X Y, a second step transformation for the skke of

emphasis and of exclusiveness involves repeating the verb and employing

the adverb before x ilkY. The ccaplete process is shown below:

Basic:

Step 1:

Step 2:

(5) a 44 gt

(5)b 4$3 frbt

X Y CX is the Flmetive Verb and Y the Object)

t Y

X a X ok Y.

(5)c ittolt4Ofitkilt
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en the similar transtormation process is applied to a different basic

struCture the result is Foy, B. For Form El the basic structure is X k
The entire transfOrmation process is shown below:

Basic: X A. T

Step I: X 115k Y

Step 2: X X X ok
(6)a +7-4.flOtjlt,

(6)b

(6)O itttirt(6,11aAA
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26The Usage of x

I. fame:

X jiushi Y

ay*. Y

II; SZamples:

A; 4glitat.40÷44-11.0 He just wants tO gamble.
He it:Sista on gambling.
Ho i* the one who wants
to gamble.

)3; 41t)IttatX11.0i. o Ha sts on not talking
_about,poIitios;__
He just Stb't ibout
politics.

He is the one who will not
talk *bout politics.

C; 'itttotifi)k-a He_pereistently acts
irresponsibly._

He_is the one who adts
_irresponeibly;
He jUst adts irresponsibly.

III. Notes:

A. Briefly, in addition to the well-recognized usages of liushi- ( *AI ),

meaning 'none other thwa' and 'just, only,' there are other varied

semantic functions which are determined by structures, construction types,

and other linguistic onvirOnments. Woo of them will be examined hero,

name4, the emphasis of the topic ('he is the one') and the obstinacy or

perversitr of the topic.

A.2. In the structure X jiushl Y, variable X is the topic,

variable Y id the VP,andjiushi is the adverb that precedes the Vp.

jiushitotiether with the VP constitute the comment. In other words, this

struotvge is a Topic-Comment construction: NP jiushi VP.
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A.3. There are four different semafttic ftnctiOns of jiushi; The word

liush4may occur in all T-C construction types, eadh of whidh has a

different connotation from the other. Por instance:

a. Topic-idehtifiCationi NP1 jiushi NP2

(1) *AAAM A6 He is none other than my
friend.[He is the one
who is my friend.j
He is just my friend.
ploning more than that]

b. Topic-Description: NPI jiushi SVP

(2) WitALOO. Ha is only lazy.
He it the one whc is lazy.

c. Topic-Location: N
1,1

liushi zal PW

d. Topic-Existence: PW jiushi xn2LNP

(4) it )1, *V t12 11115

e. Topic-Function: NP jiunhi FVP

(5) It Zit INC t

He is the oiit who id at
home.

Thou..:

here
Thin pU

, '100k3

Ch: "oft

He is the ch. Om cooks
Chinese food.
He coats Chinese food only.
He insists on cooking
Chinese foOd.

There are four different semantic functions of jioshii

'none other than'

(6) "iC4 AX+31ti/LOAs2r.-44'4? "

aie.41F;

"stkit4.6 "

"Remember_the book I told
you About? "
"Yes, I remeMber."
"This is it."

1 62



ii. 'only, nothing else'

(7) it fl" nititolo

iii. 'to be the one'

(s) "14:111T-4.4.4.÷A :4? "
"

(9) " ft.A.*-fit `12 "

jLfr? "

iv. 'to be insis...ent'

(10) ittt-mzok

He has many good qualities,
the only problem is that
he is lazy.
[He is O.K. except for being
a bit lazy.]

None of you knows what that
is? CHe is one WM: khOWS4.
He does.

Not even one of you can
apeak Chinese? Who says so?
II am one who can speak Chineaej
I can:

We have all tried to tell him
not to go. He just
won't listen.

AMong the various construction types, the four semantic functiOnS are dibtri-

buted in the following ways:

Topic-Identification

Topic-Deacriptitth

Topic-Location

Topic-Existence

Topic-Function

From the illustrations given in the preceding section, it is clear that

hot all of the functions of jiushi are commonly shared by all construction

types.

Function i is exclusively used in Topic-Identification.

Flinction ii is used in Topic-Descriotion, Topic-Existence, and Topic-

Function.
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Function iii is used in all five types.

Function iv is used only in Topic-Function construction.

In short, aside from the well-known function of 'none other than,' and

'only,' the most frequent semantic function is (iii)and the most unique,

though not necessarily less frequent, is (iv). Here we will examine

these semantic fundtions,Ciii1 and Livl.

S.1. The word jivahi in semantic functic

to the remark which has just been made.

(iii) indicates an exception

(.111 1712.OL: r A tO B: "YoU dbo't even
have a single friend, I bet!"

iZf "XrfiVVAL C to B: "Don't listen to
him. I am your friend."

¶ "isoltitAin )L -A3c

(.14)

(15)
T

? *A? 411L ttA.101°.ci ?"

"4.1f121114g14.-L4t,

"Mt kviS?

-vitouge.4.1z: x?"

"itt-A*40,
§E*JtaotaiAls4z5.1 "

".(r0,45?

"aic-toktalk,
41i.xottwitT:

""sf:vis? Attk..14-kt mike

A: "I can declare that
none of us is lazy."
S: "Oh yeah? How about
him? Ha is lazy."

A: "Wu _all have to go
out to work;_ NO one_can
be exempted from it."
IL: "Well then, how abouther?
why does she just stay home?

A: s place is terrible.
cannot even find a place

which_seIls_locaI maps;"
B: "many? Lao Wang's
store has them."

A: "Nobody likes Chinese
food. I am not goirvl to
make Chinese dishes a'y more."
4: "Why_do_you say n6 one
likes it? I de"

1 4
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In most of these illustrations, the word j-kushtmay be shortened to

( At ) except in Topic-Identification constructions.

B.2. Generally, in spoken language, this usage of jiushi may be readily

distirmashed from others by intonation, primary stress on the topic.

For instance:

(11) -7t gri

(n) *Atka

(13)

(14) t.1.4 AtkA"*. .

(Is) Attk'.4-51k t ti

Hut, in the written languags, where intonation markers axe missing, this

usage may only be diStinguiShed from the dthers by contekt. For instance:

(16) II: "-444Uhtto

"ALIAttotitilo "

(17) IF: "t-E.VAJ4+-le.41At0 "

" *.EttkilA. "

A: "Everyone else is
diligent, no one is as lazy
AS yOu arel"
H: "Lao Wang is Iazy."

A: "Lao Wang is good at
many things."
H: "He is just lazy."

H.3. The usage of jiushi in its semantic function (iii) may occur with

either an affirmative VP or a negative VP. It may include a statement

of past, present, or future events or habitual happenings. For instance:

(113)ft3ttit.X%-iti; He is the one who_gloes not_
listen to others (habitSta)

He is the one who will not/
does not want to go (present
or future)

(19) ftAtk.'.X:tit. .
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(20) ftlitkit'kiki. He it the one who did not
listen to others (past).

159

3.4. In this usage, the structure X jiushi. Y may be expanded to be

X jiushi Y de N. For instance, (12) is expanded to be (21):

(az) it*Lkiti 6

(21) it 7it ift A-S, 'ft a A.* = )

The transformation process of (21) to (12) is as follows:

(21) ita,k0A0A..

-&ttkittitli

(12) 4. *ALAL10.

And (12) may be further contracted to (22)

(12) ittLA.MO

(22) WAL(AL)1tO

3.5. The VP with which jiushi is used in semantic function (iii) may

have the folloving aspect markers:

(5) a itttkfic tft..

(5)b it*tkikt 47

(5) c ttol Z..

(5)d it*th_fit tvf..

He is one who makes Chtnese
fOod.

He is one who has experienced
making Chinese food.

He is one who made Chinese
food.

He it One Who is waiting for
you.
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C.1. When jiushi indicates *he speaker/topic's perversaty in =tatting

certain acts, (iv), the structure X jiushi Y is a Topic-Function construe-

tion. (See III-A.3.)

C.2. The wcrd jiushi in.its semantic function (iv) is distinguished

from other usages by intonation in spoken language. For instance:

(23)a

(23;B

(23)c

(iii) (Who says that there
is nobody who wants to read?)

(ii) (He does not want to
do other things)

(iv) (He is very insistent
in wanting to read)

Bet; in the 4ritten language, where intonation markers are absent, usages

%iv) and (!...) have tO be distingUished by the context; For instance:

;24) "/ZX if 7t lr t I.** 151' A: "How cowe no one wants
to read? ghaL.e on youl"

"itakA-41-ts "
H: "no wants to read."

'25) IP: "k.k°4{EiSAXA-114S, " A: "The &ctor adked him
to rest and not to use his
eyesight in reading."
H: "What can I do? He
insists on reading.".

C.3. This usage may occur with ,f.ffirmative VP or negative VP.

(25) ft-6)(A** 4. (affirMative)

(2e it*Ekqz°4-4. (negative)

C.4. The tithe element may not be expressed within the structure X

jiushi Y, but occurs either before or after it and the aspect marker le

( 7 ) cannot be used.

(25) 4Vitk**4
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(26) it a; it.14k
4t*kft.*4 is T.

(27) RIF kit*AfflASNPft-k4t:ttitX4'.;

(26) Aotk*44--, k *4*.
It St -RV

161

(correct)

NA (°He now changed his
interest to want to read
nothing else)

We all tried to encourage
hid to go to the meeting
held yesterday, but he
persisted in refusing.

Last year, he just would not -

consent to gaMble_even though
it was_at the New Year's
Eve celebration and everyone
was invited to gamble.

C.5. There are certain phrases with which the semantic function (iv) of

liushi often occurs These are buguan C.

süibiri ( Oiht

(29) f it, ft

(30) 11-1t ,

(31) 0, It:at-BIM- A.#4)1X0L0

)i renping ( ),

/n spite of the fact that
this is too expensiVe,
he insists on buying it.

Who cares how much he will
pay for it? I'm not selling.

Whatever you say, I just
will not eat.

D. Comparison of (iii) and (iv) and others:

D.I. In addition to their differences in intonation patterns and construc-

tion types, they are different also in the fact that (iii) may have a

VP with guo ( it ), le ( T ), or zne....nr .... vE) markers, but

(iv) may not.

D.2. Semantic function (iv) compared to adverb fei ( 4 ) or si ( ).

D.2.a. felyeo ( 4p4 ), stye- ( ) ,and jiushi may all occur in

Topic-Function construction to mean insistence, persistence, and determinati

against aII odds, to do something; However, adverb si ( FE; ) or siye
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AAA. I may be used with a negative verb phrase only.

(32) itttk' He insists on seeing it.

(33) ft#A4O (same as above)

it(t+)4"*. NA

(34) 4t.litotX4r. He persistently refuses to
gee it.

(35) 4t0374. (same as above)

(36) (same as above)

D.2.b. Each of the adverbs may have an abbreviated form. 112 or

liuthi may both occur before either an affirmative VP or a negative VP.

si or sive may both occur only before a negative VP. However, the difference

between fei and feiyao is that the former may occur with either affirmative

or negative VPs, but the latter may occur with only affirmative VPs. /n

shorti they are used as foflogg:

Affirmative VP:

04-
(

Negative VP:
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0.2.c. The adverb lel-Eve-0 reflects only the intentional commitment of

the sUbject to do the action, flush:3._ in addition reflects the circumstantial

pressure for suCh a commitMent, while siye represents the most determined

attitude, or inherent ability or inability.

(37) a

(37)b 4titt,tX-ke intention alone

(37) c

(38) a 4tRett*fi*.

(38) b 4tilt,t*X*. innate ability

* (38)c it1P*X* (NA)
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:17 The Usage of Iai

1. Form:

X lei (Nu M MI

II. Examples:

A. A.111-kir*gt*X*.?

0; aftirA.4x: T f,11*.ve;?

C. ilectuF = =1;

tff-Lk.-7-1

E 4A.-4,r1
F.

G.

K. 4A.X4'FitSst; Tik**1.1t=-*
AnZz To

fitlratibt-*--ii A *AT: Migz-*,

at PI kuttitAttat 4:itt
OA**,T;,-(0.44.4t-1:7;

"flEk±.41.4*T! +A.*Aft "
"+ktt411.--AStitrit,

171

We want to play ball. would
you lika to join us?

I cannot handle this matter.
You had better do it.

He does not knOW_how to
cdOki_he it in the kitchen
just foo1in4 around.

This nail is not securely
hammered in. You have
to hammer once more.

Excellent wine! Have another!

How about heVitg t couple
of roundt Of gat

I really would like to play
eight rounds of Mah,Jongg.

I will not say anything this
time. If he does_it again;
I will not be this tolerant.

Tha_welcome party fOt the
newcomers lett niqmt Qam
a success:_ the program was
fined With entertaining
!Withers, the length of each
thiaber was perfectly

controlled...in short, it
WaS very well received.
Next year, we should do the
same as we did last night.

waiter: "HOw are you mr.
2hang7_ What is your pleasure
today?"
mumq: I am by myself, and
jUtt want to have a bit.
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Whatever you recomsen&"1kif2 Waiter: then,_ I Will
serve_you a drinit With

451t5.41*11*--1*, apPetizerAfter your
drink4 I will serve you
a_soup, and a dish thatU.0 irt* ? win Whet your appetite.
VIII that be all right?"

K.
"S+AA,4,..ffe4t- " Attendant: "What would you

like to have today?"
Dustcmer "Get me fehrLa: "itg-4X4E-Wititit, fr paunds of soybean paste, and
three podnZs Of your best
sassed oil;

III. Notes:

A. Briefly, the word lai C A: 1; besides having a usage as a motion

verb or a directional Verb ending, has a spmcial pro-verbal usage which

Will be exM.tried here.

B-I- This special usage of lei may be further divided intd the following

subgroups:

a. lel:may replace a particular Verb Or Verb phrase already mentioned

in the context. It is used &A an intransitive verb.

(11 .101-*-frAufffi f1:34,°4?

(2) it4'44-r, 4*
We are going to play carde.
Will you play with US?

This Staple is not properly
stapled. Do it once more.

b. led;may replace a particular verb or Verb phrase that is in the context

implicitly or explicitly and it is followed by a noun or a quantified

noun. The verb or verb phrase which replaces may be deduced from the

characteristies Of the noun or noun phrase. It is usecLas a transitive

verb;

1 2
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(3) atkAin*T AL
(4) itilVti4A-AA* 0 it* f6; o

Yesterday we_played
few rounds of

This bottle it 4fre1ght
from our hictetown., Have
A little,

c. laimay represent a COnCapt eXpressed in &little beyond the limit of

a verb or verb phrase structure. (See B-3-11 below)

(S) 4-XI:1'4.4:1411t aut_ha got away
this time. If he dot* it

ttT4Cg T again, be Wen't be so lucky.

(6) "t.ft't "
atAA-4# +Aft Asl r:

d. lai may represent a composite verbal concept;

(7)
ft "-?. "

ag-410k Ak 7/

"Don't disclose your sources."
*Why?" "If you do:, no one
will offer you any infor-
mation."

"What would you have todeY?"
"Cet me some of your best__
tea and hone-made dumplings."

B.2. This usage of lai may occur in the following constructionsi

In an affirmative or negative construction, as in Bente:aid-de (8) through

(14), in a question construction,as ib sante-fit-et (Il) through (13), in

the completion aspect as in sentande (.I4),in the resultative formfaa in

sentences (8)i CI71, and in Medified form with adverbs, as in sentences

C151 and CI6)

(8) .,ftmitA,: -Or it ofitzt
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I can't handle this type
of job. Please find someone
else to do it.



(9)

um

C111

(12)

gi.cer , X*T, fitAkvel

tixNE.1.3*, **7

(13) 4tX*, fit*T4?

(IC "etkltir1-4r*; 'ft* T °A? "
it

*440tT, ig*? km--A-xttft.
*, voikA

cua ;;t3LOW

(.171 "P141n3KA.514t11 "

"X-f-fX41-&41.61- Eil4tAtx-T "
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I have played
two_gemesi ardI am gokng
to stop now. Yee hml
better TAU over.

Are you Were you do not
want to do it anymore? Then
I will do it.

I suggest we play basket-
ball. Who wants to play?

I am going_to stop_now_
Would you Iike to dO it?

Ha it not going to do it.
WeliId you do it then?

Yesterday they played ball.
Did you play? No.

The ice erten is reddy
Who wantmvit? YoUMUSt
hurry.. The_weatliek is
tem het;. If Mill melt in
ad tiaC

The dumplings are done.
We cannot all eat together.
You eat firrt. There is enough
for all of us. Let's eat togethem

How about playing a gene__
of cre _No: _I cannot xr
it is Chest I can do it,
bUt not if it is 52:

B.3. Steed on the abeve description, the behAVior of lai is similar to

other functive verbs. The differences are:

a. runctive verbs in Chinese clearly prescribe certain types of actions.

In contrast, lai &es not prescribe any kinds of activities in this special

usage.

174
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b. Functiv.: .:%-bs may uo... ,)thar functive vvtbs; while ILi

may take the place of verbs oZ ection or activity. For exarple.

where -1-ra represents actions mention,1 in the context, ladtatresents

daàiu C 41* 1 ih CII-Al, bansW. C blr 1 in CII-13)., zuofan C Oktk )

in CII-C1% and dihg, C4T 1 in CII-DI,

vnlere.Iai represents acti,,ns deduced tram the noun or nUtber-measure,

lai represents he CI 1 from yi C L CII-EL, xia L-F L tram

weidiJ4 1 in CII-F1, and aa C 4T L from 4.4f ) in (II-GO

Where lai represents a concept which is expressed in a structure longer

than a verb, verb phrase, or Topic-Comment construction:

In Cl/-14) lai represents a particular type of behavior. Ond may deduce

that what it represents is something unreasonable, unwelcome, or unacceptable

rom the context.

In CII-I1 lai represents a particular way in which the evening program

is planned; coordinated, and presented, the description beginning at

lasI c 17 1 to hen-shiyi C. ataat I.

Where lai represents more complicated verbal conceptt, such as two

combined different verbal concepts:

In (II-J1 lal combines the welter's na C ) or duan- C A4 I and the cus-

tamer's jiao ( ), dian C P; ), or ohl C 1.

In CII-K1 lei daMbines the store attendant's cheng ( ) , zhuang ( At ),

or na ( I and the customer's na
mr mai ( );

Sere there is an additional complexity inuoIved in the use of the pro-verb

la. In the structure of X lg. Y lei Nu M N, lai- maintains an actor-

action relationship with bath X and Y. This complicated relationship

1 7 5
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WiII be discussed in Section C-3 below.

Compare the pro-verb ied;with other pro-verbs:

C.1. In a quantified action structure - Verb Nu H, such as kal yi Ci

L X or duration of action structure - Verb NU M, such as

kan yi tian C I, Iai C L is used in the same manner as the

other so-caIIed pro-verbs,

Pro-verbs

-Nu M

nonT 22a

4 Ok

-

V V

C.2. In the structure X 221 Y verb, such as ta-gei ni-mai C 4t..4.0A )
when the verb is Iai the structure can only mean 'X is doing something

on.behalf of Y.' However, when the verb is any of the otherS, the structure

can mean either 'X is doing something on beheIf of 7,' or 'X is doing

something and will transfer the ownership of the result to Y.'

X on behalf of Y X to I

(18) a ft it" 'PA

CV31b ft..0-414

118) c 4tg-14:itec

(18)d 4t -1* VS

aslit ittetft-T-

yes

I*

no

yes

C.3. In the structire of x Y Verb Nu Hi there is a clear distinction

between lai and the other pro-verbs, in that the others have applications

in common with other functive verbs, while Iai does not.

(19) a it .4141* He will get a bowl of soup
for you.

176
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4044*---etik,

4tie-ft.0t**,
HA will Mt a bOWI Of
soup for you,

HA will cook a bowl of soup
for you.

Ha will acquire a job for
you-

Ha will do a job for you.

All sentences, except (19a), share the following features:

a. Aetc.r: ta

ACtions main verb governed by the actor (tal.

Object: Nu M N

Recipient of the Object: ni ct )

Of all the elementsi gei ni C t May be aaitted with no Change

in the structure or the meaning.

c. If the eIemanta ta C. 1i and CA§.- ) are omitted, the syntactical

relationship between the sentence elements becomes:

Actor: ( $t 1

Action: main verb governed by the actor ni

Object: Nu M N

Recipient: Unkhown

For ihetance:

agi.b ft* if: " *6 You fiz a bovI of soup.

( Ash.
(19) c 4@.±.1:4itaiko

itficAtiko

177

You cook a bowl of soup.
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HOwever, in the sentence with lai as the main verb, the syntactical

relationship between sentence elements is different&

a. Actor: ta and n1

Action: main verb (here lai) governed by ta and ni

Object: Nu M N ( )

Recipient of the object: ni

b. If the element 221 ni ( Ak-t# ) is mitted, the syntactical relation-

ship between sentence elements becomes:

ACtök: ta

Action: main verb governed by the actor te

Object: Nu M N ( )

Recipeint of the Object: -ta

For instance:

(19)a it-tHit AtA*0

(20) it( ) YA#1*-,

He will get a bowl of
soup for you.

He Will have a bowl of
SOUr

C. /f the elements ta (4t) and lel ( are omitted, the syntactical

relationship changes and the meaning of pro-verb lak becomes clearly

defined.

(19)6 itid-gt **Z*0- duanlai - bring here
he - to have/to drink

lai . he to have/to drink

C. 4. Furthermo r. a pro-verbi each of the four none, tuo, gall, and

gi_uv represents a different set of actions, Mich AU:

neng may mean

gea may mean

gla may mean

4, 4E, 41; tt4g-, *A,
-f-,

178
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212-0- may mean 4`F

but only lai can represent nongi Esni and ruo in addition to others

axpIained in the previous seCtions. For examples

(211 tP a it lc To"

M a

Iai stands for nom:

(22). T "4/Fit tt it..4-1Ht

"gzitAltia÷:
"Ax41--,ge0f4kA-Vo'

V-A4*-1-4`F ii-V1-ftv-E5? "
At_ts "X4fiX4ti T

*pi, If

lai stands for itca

Li

"a.41ifitt? "
4.44Lit.4-41? "

"A.-CsrvA-t"

"4.44.1tf T

-T-XT

A: "This watch is not running."
13: "Let me fix it for you...
no good, it is still not
working,"
C: "Let me do it."

A: "To do this work, you
must first have a plan."
13: "Would you draft a
plan for me?"
A: "I can't do it. You have
to ask Lao Wang."
13: "Lao, Wang, would it be
all right to ask you_to
draft a plan_for me?"
Lao Wang: " I cannot take
on such a heavy assignment.
If the three of us work
together what would you
think of that?"

A: "Would anyone like to
sign_up for this job?"
13: _"1 will do it. Please
te/I me what the deadline
is for it."_
C: "I can do it also."
13: "How about this : Let me
try it first, if I can't
manage it, you can take
over."

lal stands for gan

(24) "itC35--t ÷.A.61 tCti A: "I can't possibly cook
for 501"

" 13: "IwiII_share the job with
you._ YOu_wiII be in_charqe

u4x11013:Li .04,013,yi soick,u_p Of the main dishes, I'II
° take care of the dessert."

179



Tf7 gut? "
"tiAi 4t:"

lai stands far iuo

173

AS "Whii is going to
prepare appetizers?"
Cs "I will do it, I'll --

be Ln charge of appetizers,"

C.5. In ConclUsion, compared to the other four, Iai it i pro-verb in

the Sense that it may be used as a substitution for all actions.
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28The Usage of Lai $

I. Form

II. Examples:

A; tin A1S*X MI

s

4k, A44.014-4-6 I guess none of you can read it.
Let me take a look at it.

Altogether there are 300.
Half for you and half for me.

c;itAitillt3;A*0 -114rmkpliti 1414 This lot is no good for growing
vegetables. Let's plant ever-
green seedlings.

D. 111414 AftWte.

III. Notes:

We_cannot figure it out. Let's
ask him fat help.

A. In tlUs particular usage, Iai functt,-ns as a tki4V4(Single word sentence

By definitioni it is a word used all by itself to form a complete

and independent switence.

Iai as a word which forms a single word sentence

or "Come on!" or maybe omitted in translation.

13.1. 1-al as a single word sentence may be used to respond to a preceding

sentence as i, the follovsihg:

.41-430tit+A**1)

may he rendered as "Comel'

181

Lao Wang: "Wen-bin, heIp me
to figure this out."

Wen-bin: "O.K." [Come, let mr..
figure it out for you.]
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B.2. lak, the single word sentenCe, may also be followed by another

sentence:

tik "to APt.-.fit $.0"

Lao Wang:- "Wen-bin, help me
figdre thie out."

Wen-bin: "Come, let me figure
it out for you."

Thus the structure lal, S consists of an expIiCit piositive response: lak,

and an explicit response:-S.

9.3. The sentence that lai precedes most frequently begins with the first

person or second person pronoun.

(3) {eXit*iitkto 111M qt.;

(4N-A-osit-mtsk Altivrk-z

11-4(-.4t

-I win ivictto

(6) *, *4.4m*.
(7) ty tin A.A..0

He is no match for you. Let's
reCe.

"All_materiars are herei"
"ca:6; Idt'S All start working."

Madam, let *hem serve y.
.

Come on, seIedt one or two good
attidIes for me.

Come on, you (pl.) go ahead.

B.4; Compare sentences with lai agd those without Ird;

B.4.a. The expression wn kAi che Sang td qu (

occurs in each of the f011owing illustrations (10-13). The difference is

that the expressionswithout Ial are descriptive statements while those

with Lek are conversational responses to A Stggestion.

182
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(Eog:Xitif-4it4t-k -401-4-A4k-k-

( 9) gritelVin ; -E*A. X4X,

if-* Aft

If you cannot take him there by
car, I will do it.

Since we moved_to the-suburbs.; .

I have leen driving him to school
every day.

*Alf.4.ixft.a. You can't take him there by car?
Let me do it.

(3.3.as.Air? ilt4-41t*? f&Z.14"

tiALM141110k4.0 fElftti
44441(2.4

6.4.b. As responses to questions, sentences without lark are used as

What? The sthoOl bus ia car.
How will he go to school? 0 .

let me take him to school toil,:

NA

answers in the following contexts:

S-ma type question construction

(i2) agtip*aft*itit

"Ailt4-11.-a"
Question Word type question construction

(13) a*if iAlttir? "
"41.11-*aft=ke"

Choi'1 type queStion conStruction

(14's,4itik.ki

"Do you take him there by car?"
"Yes, I do."

"Who takes him there By car?"
"I do."

"Do you or does he take him there
by car?"

"Air-4-a4t4.6 "I do."

183
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not used, but it is used

in response to the follOWitig tsppet of req-lasts an 7?xpressions of willingneSt:

Direct reqUedt

(I5)at.3*fitif4a4ue? "

"*.0

(16)aiL4-2gtit4aft4-1"
"*.; 4!VP-*Ix.ft5"
Indiredt request

(I7)"41LVirXt0f-4A4t, ft e..5La

"
"*; Aff.Sits64-i"

(18)"AA 3A* eat. T 4kk:C-.141M-A-

"

"*4 41-4"

"How about taking him there by
car, Wen-bin?"
"O.K., / will."

"I hope you will drive him there."
"All right, I will."

"I have_ an engageMent and cannot
lrive him. He does not have a
Cnr; so he cannot make it on
hid oWn. Could you help him to
figure out a way to go there?"
"iCome,) I will tak: him there:'

"The bus had its last run already.
How can he go_back?"
"(COme,) I Will take him there."

8.4.c. SP 2nces with Iai indicate a commitment to an immediate action

which ia absent in sentences without lai. Thereforei when immediate

action is suggested, -Lai may be used. If subsequent future adtiOn is

suggested, -LAS .rni. used. For instance:

o

After the ball, it will be too
late; the busw.; w 11 Lave stopped
by then_and be does not have a" car. How 'Il he go h ?"

"I_will take_him _home b., car.aou94; 4T01**Alt-t." It's no problem."

NA °((Come I drive him home.)
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(20).r.iiiit_tA.4.jufs_5,1,3,,otti,LEA Just now the radio reported a
thirty minute or more delay on

*Z`4"-i3k "
the train. I will miss my final
examination. What shall I do?

(26)-4040f4-11-to" I will take you there by car.

(20), Come, X will take you there by car.

Thus the use 00 lai as a single word sentence is limited. It expresses

(I) that the speaker is committed to a particular course of action, (2)

that a response to a requeSt or a suggestion of a soluti^. is following,

and (3) that the action or suggestion is to be implemented immediately.

13.5. lei is often used in repeated form. For inatancet

(21) a *,
11_

Let me propoSe another toalt tb ye-c.

A.44itfit-g;
(2l)b

j

(22)a jk,

*IcitaLito
(22,10

Please help yourselves.

COMpare hao (if ) and lai.

C.1 hao,as ilIUStrated in the following dialogue functions differently

than lei:

(23)47i aslix_cligt3t.mit.)L4k; Alpt A: "Tomorrow morning you come_here,
We will go over the draft at home.

will go together to the
ikAk-k-i-Th'nmeeting fr,!,.. here."

9T-E,1

"ity AMS A:
Here hao is used by Speaker ft to indicate his acquiescence. It is therefore

185

El: "Fine; will do."
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an evaluation and an opinion of Speaker A's proposal. Linguistically it

is the comment of a T-C structure where the T is omitted:

TOPIC OMMENT

(23)b C.2 (443.----ff.*) ft

lat implies a suggestion, not agreement. /t signals that there is a

suggestion Jr respense ferthcoming and serves to indicate that the speaker

is offering the following suggestion or recommendation..

"Afri40..=-,
"*, =Aft
ui., 411'i ill

As T

xtt9' vx

A: "We have to speed up and
wrap up this thing."

B: N.K., let's start together."

C: "O.K., let's divi5e it into
three parts. Each of us will
handle one part. It should be
finished in no time.

Therefore, the single word sentence usage of Iai is Component I in a

COMpound sentence consisting of at least two ,..:omponents:

Component I Component II

C2-4

(24;c

Ain Vtit -f-

4eT-41F------7 st T

D.2. hae doe k. not have a semantic relationship with what follows.

For instance:

(25)T: a 1111k "
ta "if; )1-;A? "

A: "Please come eatliel tomorrow.
Is that O.K.?"

: "Fine. What time?"
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Hen hrp is a comment on Speaker A's proposal, "come earlier tomorrow."

while ( L. ) is an enti:nly independent entity.

lai serves to iniicate that the speaker is offering the suggestion or

recommendation.

(26)47i

t,

3tiltiirtit g-Ji ,/, _E*1 4/F sk "h n7!bin_please take_a
look at Xiao Wang's work."

4.A§-tit A- it: B: "I Qin take a look at it
for you."

Here wogeinikankam is not a response to Speaker A, but is directed to

Xiao Wang.

D.3. In a context in which both hao and lai may be used at the beginning

of a response, sueh as the example below; the difference between them is

very subtle.

(27)9" 4,...ta4-at4At * T
1- _t--F "

(27) C.: a. 4i.ftig

(: b. "*, 4M;1'..14tY

"This math problem is too
difficult. Can you give Xiao
Wang some help on it?

B: "O.K., I will help him."

B: "Come I will help Xiab
Wang figure it out."

In this situation both hao and lai may be used, but there is a difference.

Answer (a) With hao indicates the speaker's agreement or

It is then followed by a restatement of

" from

ia requested.

" AV4tie
Answer (b) indicates the speaker's commitment to a

consent %o What

request, i.e.-,

ea .cular course

of action in response to the request and a statement of what that

entails, i.e., " "

187

commitment
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E. Compare lai and nemme (

E.I. nemme has a dunl function. It comments upon the statement of Speaker

A, which precedeu it, and signals the suggestion that follows. For example:

(28)91: "it+1911**T AfF T
t4 RiF3?

A: "This problem is entirely
too difficult. I worked on_it
the whole morningbUt could not
find the solution."

B: "If that's the case, you
should ask Wen-bin for help."

lai has only single-direction-function: to signal the following suyiestions.

E.2. nemme must always be fonenied by a statement (suggestion or other-

wise) to be considered a full and independent sentence. lel may be used

alone.

(Mire alt+194.......,

* c1 "At NA

F. Compare haoi laii and nemme.

F.I. Since hao was originally a comment, it may have a negative version.

Neither lei nor namme may have negative versions.

F.2. hao has a question form: A "--- ittxit? or

nemme may not be an answer to a question or comment on a statembnt.

lai in this usage may not have a question form.

E%3; hao andnemme themselves do not bring out the immediacy of what

follows, lai does.

F.4. Though hao does not always precede a suggestion, nemme does. When

they db precede suggestions, neither implies that it be fapplemented immedi-

scsly, as lai does.

188
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29 The ()Sage of V-lai/ou/zou

Forms:

TOpid V-Iai/V-2.12V-zou (NP)

//. Examples:

v-

A. Ak 4k I"' A swallqw fIew
soUth.

B.

C.

D.

it:: *.A

it;ie 60 -1i 4'4. T.

E. ittr.;W*--staittot

F. )L

Suddenly, this
eW.y.

Biease bring a
you.

here frOM the

big bird flew

dictionary with

He Walked AWAy With your book.

He made and brought here a pot
of excellent tea.

fri Lit_ took no time_ fot us to finISh
eating the chicken you made and
brought to us.

///. Notes:

A.I. V-lai, V-2R, and V-zou are members of verb compounds (V-V) with

directional endings, in other words directional verb compOundS. Thead deb,

pounds share a common features the dirdetion dohVeyed by the particular

ending (-Iai, -SU, -Zed) IS in reference to the speaker: -lak a motion

toward the speaker or speaker's location, 7sa a motion away from the speaker

to a partirular destination either explicitly stated or under- ,,Od. and

-zou a motion away from the Speaker WithOut consideration of d-.t,:a":,on.

A.2. The fiidt Verb component in the compound is a motion verb, eit ar

transitive or intransitive. When the perfomance of the motion reguireS

change of location for the actor, or the objeet, thete three directional

endings are used.

1 89
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A.3. There are altogether 4 different categories of these directional

compounds:

Category (A); The first r i an intransitive verb of motion The

actor changes 1. i ,.syrying out the motion. Examples are

( 1), plat, (4), axle

Vy (B)-. The first verb is a transitiv3 verb of motion. It re-

qures the actor to change locations. The object also changes

location as a resuIt of the performance of the motion. Examples are

tui ( ), dal ( lk ), and song ( a ).

Categcm(C). The first verb is a transitive verb of motion; It does

not require th( tor to change places in performing the action. The

object also is not involved in location change as a result of the first

vert.. _Examples are dun ( ), Lheng ( ), and itan ( ).

Category_7(13). The first verb is a transitive verb of motion. It does

.oSt require the actor to change locations in performing the action.

However, the object is involved in a change of location as a result of

the action. Examples are rams (40), ), and fang ( it ).

B.1. The directional compound of (A) is composed of Vi+laii Vi+qui or

Vi+zou as in yhe following:

(I) itirm*** They ran over here to get these

(2)

things.

itilili--**Oredg4tAatiit.4_THe saw tne falling blossoms
'4float away in the creek.

He heard noises in the room and
so he went in.
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With an intransitive verb as the first component of the cOMpound, the aetdr

Moves in the directión indicated by either -lai. 71E, or -zoo, while per-

forming the action of the Vi. DV- .c=7.4=..zmrerz=.4=:.=.:=101.

B.2. (A) type verbs are unique in that they may be aged at VP's in the

fallowing structures: "NP(subject)VP" or the inverted "NP VP (subject)":

t 41 i A_red maple leaf floats over
A Wotist 4*,'T

(4)b VP NP (Sujedt)

Other examples are:

(5)a MA ilADitif (61*. T

(5)13 lift/14* T

--A ir-Otit

(6)a

In the inverted usage in each case

personal pronoun.

iftit

Nor may it be a specified noun:

03)a a+,1Tit-ffaiaiT44- T.

(13)h* It 141-44* 4.÷"J'A-1-

191

here;

two small boats sail over
here.

TWO Or three Children &WM
towards the eastern shore.

above, the NP Csibjectl must not be a

r *Wan toWarde the deatern
shore;

NA

This child is skiing down the
the hill.
This child skied down the hill.
NA
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8.3. The (A)type verb compounds may occur in 'split form" with a place

word between the 2 components:

enter the room

come oUt Of tte dicy

Many of them may accommodate another directional indicator ar.-: may be

converted into a compound with 3 verbs, such as ALI.* i 'walk up here,'

'walk up here,' ALTib 'walk down therei' etc.

C.I. (B)type verbs are composed of Vt+lai, Vt+gla, and Vt+rom.

(5) ft** T 4A 4. He pushed a cart here.

(10) Pull a cow away from you.

The characteristics of type (B) compounds are that the action of the motion

verb and the direction of the directional verb are closely Ii10,^1 ad that

the actor and the object are both involved in spatial changes and that the

two verbal elements --the motion verb and tho directional ending - -are carried

out simultaneously. We may represent this phenomenon in the fortoWing wa:

-- In (9) it**-411
'He pushed a cart over i:tre,' it 'he' exerts 4 the 'push' towards the

speaker's on 'a cart.' The result is that both the actor and

the object move toward the speaker;

C.2. (B) verbs are readily co ?ed to a ba construction.

(9) ft4ft*TM-t-
(n) 14:41*- -Y.- 4-

ft4t.M T

D.1. CC)type directional compounds are to those of type (8) in

that they are composed of vt+lai, Vt+sa, or Vt+zou:

192
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(5) Ti 1"1"

aleZkiit..A-P1-*At-i?
13:

"Qickly prepare dinner.
The master is coming home
for dinner."

"Didn't he say he would eat
out? How come he (changed
his mind and) is coming
home for supper?"

_ . .

The remark by Speaker B clearly indicates that the master's deCiSion to

COM home for drriner is entirely unexpected.

The previously determined course of action does not have to be

explicitly stated in the context. For instances

(6) "atkat4E-*IflittlitO t.

.titi.E.A"°16?

A: "Do_you still_have the
thing I wanted to borrow _

from you which I_mentioned
to you yesterday?"

LI "LEA" ./4 5t.atAt 1r ?
B: "Yes, I do. Have you

decided to borrOW it nem?"

By the structure we khow that Speaker 3 iMpIies that the 'decision to

borrow it' is a reversal of what Speaker A decided yesterday.

B.S. In this usage neither you nor le may be omitted.

(7)0 itiffi*ottur.

e

NA"(He did come back to eat)

NA"(He_again/for the second
time came back to eat)

B.4. This usage of you VP le does not give clear indication

whether the VP has taken place, or Whether VP is going to take place.

He reversed himself in that
he is not going; _

He_reversed himself arid
refused to go

(16) it5Lq: 1'.

289

He reversed himself and
at it.
He reverSed hithSelf And
will eat it now.



(u.) 4t,st-.3:41t4. He reversed himself and is not
willing to do it.
He reversed himself and was
unwilling to do it.
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C.1. When indicates repeated action, the stress is on r22....le.

(12) 4tOkir..0*-T. He came back again yesterday.

When 222,....le indicates a reversal of decision, the stress is on the VP.

(13) 4tOXIAT He reversed himself and came
yesterday (after all).

C.2. When indicates repeated action it may have quantitative

statement placed lifter it.

(14) fts...uo*T AM. He came back again twice.

When indicates a reversal of decisioni it may not have a quanti-

tative statement.

(15)0{65,AT AM. NA °(Ht came tWice vs. He went
tWide)

C.3. Even when the VP is a nag VPithe basically different stress pattern

distinguishes the reversal from repeated absence of action (or inaction).

For example:

(16) 4@,51,ZT. He refused to go for the
second time.
Once again he refused to go.

(17) 4t5L3Z-k.r. He reversed himself and now
is not going.
He_reversed himself and he
refused to go.

D. Compare with change of status le pattern.

11;I; Change of status le may be used with affirmative and negative

Aux VP and negative FVP only. The pattern indicating reversal

290
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of decision is used with Affirmative or negative Aux VP or FITP.

D.2. When both le and you.....le occur with negative FVP; the diatinCtiCh

Iies in the fact that you....Ie indidates reversal Of decision while le

indicates a sibPle Change in status. For instance:

(1s) a WPri lr .

(.18) b

(19) a itk4-45 T.

omb 1t.5441:4!

(20)a 4t4;41-*4ST.

(20)1> 4tit..37.47):41F .

He:Stopped eating. He

does not eat anymore;

He reversed hithaelf And
won't eat anymore.

He likes to read now.

He reversed himseIf_and
is now fond of reading.

He does not plan tO dO
it again /anymore.

He reversed himself and
won't do it now.



48 The usage of you SvP le

I. FOrM:

yoa SW le

II. Lxalples:

A. it+5f.kTo

B. itA-51.1-T..

81-TOT

285

On the other hand this
is too big.

This is too dry, on the
other hand.

III. Notes:

A. Thi C 5IL ... 7 ) used with a SVP indidateS that the

quality expressed by the SV is 'not deaitabIe either,' whether the quality

itself is a desirable quality or not. For example, planyi )

'inexpensive,' is usually a desirable quality, but it is not when Uted

with

(1)
$10 is too high, $5 is
too low on the other hand.

k +ye I Let's set the price at

$7.50.

B.1. The structure vma....le may be used with ahy sy, whether single

syllable or double syllable;

yla quality or ael quality.

(2) 74 TO

whether Affirmative or negative, whether of

This on the other hand
is too big.

(1) 5t. To Thi., on the other hand
is too small.

(4) 5LX4 r This on the other hand
is too insufficient.

(5) sit* T. This on the other hand
Is too complicated.

292:=.
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B.2. The intensifier edVetb tai C j ) may be used with the SV in

this structure but the meaning remains the same.

it+.5Lk T. This on the other hand

a+.5c.kkT. is too big.

B.3. The stress in this structure, youSVP Ie. is on the SVP;not on

ZE2...le,

(6) 4.43fft TTO1.4.91

(-7) taAt T

This way of handling it
is, onthe other hand,
unfair.

if you do_not_add water,-
an the other hand it wiii
be tOO dry;

B.4. The Svp in X2ELSVP le-may be used with youxio ( 41-4* ),

( Or duashao....yidiar ( A AUL )
(8)a A T; This on_the other_hand;

is somewhat too tall;

(8)b This, on the other hand;

8(0)

it÷x A T --r-. AA,.
is a bit too tall.

This, on the other hand,4.÷ X X A 1' 7-44.
is_more or less a bit
_too tall.

C. Compare with the other functions of yEa....Ie.

The different stress patterns distinguish the meaning of ysu....le.

C9)a it.+5Pt T.

(9) b

um a

(10)13

This again is too tall.
CThis was once before
considered too tall)

This, on the other head;
is too tall.
(The other one is perhaps
too short but this one is
too tall for our purpose)

This again is insufficient.
_tit Was insufficient once
before)

This, on the other hand,
is insufficient.
(Previous one is perhaps
too much for our purpose.
This one is too little)
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p; cospare With tet....le.

The adverb tat C*, 1 is an intensifier indicating extreme degree. Thus

When tai....le is used with a Svi it indicates that the St' IS eXOSSOive.

It may mean either desirably eldaShive as in na tai hao le C AskittT
'thiS id terrifidl, -or undesirably excessive as in ne-taihaole C.

T / 'this is too good Lfor this.1'

On the other hand, ya, SVP le indicates that the SV is Undesirably

excessive for a partieUlat patpsts in addition to some other quality

Whidh has already been proven to be undesirably excessive. Thus, ma

SVP le-may also be expressodes you tai SVP le.
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49 The Usage of Youde vP/S

I. Forms:

A. youde Topic Comment

B. Topic youde- VP

II. Examples:

A.l.

A.2. vpitinftlr

B.2. Itin29-frPr

416 vP/s

Some (of them) I would buy.

Some (of these) they want
to read.

I hav things to do.

They all have things to wear.

III. Notes:

A.l. youde CA-ii ) may refer to a part of a whole, either small

or large quantity, as in Form A. youdemay also mean that there is a

certain quantity of something which is larger than the desired or necessary

quantity and therefore comes to mean 'a lot' as in 'Form B.

A.2. In both forms, Laufts is (1) imdefinite in number and (2) indefinite

in quantity and reference. Thusi youde refers to an unknown quantity

of unsrecified articles.

B.l. In Form A, youde, meaning past of a whole or portion of a lot, is

a Topic Word; it is always used in the topic position of a T-C constrUCtion,

whether it is a subject or an object. For instance:

TOPIC =min

(1) 4f6

Topic I Comment

295

1-* Some (of these) I like.
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(2)
111.5 A-ff/ *Eq.' Soma (of theee) he Can eat.

(3)
FY. A.40 sane of these things are mine.

youde in both (1) and (2) is the object of itS verb respectivelywh'Ae youde

in (3) is a subject.

8.2. youde May be Used With a noun as in youdeshu
( 401t4 )i 'some

bonke,* youcie_ren ), 'some people.' The resulting fete

x22fte; N is more specific than youde in reference but still indefinite in

quantity.

(4) A" 16A.4.3rk Some people like you.

(5) A- 611C8-30: some he likes.

(6)16.4.044* Some books he will sell.

8.3. The negative version of Pore A yoga is teiyOu VP de, not melyouder.

In other wordS, the negatiVe version of (1) is tl)a, not (1)b below:

(I) "(6411i.-Asit

(1)a

A(I)h iltV.1114X40. NA

The negative version of Form A youde N is meivou N, not melyoude N. For

example, the negative versions of (4), (5), and L6) are (4)a, (5)ai and

(6)a respectively:

(4) V6 A -§4k14%

(4)a at 1.7k ff:

(5) 41.60 1&40:

(5)a it "Ait.4-srk.
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(6) ia40454*
.

(6) a ft 1.4 tit
In Form B youde refers to the existence of certain unspecified

things of an unspecified quantity. However, that unspecified quantity

is subjectively considered by the speaker to be 'more than a bare minimum'

or 'more than enough.' Therefore wo youde gan means that 'there win

be enough work to keep me busy.' On the other hand, wo_yOu shi-gan

means 'I have work to do.' you-sni-gan- is nothing more than 'to have

work to do.' which gives no Indication of the quantity of work. Compare

the fa11-617ring:

(7)41i "fhAVIICfl-X,E? A: "What are you going
to do all by yourself?

C.; To 41t401%" Bs Don't wtrry about _

me._ There will be something
to keep me busy."

4.4:.algAftl;VE?" A: "(same question)"
B: "Don't worry about me.
I have work to do. Icos " ft: /4 lc' r A' lir , A-4/F 4itny 0 gou,g to work on my term
paper'

C.2. In FOZM B. youde is not a topic word, while youde in ForM A is.

youds in Form B is derived from verb Object ITEN; the N is replaced by

dei which is a noun substitute. The structure wo-youde-gaw is derived

from (wo) you. ke V de N
1

TOPIC CaINENT

verb Object

wo YEA ke-V de N

"

297
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4t4rflrf
4- 1i410-f-

The negative version of you4tb it; to-Aide. Therefore, the negative versions

fOr (9) end (10) are (9)1 and (10)a.

(9) dliA-11-f-

(9)a

Aitims4;wr

(10) a45014 MO At

C.4. youde V of Form H may be modified by adverbs or Aux V. For instance:

(11) iti:1411.740-PTO

CU) ik4a0oto

(13)

(14)

Now I finally have something
to eat.

He really has nothing to eat.

There_stiI1Areenough things
for hie tb buy.

They ahould have enough
to wear.

C.S. The topic can be omitted if it is understood from the context.

(1t) 4::04-4-9100

(16)4(ttot4141r*sgait4-it.

as sentence particles:

Don't hesitate. If (You)
have something to say, say

Having food in our stdlach
and having clothes on our
back, we should be contented.

(17) &EMI' 41114TtilE To This time he finally has
things to criticize.

298
()
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18Ht

t 19) ft 4\ A. lit IA" (6 ot °,14?

ti: it V. tit A. fr I fel

[This child will have
plenty to suffer from.]
This child will face a lot
of hardship in the future.

DOes he have anything to eat
tonight?

This whole stack of documents
must be examined. Now, you
Must admit that you have
enough to dol

Note that in the above examples these particles le, ne, ma, and ba are

related to the verb following youde, i.e., jirtif;I:;PL,

Oh the surface, Form B might appear to be an "Aux V," but there are

significantcharacteristics peculiar to youde.

D. Compare nada and Aux V:

17,1; Ali Aux V may have affirmative-negative forms neng bu nengi keyi bu

key1-, etc., which is a question pattern. youde_ may not. youde meide

means 'those which one has plus those which one does not have.'

D.2. Ail AUX V can be used independently. "Ni neng lei ma?""Neng. Wo

hSZILL1LJEE?" INLL."

nyjs may not be used independently. "Ta-youde-gen-ma?""Youde-lan."

*"Youde." NA

C. Form A and Form B compared.

E.1. Form A is a noun phrase) its full form is youde N. Form B is a

verb phrase, it is derived from a Verb-Object form of you N.

E;2. In terms of a sentence structure, Form A, "xoude Topic Commenei is

derived from Subject-Verb-Object by transposing the object to the topic

position:

Subject-verb-object (youde) Object (youde) sUbject - verb

2_9.9
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Form A: Topic nude Object is an imbedded sentence structure. Subject-

Verb Phrasel - Verb Phrese2and in the resuIt from the following derivation:

Subject - Verb (you) - Object (modified N)

E.3. The negative form of Form A,youde Topic Comment;is Feiyou Topic COMMeht

de. The negative form of FOral 13TopiC youde comment,is Topic meide Cramment.

E.4. In Form A if sentence particles le, ma, ne, and ba are used, they

are used in construction with the verb in Lim structure, not with youde:

youderwo mai le

I

OtLiAxihtleTri ta me?

In Form A, these sentence particles are used in construction with youde:

ta youdegan 1e

t

E.S. Form A means a portion of the whole of something. Therefore it

is translated as 'some or 'some N.' Form A meamm 'there it something to

v' or 'there is more than the sufficient thing to V-' Thus Form A not

only indicates 'something' but also conveys a sense of larger quantity.

3The source structure is you ke V de N. ke is an essential element and is
not replaceable by other adv/aux, such asA V de N or V de N.

The latter two will not be transformed to 41- N A V or 41- N At V

and still be acceptable as meaning 4 de At v or 4 at V.

AA-0 = 41V3-41F fit = in Fc)rtn A

411,A-16°T-T-=AA-0-f- in Form

3 0
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50 The Usage of youdeahi

I. Forms:

A. youdeshk...NP

B. NP
1
youdeshi NP

2

C. NP yOidéshi

II. Examples:

A.1. 4E0E44..

A.2.

3.1. ft4kika
B. 2.

C.I.

C-2- **(111C-4071.

III. Notes

071.

There is a lot of money.

There are a lot of people who
want to come.

He has a 1ot of money.

There are a lot of books on
the table.

[As for the money, there is a
lot.] There IS a 1ot Of money;

[AA for the people Mho want to come,
to came, there are a alot.1
There are a lot of people
who want to come.

A. youdeshi ( ) is a verb meaning 'to haVe a 1ot Of.'

youdeshi In an IndiVisible verb construction. Therefore it can be

need as a main verb in a sentence construction. For example:

TOPIC COMMENT

SUjeCt Matt Verb Object

(1)

(2)

301.

read books.

I have read a
lot of books.
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11.2. The differences between youdeshi and other verbs used as main

verbs in sentence constructions are the felideing:

B.2. . youdeshi cannot be negated. For example:

AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE

Air* 4% XIII- 45

*Skis

(correct)

41ti3T$10i1.4s (NA)

B.2.b. Its negative counterpart is simply meiyOU ( At4r ) bot never

( pLA-6171. ). For example:

(3)4SVI/A0 411R.A. There are a lot of booksi but
no newspapers.

B.2.c. It =mot be Suffixed with an aspect marker, such as la

at 5t -she ( 41 ). ( it ). etc-. For example:

With suffix le

(4)

A.VtA. T

with MdffiX he

ts)

AVItk
With suffix mho-

(.6) 4x,44 45%;

A*OkI4%
with suffix zo

I read books

NA °(No0 I have a 1ot of books.)

I am reading a book.

KA

I am readUg a book;

NA

2
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(7) Alr44.
AA-0,144s

I have read books before.

NA

3.3. The similarities of voudeshI and other verbs are:

3.1.a. Tts object can be transposed to the topic position.

(8)

(9) 4tVibtls 14tVt§A.

(correct)

(correct)

8.3.b. A verb phrase constructed using youdestri can be followed by

another verb phrase, making a sequence of verb phrases. For example:

(10)

TOPIC COMMENT_
--2SubjeCt VP

i*,Ipis ± go to school to study.

I have a Iot of tiMe to StUdy;

3.3.c. Since it is a verb construction centered aroundy2a(Vi it shares

certain features of the verb z.ga: it may have either a personal nouni

a personal pronoun, or a place word expression as its tspie. For example:

rersonal noun:

(12) *&4rmitok.kto Students have a lot of ideas.

Personal2ronoun:

(13) 4t1L141-0,114X.

(14) .-61,1.417

Place-word-expressions:

(15) Ab-31-A-StAA-A08P+2..

303

Ther have a lot of money.

Who has a 1ot of money?

There_are a_lot of well-known
schools in'Peking;
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_
There_are_a 1ot of cha:irs in
in the room.

There are a lot of pens here.

Where are_there a Iöt Of
flowers of this kind?

B.4; The exptession in Form A is a phrase, which can be used by itself.

(19) Fit "44tX°23? " Question: "Are there pencils?"

ii4t 01;11 Ahswer: "There are a lot."

135; The NP in Forth A can be of any of the following: simple noun (26),

compound noun (26), and modified noun C27), (28); ahd (29);

(20) lrfilkilk.;

(21) 44bEziftz91-4,
(22) 4071.ift*Olt..

(23)

(24)

There is a lot of paper.

There are a lot of research
books.

There-are a lot of p.s.
flowers.

There are a lot of paintings
thetyou like.

There are a lot of tilimAL
who-want-to study.

8.6. Form B is a Topic-Comment construction in which youdeshi is the

mein verb: the topic NP1 may be a personal noun, a personal pronoun; or

a place word expression (see III-3;d)i and NP2 may be any of the noun

CanStrdtions illustrated In section III-5 above.

8.7. Form C is also a Topic-Comment construction. However, youdeshi
_

makes up the entire eminent part of this construction, in the form of

TOPIC CacaNT

X 4(lbt (As for X,_there is/ate a lot
of) There is/Are a lot Of. X;

304
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B A; In Form C,NP
-1

can be any Of the nOun constructions

in section SIZ-9. For example,

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

1144tA.-.

4:11H-14"-
aiisMOVglitk.

IgiVOk.

tibf1"4--

There ate a IOt
(SiMPle noUn).

There are a lot

There are a 1ot
brushes;

There are a lot

illustrated

There_are a lot
delibta teachers-.

Of paintings

of research

Of paint

of thirge

of primary

13,9. Other possible translations ate 'plenty of' or 'many.' For examples

(30)

(31)

*ritytit. The=c are plenty of peWs=

There are people waiting
to come.

B.9. Contrast x22gaan4 You hen duo C Waif

13.9.a. The construction of yondethi is indivisible. The construction of

you hen duo is x21 ( 4t ) plus hen-duo ( 4 ). In other wordsi though

the English translation may be similar, Inere are the following difference*:

(32) 4-0,1. *

(33) ** -af 4

In sentence (32), youdoshi is the main Verbi it goYennii a tiMple unssidified

unmodified object shu(4) In sentence(33), you is the main verb; it

governs a modified object jasatra,

B.9.b. In terms of meamtng, youdeshi, implied a definitive tone; rela-

tively authoritatiVe in describing something being numerous or plentiful. In

305
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the following sentencesi where youdeshi is used, there iS a built-in

(ailment Of dephasis in the modification. Where you-hen-dut is used, such

emphasis has to be indicated by intonation.

(34)

(34)-4.

(34)b

(34)C

(34)d

(35)

ph,

Si

te

S-=

at=

"4, 4Lis-'48.5.1*. "

"4, AbiiI4R-5 "

"4, Abii-4411-54.*. "

"4, Att-4(1071.4.*. "

".*--7-111,i1.5LX1t,

4K-=-191.To "
C. Ambiguity in the usage of youdeshi.

For instance:

Q: "Id there Wheat in the
north?"

At "Yes. There is plenty of
wheat in the north."

Yes. There .iS plenty of Wheat
in the north."

"Yes. There is plenty of
wheat in the north."

_"Tes. There is_plenty of Wheat
wheat in .the north. (no doubt
about it)"

Q: "I lost my notebook.
What am I to do?"

Ai "There are a lot of note-
books(available). They are not
expensive either. Why don't you
get another one?"

C.1. There is often a high degree of deibiguity when youdemarL is used in

a sentence construction. For example ta-youdeshishu ( 4t41117t4
) can be translated differently according

analyses*

Analysis (i):

TOPIC COMMENT

to two different StrUCtUraI

'ft A" lit un

Analysis (ii):

TOPIC

r,t1:44 (The things) he has are
Chinese booRs.
What he has are Chinese books.

COMMENT

40.s I Mt I 1' pigls He has a lot of Chinese books.

Analysis (i) uncovers a "Topic-Identification" construction, in WhiCh the
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topic ta you de ( 40.,440 ) is being identified by the comment chonq

quo shu ( 1 'VQ45 1. Analysis Cii) is a "Topic-Function" conAtruotion,

in which the topic is ta, and the comment informs the reader what the

subject of the sentence does.

C.2. To Clarify or identify which strttture is the correct one in a

given context, the following method may be used:

C.2.a. negation: The Topic-Identification construction can be negated,

while the Topic-Function construction cannot be.

k 1, -44tVii 3Avi' i5(c'ect)

Ift4frtAtUili4ita.VIU.471445NA 0 (What_he does not have
are Chinese books.)

C.2.b. Transposition of object: The Topic-Identification construction

cannot accomodate the transposition of objects; while the Topic-Function

construction can.

4t4 fiskti'T.15 12 T154t4A-

it4-41A171fit

(correct)

* ftvrut (NA)

C.2.c. Intonation features: The Topic-Identification construction may

haVe tWO possible pauses, before and after Shi ( )i While the Other

may have a pause only before youdesA.

C.3.A second type of adbiguity arises from the translation to Englidh

and may be illustrated by the following sentences:

(36) 461,t9-04.
(37) VitA.159-Ko

307

There are plenty of books
worth studying.
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The basic difference between these two sentences Iies in their strudtures,

as shown in the following analysis:

For (36):

Per (37) :

TOPIC

TOPIC

COMMENT

Verb

A**Ok

Object

Modifier Noun

COME=

4

Verb

--I

Object

40,5k 4 9"
C.4. Based on the analysis above, the structure in (36) is a vexb followed

by a modified object, and in (37) a Topic-Description construotion Where

kedai describes youde shi shu. This basic difference entails the following

Characteristics:

C.4.a. Modification: Modifiers of nouns can be edded to the objeet of

(36); Modifiers may be added to both TopiC 2
and Comment

2
of (37).

(38) (from (36))4(lik-TA04t4S.(1115-,-, There are a lot of interesting
books worth baying.

(38) (fro6C37))40714Creati5V3C; There are a lot of_ interesting
books indeed worthy of being
bought.

C.4.b. Extension: Adding a Topic. One may add a .topic to sentence

(36) without changing the basic structure. When one adds a topic to

sentence (37) the basic structure undergoes a change.

(40) (from (36))4e4071.7 OHS. Se has a 1ot of boOkt worth
busring;

308t
r
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(36)

(40)

(41)

(4na

(37)

(41)

(41) b

(from

TOPIC CCSIMENT

(45))

TOPIC

fth is

Verb Object

A' k

frbt
There
buying

=WENT

Modifier I Noun

71* fit

are plenty
here.

l$ Remains
unchanged.

of books worth

Remains
unchanged.

2=VENT

K.

TOPIC1

Topic comsat

Ok
frbtAC

It

Tone

)1,

VerbI- Olajmo

A-Otk it )1. fit 71*

In other wordsi when supplied with a topic, sentence (41) reveals two

different structures, the first reseMbling the original sentence (37) and

the second revealing a compound sentence structure, where the two tcPics

(TOPIe and TOPIC2) are identical in their reference.

C.4.c. EXtension: Adding CSnment. Sehtence (36) may hava an Additional

comment, but sentence (37) may not have a second comment.

(42) (from (36)) 4*Ok7r;e0451It.; There are-plenty of books worth
buying which art expensive;

Transtormation: Sentence (36) may be transformed into one form.

but sentence (37) may be transformed into two forms:

PO 9
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BASIC SENTENCE TRANSFORMED SENTENCE

(56) A-OA:TKO-4s TKO-4540k
A.0k4V3E(3 A*0-A.VA0-457)

Tflit4S_404
C. .e. Negation: Sentence (361 CiUlhOt be negated, though it does have

a negative counterpart, while sentence (27) can be readily negated.

BASIC-SENTENCE NEGATED SENTENCE

(44) 40AMAA14;
(45) 40k4V3.q;

C. f. Usage: Sentence (45) is used more frequently than sentene.* (44).
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51 The Usage of youxie

I. FOLKS:

A; yolutte AP

B. yotude SVP

C. PVP

Examples:

A.

B.1. ft.l.f-g4:Pre

a 2. 414.

C. Xitir4-5tvilk-1

He has same savings.

He is a bit stronger :IOW,.

He is somewhat too CiVilized

This natter is rather too
difficult for me.

III. Notes:

Aa; The dictionary meaning of the term vousie C 41a. 1 id Often idepiy

given as "some" before a NP and "somedhat" before a VP.

A.2. Yonwie is a complex expression and may be replaced by yowler ( 4ral

"sameConeli" youyidiar ( "some(qUantity)" Or variu M

"Shan :Weber of N."

A.3. Youxie is one of the few occurrences of xie I 1 as a quantitative

suffix. Others are:

ADV-Ide haoxie

ca) Iftt.A.4; ti.

NU-xie: yixle

(21**."*.44

Mere arel & good deal of people
(sehol do not Understand it.

Give him some candy.



PACti-xe ( )
)13

themexii (4. 2.4)
2.*A

namexie (0F A z)
0) As tor4tits

naxie (IF z)

(6)1**.15e41

SPE7Xiei ahdiXiis at4D)
unit* A4t-

neixie ()
talAstz_ t *7t

SV-e dwde Ot4.0

V-Sta: yongxie (In )
(.10)
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It's useful to certain people.

This many people are jobless.

Tnat many cases are waiting to
be worked on.

Which books do you want?

I want these books.

You take those books with you.

This is a bit bigger.

(The some money to buy books.

B.1. Porm A is youxia followed by a UP, The NP may be a simple noun

(11), a modified noun C121, a noun which may be quantified by a specific

nudber 1131-, or a noun which may not be quantified by a specific number (14).

4t44.44-,;

(14 ft 1*41-61-A;

(141

He has some money.

He has some famous paintings.

He has same painting brushes.

He has a little power.

B.2, One of the characteristics of dim is that though it is a quantitative

wordi it may be placed directly before a noun without a measure. Both

CIS/a and (15)b are acceptable.

03.1 2
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(15)a 4*4.t..t.

(15)b 4.*( )1L,,

Some pens.

11,

Furthermore, youxie is derived from youylxie. The number Limay be omitted:

(16)a 4AA.. Some people,

(16)1:. A"(

While either the number ylor the measure or both may be omitted, they

may not be used concurrently.

(17) a

(17)b 4( )4..4tt.

(17)c 4( )4:( )1.

NA

8.3. The underlying structure of uy_2ocieNP is as follows:

(11)

Quantification of Noun

verb Object

(12) Modification of Noun

I
*---- Quantification of (Modified N)

Verb Object

The syntactical relationship demonstrated here is: Esa is the main verb

of the sentence, xia is abbreviated from yi xie, a quantifier of the noun-

modified or simple. Thus, xie is paxt of the NP object.

8;4; There are no restrictions on the type of modifiers which may precede

the Noun object. For instance:
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(Is) 4eAL-14.6 171 sr kxA...Lt. *M6it, Painting the room white will
give you a feeling of spaciousness.

For unknoWn reasons, one gets
something of a feeling of desola-
tion as soon as one enters the room.

B.S. In this usage, youxie may be replaced by you ji-M for nouns whiCh

may be quantified by specific numbers, countable nouns; and pie yidiar

for nouns which may not be quantified by Spedific numbers, noncountable

nouns;

(13) A A )1. t A" A-, a A -X

*ATt*tit

B.6. When yeuxie NP appears in a Topicless construction (20), it becomes

the topic:

(20)

TOPIC COMMENT

Topic Comment

0

Verb/Obj VP

4r (--) A. q: [There are some people
(who) do not understand
itj

B.6.a; In thit uteqe; youxie NP also occurs in the topic position and

must be follOwed by a VP whiCh is a comment of the FVP, sVP, EVP or LVP type.

(22) 4.*M4Z4,

Some of the works_here are
yours, some are his.

Some works are easy and some
are difficult.
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(23) 4*-T-01/3tf Some work is in your charge.

In short, youxie is a topic phrase.

B.6.b. It is this usage of rustle NP which may be replaced by youde.

(24) 41-4*AFttfto
[Something he takes care of]
He takes care of something.

40( )1t4t.
3.7. Related to this form is the following usage of youxies

(25) itiLit if7, 4*.A.ZO.

(26) *AMA, 4*.fctIk.

Among these things here, some are
yours.

Among his friends, some he likes.

Here youxie is precedLd by a statement of a whole and youxie indicates a

patt Of that Whole. Thus, it is used to mean "some of the entire N."

B.7.a. In this case, youxie is Abbreviated from youxie N When the N iS

stated in the preceding phrase:

C25) 4.)1.36* dbi 4*. Ot 117)A.Oftli.

4*(MA_)44ze;

B.7.b. youxis is used as a topic pronoun phrase, either as a subject

or as an object.

TOPIC COMENT

crmaxiesubject1

(youxieobjeett

(25)

(26)

it)tot et

ft*tAlla.

Topic Comment

4*
kilatt

it4A.

8.7.c. In this usage, youicie may occur in pairs:

: 1.5



(25)a aiLl***, A-4-kAgtit1-17t

(26)a *Mt, *A 4stkA"*4t*:
-1Dtk

369

fOf these_things, same are yours,
some are his]
Sane of these things are yours,
and some are his.

Some of his friends he likesi
some he does not.

B.7.d. The pronoun phrase youxid may be replaced by youde or you 1.17m:

C25)4 ft ot

(2614t irt Eat { A- 0%4*

*.11.+4t-i-51k

C. In Form Be youxis is followed by SW. The SVP may be affirmative

or negative. Howeveri youxie SVP has a connotation of excessiveness.

For example:

C27)4.-+A-tt *- This is a bit too simple.

(28at.+4.3-t S..* This is a bit too complicated.

While youxie SVP has a connotation of excessiveness,.youxie SVP

folloWed by a change of status marker le- ( J ) does not and is a neutral

statement.

29) it+ 4*. lit 44. T

(30-eftill44*-4*11$ T.

This is becoming sameOhat valdable.

Wis health is somewhat better.

Thusi youxie SVP is translated as 'a bit too SV while youxie SVP le

is translated as 'to become somewhat Si7;

C.l. The underlying structure of youxie 0715 is that youxie is used as

-3 6: 1
V,
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an adverbial phrase modifying the SVP.

SVP

LT/

For instance:

TOPIC CCMICIINT

Verb Object

Modification

Adv. SV

*2
4plp

4;A:

kt4t *It

44. ltfic

Very tieXpethiiiiVe

unusually inexpensive

Not quite inexpensive

comparativaiy tneXPensive

A bit tbd inexpensive

youxie is used just as any other adverb which modifies a SV.

C.1.a. The SVP after ysuxie may be either affirmative or negative.

(311a 4rAr.1514t.

(32)b

a bit boo simbIe

a bit tob comblicated

C.1.b. youxle SVP may be used to modify a N.

(33) 4,11 ICAO* 4:A YOU art hOt requirmd to take
care of cases that are too compli
cated.

(-34) A** 1-ilt 0:7; Please correct these overly
aMbiguous sentences.

C.1.c. Form B youxie may be replaced by In.72yiliar SV or shaoxiam SV

or biliao SV 1e yidiar.

11,
'3 7



it+.4it
(Ma it÷1-.7.1L4Re.

(2B)b it+11411414,

(28)c )

youxie SVP may also be used fenowleg V de;

(.351 g 41. az- ILAtt

311

He always writes in an overly
complicated manner.

c.2. The underlying structure of matlasim le is the following:

iTjJ
4r15

411--

4--
411--,

Verb Object

Modification

Change of status

Again, youXie is an adverbial modifier of the SVP. For instance:

TOPIC CCPMENT

4$

45

45

SVP

*.

41t-ir

Xklt*T

411P-it T

He has become big.

Books are very expensive now.

Books are less expensive now.

Seeks are somewhat expenSive
nee.

C.3. In this adverbial usage, the form youxie- may be replaced by

as in:

441.7.91*
it÷ Alta T
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D. In Form C, youxie is followed by a FVF. For instances

c36)4t4--31.#443t,t44.X-411T

titt.f6 A.Alt.°11Zirf

(38)4M641444.0*.stlf-.

If he_behaves thieway, it is
SOMeWhat Unreasonable.

What you said [makes people not
understand] confuses people
somewhat.

TIUs approach of FUS is rather
giMMiCky.

The FVP in (36) is a simple FVP, in C37) a pivotal FVP, and in C3P1 a

formula expression.

Form C; vouxie FVP, expresses the speaker's judgment and evaluation of the

topic. The evaluation is Always that the situation is not desirable.

For instance:

C39)a

(39)b

(39)c it.+4*X114;*

C391d affirA-**T.1

(39)6 it#ICA-42P.rniAk*

(391f

(39)g *A.* iii4t4
.

(39111 4t 43P- X-frof#4*. .
etc.

(Act recklessly).

(do not follow reasonl

(jnot worth it)

Cdo not tolerate it1

(put others in a dilemma)

(=aka people suspect himiitl

(act recklessly/

aloes not know what to do)

.2. youxie here may be replaced by MlZiL4L5E.

0 0 0

319
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. In summary:

Ea. In terms of structure:

/OA Xie NP

Lt.Quantification

I 4Verb Object

n; vommle SVP

L__/ toVerb Object

.----modification

c.
*-ET t .--Verb ObJect

I 4----2Modification
E.2. In terms of function:

youxie NP: VERB(yme) OBJECT ((yiprie NP)

b. youxie- SVP: ADVERBIAL PHRASE gmuyiel SVP

c. youxis FVP: ADVERBIAL RRRASE (youxie) FVP

E.3. In terms of meaning:

a. youxie NP: There ere Some NP.

xouxie (NP): some - Pron

b. youxie SVP: (The topic) is a bit too SVP.

c. yoUXie SVP Ie: (The topic) has become a bit SVP,

E.4. In terms of substitutes:

a. youxieNP: yoUJi-M N

youxie ael: 12'241, mat Ne X2211714 N

b. yOUxid SVP: oty_j_4Ltdkt_rtai svp, shaoxiam SVP, bitiao SVP le yidiar

yeesie SVP le: you4Riar SVP Ie

C. youxie FVP: you(yi)diar.FVP

1:4 320
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S2 The Usage of Zaiye neg VP le neg VP T

I. FdrMi

zaiye Neg VP le

II. Examples:

A. T;

itliti-P'4"Oletlir T.;

C. -4-t7t_Xit.4. T.

She will never go there
again.

He never again heard such
an interesting story.

We will never be able to
pass over.

III. Notes:

A. Briefly: this structure indidates that the VP will never be repeated

again

_

3.1. The Neg VP in this structure cab be any Of the following forms:

Aq VP:

it VP it:
Resultative:

Imperative:

iL47.:Lt

A..Xit4: *XX
4,11 Jai MN)

B.2. piya Neg VP le constitutes a comment which may oCcUr With or

without a topic. its topic Can be animate or inanimate. For example:

(1)

TOPIC CCMMENT

T I Will neVer go there again.

He will never go there again.
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(3) Wit& 4-C*X th -A- T. This painting will never
be sold again.

(4) At.,14A T0 This kind of proposal
Will never again be considered.

(5) it.± .4.t.;XALE,..I.A.±1$1Ari. This student will never be
permitted to attend M.
;gang's class again.

8.4. zaiye Nag VP le always implies an unyielding deterMination or

unchanging course og action; It May be in the past, in the present, or

in the future. For example:

PIELEIL120

(6) AMPJr.ii IS tx , EVer since he ar:Aved in
the USA in 1948, he hast never been back to China.

(.7) ittA.-{e4. T t4-CX-iiimi

(8) tki% gtg t4 J.t%T .

(9) &ail kAt-g-CX-iko4 T,

Yesterday,_ after he
attended the lecture, he
decided never to smoke again.

From n64 on. yoa shOuld
never again lose yoar
temper;

Starting from tomorrow,
I will never again smoke.

B.S. The particle le- ( 7 ) indicates a change of status or the ocCarrence

of a newly arrived situation. It is teed in thit pattern to emphasize the

meaning 'neVer again.. (II-A and I/-8)

When the verb suffix aEa (it ) is ussai the particle le at the end

of the structure is optional. For exampIet .

**-ArgitiWPg-00iftlir to
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(6) 4.t.,iltitwt

3.6. The comparison of zaiye Neg VP Id and hu Zia VP Id.

5.6.a. In zaiye Neg. VP le, the Neg VP may be a resultative compound,

but in bu-eal VP le, the VP may not be RV.

(10) (correct)

NA

B.6.b. bu zai VP le is structured in the following way:

-* VP

I. 1-1-1
4 Modification
4 Negation

It is the negation of zed:VP 'to VP again' or 'to repea;- VP and so

bu zai VP is 'not to VP again' or 'not to repeat VP.'

Zaiye Neg VP Id is a structure derived from the following:

'iu shi zai VP1x2LNeg VP2 Ie

) zai VPI Neg VP2 le

) zai( )yerNeg VP2

= zai ye bu VP le

VP indicates the circumstances in which an act of VP may edetr,

suCh as:

At4III0t

there is an opportunity/
when opportunity arrives

there is a certain environ-
ment/when the4environment
presents itself

there are suitable conditions/
when the proper conditions
come along



*A-

Or VP
I
represents a certain quality, such as:

(il) itt-aA.40:LX:*

itH )4(

it.14-t,X* T.

)

317

there is a certain kind of
need/when some kind of
necessity comes along

Since jtushi X yl Neg Y is the structure meaning 'even X, Neg Y, zaiye

Neg VP 1e is derived from -even if the situation presents itself again,

will not VP,' or 'even if the circumstance occurred again did not VP.'

Thus the juxtaposition of zai ( 4 ) and ye ( ) is not a simple

matter of an adverb Modifying another adverb.

'; 324
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53 The Usage of X zeyi, Y X mi

I. Forms:

A. ....X zeyi, ruo....f

B. ....X zeyi, yaoburan 1jiu1....2

II. Examples:

A.1. Xitfij

A.2. A*14. R.**

13-1. -it-XAifiXiCt

8.2. itiCtlie., 4-x Att*Ituit-go

lIf it is not said, then
everything will be all right;
if it_is said, it must
be SaId_cIearIy.]
You don't have to say it,
but if you do it must be
said clearly.

[If it is said clearly;
everything will be all
right) IT not, there wiII
be troabIe.]
it had better be said clearly
or else there wIll be trouble.

[If it is not said, then
everything will be all right;
otherwise; say it clearly.]
You don't have to say it;
but if you do, you must say
it clearly.

[If it is said clearly,
everything will be all right,
otherwise, there will be
trouble.]
It_had better be saicicleariy--
otherwise there win be
trouble.

III. Notes:

A. The expression zeyi ( me; ) is a classical phrase adapted to

=de= usage. ze ( .114 ) iS eqUivalent to .2su ( $t ), meaning 'then,'

'consequently,"therefore, etc. yi ( e; ) is equivalent to wanle

325
)'Sir
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zr ), meaning 'finished,"ccmpleted,"accOMpIikhad,'
or 'beyond

salvation.'

The meaning of SeVi,iim this combined usage is siurr.lar to moderh

oxpreadions such as bale- C I, haole t 4fl 1, ( 'TVA ),

meiguamila ( ft** T ) suanIe C)FID Or

In turn, these modern eXpressions may be translated into different

Engliah phrases; depending on the contexts, suCh as "that will be find,"

"everything will be all right," "it is satisfactory Or Addeptable," "the
/ague is dropped," "it is finished," "it needd 06 fnrther discussion,"

"no further consideration need be given," and others.

Because Of the Wide range of possible translations; it is most

iMpokteht to understand the basic function of zeyi, in thie Structure.

0.1. The complete sentence in which telyk ia used is a compound sentence

The part in which zeyi Occurs always appears as the first component of

such a compoU63 sentence.

COMPONENT I COMPONENT II

(A) ....zeyi, ruo.... (j12)

(B) yahharam (112.9

B.2. Component I is a complete Topic-Cmmment conatradtion, though not

a complete sentence, in which the word zeyi is the sole comment.

COMPONENT I COMPcNENT

Topic zeyi

(1)

(2) ftX At R4 C.

If you promise, everything
will be 0.X.1

If he is not coming;
everything will be all right$
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(4) it *Jiq

(5) 1e.14
(6) t:1;114

(7) ft 4;*AA$111111ro)

(8) 4tT-'4EMdiscinet*sk:-Al

(9) it4A-PLAIn04.4E-M

(1() T M

(12) itot islt2

If you promise to-do it
for me, everything will be
all right;

If you come; everything
will he 0;Ki.:

If he id Willing, everYthing
will be all right;

If you do not buy it,
everything will be all right;

If you do not consent to buy
foreign goods, everything
*1I1 be O.K.;

If she does not reject
our demands, everything
will be all right;

If they grant_our request,
everything will be all right:

If it is explained clearly,
everything will be all right:

If it can be cleaned,
everything will be all right:

If hia books are inexpensive,
everything win be aIl right;

From these illustrations, it is clear that the topic of the comment teyi

can be any of the following verb combinations:

Affirmative (1);

(2),

(1) ,

(10)

(3);

(1)

(12)

(5)

(I0)

(3); (4) ,

(6); (7);

(2) , (4),

and (.11)

(4), (8) ,

through (4)

(5);

(8)

(5),

and

and

(9);

and

(9)

(6)

(10) ,

(6)

through

(11) ,

(11)

and (12)

yegative

SimpLaVerb-.

Complex Verb:

verh-0h adt:

FunetiveVerh:

SV:

Aux V:

Completion Aspect:
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/nootpletion ?,sPe dt: (1) through (9) and (11) and (12)

3.3. In terms of structure, the
relationship bet4sh the two, components

is that of two parallel
sUbstructures in a Cdtpound. In terms of meaning,

Component // is the consequence of the non-realization
of Component I.

B.4. Component I, in which teyi is used as presented aboVe, indicates
that the statement of adtion expressed by its tepid ie acceptable to

either the speaker or the subject of the sentenCe (Component I plus

Component II1. The degree of acceptability
ranges from the marginally

acceptable to most desirable depending on the content or Component II.

Furthermore, Component I requires that an alternatiVe or the consequence

of an alternatiVe is either
explicitly Stated in Component I/ or 1mpIiditly

under-Stood. The following exaMples will illustrate these functions.

COMPONENT I (COMPONENT II)

(13)

(14)

(15)

Ota411 e.,

14%-k Ai 6

Z44-I E.i

(v;I:.i; )AL.4 If you go, that it fine;
(If_not, you Can stay
home and help
myou go, everythingmuun ) will be 0.K.;(if nct4 no
one Will represent us.)

( vx=k4kinirt If you go, the matter it
itglitl*Nitiii. ) settled; (if not, we will

take away your meMbership.)

In the above illustrations,
CoMponent I remains unchanged, and zeyk rndi-

cates that ni qu ( t3 ) is an acceptable prOpoeition.
In (13) ni qu

is acceptable to wo ( ), while in (14) it is not only "acceptable" hut

alad "necessary" to women ( 4.411 ) Finally, in (15) it is hi§hly

desirable to women.
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In all three illustrationsi Component II offers an alternative to

hi ii C filt4 1 and a statement to its consequence.

B.S. The structure of Component II may be either of the following:

COMPONENT II

(A)

(B)

Tenie cofteent

ruo....Y

0 yaoburan 11114...Z

Here; in Form (k), rue C 4; is interthangeabIe With adverbs of supposi-

tion, sUCh as ruodhl ( ip)i ), ruquo C 402g. ), jiashi C fitit ), etc.

The variable element Y represents the opposite of X in Component

COMPONENT I COMMENT II

(A) X z_exi,

(B) X zeyk,

(16)

(17) X-144

(18) fltt e.,

(19) A-y(41

(20) itLZ
1-4014

ruo Y (JJA)

yaoburan (jiu) Z

*7_44.tt-it-t

V4.11t**-113ti-+.

ttX4A.

*01, *Mit*

*1 0.11; tMiI
"Kite

9

I.

If you go, everything will
be all right;but if you
don't, you will be punished..

If you don't goi there is_
nothing to be done; but if
you do go, you must get your
baggage ready.

If it is inexpensivei then
go ahead as planned;
otherwisei don't buy it;

If she is cheerful, then
do it; otherwise, do not
mention it to her.

If you are wtlling to accept
the job, we will be pleased,
but if you have some diffi-
culty, (let me know) we
will discuss it more.
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There are cases in which X and Y are not diametrically opposed, as in

sentences (161 through 1181. The opposition between ,m ( anZ bu

C A74- ) or vi (it ) and 'Amyl C *it 1 is clear and explicit.

rn sentence (2), for natance, the X is 'willingness to accept a

and Y is 'having difficulties doing so.'

In Form 00, Z represents the consequence of Y Whict is a specific

alternative to X; In Feta 8, it indicates the consequence of failing to

perform the action X.

8.6. In Chinese, a suppositional statement is often presented without

any formal indicator ruo ( 41), jiatu MA*, etc. Thus, in the..

same way, indicators suet: as ru ( 4,7 ), roa ( 4; ), etc., may be

fram Component II. For instance: .

(21) 6.(){rzL T
(22) JiJ C.

OP) X4t

123) fe4f g.A Ai

(10..-kOtt4TXAg*ftXit
ft4.0.1

(241 feltiN e;;

125) ftA*iti e.,
(4*X.) XA-**.C.t T

8.7; The ruo Y pett of the Component

omitted

If she is willing to come,
then the matter is settled;
but it she is not, then I
will have_to resort to
some harsh methods.

If you are willing, then
we will all be pleased, but
if not, we cannot do much
&bout it.

If you_ feel it is proper,
then_that is fine; otherwise
why don't you go and apologize
to him?

If it is inexpensive, it
is all right; otherwise,
who is going to buy it?

When he is pleased, every-
thing is fine; but when he
is not, we all have to
suffer,

II may be replazed by yadburan

*()
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4.4.;Ak I, fouze ( i3 ), buran C xtk ), etc;

C.1. In structural terms the following sentences are derived from X

AEXL

(A) ze ZI, yaashineg X ze Z_

vaoshi neg X ze ZI, vaodhl X ze Z2

(.26) -k)14 101-1 T
4-A.X4-*L-gt-g T

If you go, everything is_O.K.;
but if not there will be
trouble.

(27) it_SIkkiti If you did_not_accept it
that is O.K.; but if you -

I did, you must nuOce preparations.

fitfik*-4- o

C.2. The Wide range of acceptability of Component I as determined by

Component II allows this structure to be used in many situations, ranging

from the statement of alternatives to the statement of strong imperatives.

For instance:

(28) it;k14.-RE vxstazieT,...444...r If I make some money_thit
tithe, everything will be

41-
all right; if not, I don't
think I want to continue in
this line of business.

(.29) itvt*ttAi -44.7.1*.fts,tHil4*.A You had_ better maka some
money this timevotherwise

id- Al
do not count on borrowing
money from me again.



(30) X*. litft ti

(31) ?k.)11kaili ti

*Xilktitt-*041

As for meaning, aa it was stated based

325

You bad_better make_some
money thit timeotherwise,
you just wait and see MO
he is going to yell at youl

You had better make some
money,_or else I am going
to kill you!

on the given illustrationsi

Component IT expresser the consequence of non-realization of Component I.

Howeveri whether variable X in Component I is merely acceptable or highly

desirable cannot be determined only by zeyi. The degree of desirability

of the first component is detera.ined by

as expressed in the second component.

the "consequence of non-realization"

D. Whether the variable X is a highly desirable alternative, Component

I can Also be expressed as follows:

zu.thezr x, Y Z

(32) _km 6, X-ktEXit tO

(jj) X-1= Xi C.0 ttgll X.

You had better go; otherwise,
you won't be allowed to eat.

You had better not go;
otherwise, you don't have to
come back.

The difference is, X seyi is much more emphatic than zUihao. The former

is imperative-, while the latter is merely suggestive.

E. EXceptional cases: there are occasions where the "consequence of

non-realization of X" i4 Withheld. In thiS Case, it is an abbreviated

form, and the unstated "consequence" is most severe, and highly unpleasant.

t
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(.34) e.!

4.11.XX.fpft

33

1,60t let ma hear
or eleel



54 The Usage of V1 -zhe V 1 -zhe VI- 41

I. Form:

V
1
-zhe-V

1
-zhe, VP/S

II. Examples:

A. *4 4 it4.4.4***WO

t.kibtipltAXO*AW*.

ifolaMOOM* T.

327

In the midst of talking_, he
wiped his tears on his shirttail.

While walking, they saw a large
Patch of withered weeds.

In the midst of discussing grammar,
(he) Changed the subject and
began to discUSS semantics.

III. Notes:

A. This patteth indicates thatas one performs an action, an unrelated

Adtion occurs simultaneously.

8.1. The repeated V-zhe is used as a MA and so aay be heed before A TOpic=

Comment oOnstruCtionias in CIWOr After the tepid and before the comment,

as in (I)5beIow.

(1) a .DIA-DIAI T

Wb 4t4L1 Al *MX*A T

In the midst of a discussion,
he stood up and left.

8.2. The V in V1-zhe-V1-zhe may either be a single syllabic Ot a multi-

syllabic verb:

()41/11-44iL4tniki . In the midst of reading the
paper, he fell asleep.

334
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(3) ayt**Atiict,Am.x.fts_.7.411n While taking a stroll, he
suddenly remembered that he had
forgotten to lock his door.

8.3. The V in V
I
-the-M

I
-the may be intransitive (4) or transitive (S) end

(6). The object may be omitted CSI or stated (6). gote that the object,

if stated, occurs only once and follows the pair of repeated V-the.

(4) ***41-4#44t TgAttff
449Mtit+.

15) f* T.

(6) f I? it** T,

* clf*t74t11** T. NA

8.4. The VI-the-VI-the structure itself must be affirmative.

* X411tX*1 4agikt T NA

Only the VP Which follows the VI-the-VI-the phrase may be negative.

(1)A1tiAlik4*-{tXmA11 T, While talking to him, he suddenly
stopped responding to us.

8.5; Although ths pattern does not imply suddenness by itself, adverbs

such as huran ( Ar.itt ), turan ( 9tA ), ( ), etc.

may be added to express suddenness, such as in C3I and C41-

11.6. VI-the-VI-the may never be used as an independent sen_ 4. ence.

o "4.4"4.#1 " (See sections C.3 and C.5 below)

While sitting he felt a sudden
coId_breete and felt extremely
chilled;

While waiting for them, he fell
asleep.

C. Compare V-zhe and VI-the-VI-the.



C.1. Both v-zhe and Vi- lzhe may be followed by a VP.

(8) 4tinkit

(9) 4tinki2tilotAiii

329

They were walking and talking.

They met Lao Liu while walking
on the street.

C.2. V-zhe is generally used after the topic, but may precede the topic

for special emphasis.

0.0)A.4

ithimsxitt.

While walking on the street he
wants tO raga. Yet while sitting
in the hands he will not even
toudh books.

On the other hand, VI-ane-471-2tomay occur before the topic without special

emphasis.

C.3. V-zhe may be used by itself as an imperative; V1-zhe-V1-zhe may not.

(II)S**1 **I Please take it (please)).

(11)b Take itl (or alsel)

C.4. Both V-zhe and V2-zhe-VI-2he nay be folleiWed by an Object.

(I2)3.0104`, it.

(12)13 4t41-441-415; *-46x4tr,

It is cold outside and you must
wear your coat when going out.

He got a headache mben ha Wad
reading;

C.5. The imperative end independent usage of V-She, as illustrated in

C-3, may be repeated .for emphasis to indicate the speaker's earnestness

or sincarityi or the speaker's attempt to persuade someone to do something.

(I3) *AV** I Please take itl
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When the verb requires an explicit object, it will be in the form of

1
V -zhe 0 V1-she O.

(14) *litM 44it4-i Hold tab!

-I -1
V -zhe-V -the My hat be used independently, must not be used with the

object repeated, but in the form of V-zhe V-zhe oi and is never used to

indicate sincerity-, earnestness; etc.; as V-zhe does;

C.6. V-zhe VP may be used th tefet to a future event; vl-z1ie-V1-Zhe

usually refers to the past.

(15) -* Lhter, we will Chat while eating
dinner.

While haVing hie Meal, he left.ti6i itit* tilt*
_1 _ _ _

However, v --hie-V -zhe may refer to the future when used in a prediction

or judgment of some kind, rather than the past; as illustrated below;

C1741" ir*MI 4t114 41- ft-i-ti* It sit YOU Will SOO; he Will fen
asleep While reading.

C.7. most importantly, V-slider VP indicates nothing other than the fact

that both V and VP are happening simultaneously. On the other hand; in

addition to the simultaneous Oda:It:Shed Of V and VP, V1-zhe-V1-the indicates

that the VP ia an event which happeus independently of the V and could net

normally be anticiphted. compare the following:

C18) a ft fp 1

1(18)b 4t 5f- 5f- it T

He lalwayS) gives hiS CIateet
with Windows open.

The bell rang while he was
opening the window.

D. In summary, structurally V1-zbe-V1-zhe is not derived from V-zhe

and these two forms do not share the same set of semantic Luterpretatiohs;

337



55 The usage of X zhiyu, Y X

X ahlyd, Y

II. Examples:

331

[Being extremely disappointed,
he hung up his official
helmet.]
Being extremely disillutioned,
he resigned;

Being extremely excited,
he invited everybody to a
movie.

III. Notes:

A. This structure loosely indicates that ecoUrse Of adtion CY) takes

place either under the strong ihflUdhde of X or because of X, or as an

---
ultimate manifestation of X, etc., and that Y is carried out as a demonstra-

tion. of X or with X.

A.2. X th'vyu provides the setting, or the oeute fOr the second component,

which states the reehlt or donseghende, thereby indiciting a cause and

effect relationship between the components.

3.1. The part X zhiyu is the first component of a compound Sentehde X

thiyu, Y, and never occurs alone.

3.2. In X thiyu, the X can be any of the followings

a. Expressions-of-emotiom:

shivamg (

xitgfen, C

fennh C.

despair

eXatement

anger

338
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b. Expressions-of-action:

jiuzu fanbao ( ) feasting

}Wang yin ( 4ttk ) feasting

However, the expressions of emotion are by far tha most frequently Used

with zhiyu.

c. Verbs: shiwans ( JOE 1 lose hope

Xingfen C 44 L enjoy

SVs gmoxing C ) pleased

T-C jiuzu fanbao t ) [wine/liguor enough]

[food full]
thoroughly enjoy the feast

8.3. If the X is a SV in X thiyu, the structure expresses 'being in the

state of X to an extreme degree, so that....` or 'being in the state of

X to the utmost extent, so that....,' or 'being in the Unbearable state

of X, so that....' For example:

(II-A)

4*-t-fit*.CX6

339

His resignation from his
jobis influenced by his
ditillUtionment.

-or-
His disillusionment was
so great, so unbearable,
that he had to resign--
a gesture which manifests
his extreme disillusionment.

His disillusiOnment was so
extreme, that he resigned.

He was so exulted, that he
entertained everyone at a
feast.
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B.4. If X in X zhiyu is a FV, VP, or a T-C construction, X zhiyu

expresses the fadt that ail the activities of X fail to bring satisfaction

to the subject, or agent of action, and therefore certain other actions

occur.

(2) itiri MA...1*AZ*,

tEksatufq4-4 If,' T.

After they had their fill,
they began to look for
other forms of enjoyment.

These people, having had a feast which satisfied their appetites, still

were not content and thUS belan to Iook few other kinds of entertainment.

13) ith4±4141:41-5:Azitr,
2..44.1h***Iltet:41601.

t*Fki4.4k.

This group of_students,
having had a demonntration
march, fUrther ransadked
the house of Cao Rulin,
and then and only then
returned to their school.

This group of students was still unsatisfied after having had a demonstra-

tion, so they went to destroy the residence of Cao. The act of destroying

or ransacking Cao's house is the manifestation of their anger

Therefore, zbiyu means 'ha:Virg done X, furthermore....' or 'One did

X, but did not stop there, and went on....'

C. X zhiyu and others compared.

C.I. X zhiyu and X Xhihou compared;

BOth are used as Component I in a compound sentence. X zhiyu reveals

primarily a causal relationship and secondarily a sequential relationship

between Component I and II. X thihou reveals primarily a sequential

reIationshp between X and Y.

(.4) Atter feasting, he fell
into a deep sleep.

t,r'a40



Inda

In-Order of oCCUrrence in the- tcxt.

1. Adverb - Noun Phrase

2. ai VP1 bu VP

3. X ba, Y

4. bu (VP) 1e

5; VPI dei VP1

MA NP VP

tiP Any 1TJ M

ai VPI bu VP de

Aux VP1 bu VP1

Aux vP1 kcshi bu- VP1
VP1 bu VP1 suibian

1
bu VP

1wulun VP

vaokerr .... le

lihuo ba;

ba,

itusi..Jim ba,

na Iai shuo/kan ba,

ara lai shun/km ba,

ruoshi ba,

A .... shuo/lcan ba,

zai VP le

beguan VP
I pa

!IL 121 VP

i111.214 VP Ile
bu-

1/11__l_da hu- uP1

341
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NP bd NP1

7; VP/S bU?

S. dad AUX VP/SVP he

9.

10. NP chuwai

NP dao:"....

12. V N/Pron de N

13. Topic don Comment?

yiiblixTrdei-VP

zongshi bu VP1 =del VP1

buguan

Nog VP1 V.S/21Neg VP
2

meiguanxi _
I I_ 2 2

NP fei MP , NP fei NP

NP1 Neg EV NP I

NP
I

bu NP
I
, NP

2
zebu NP

shifou

1VP -eg VP
I

Xatta

VP1 bu VP17

dal SVP he

cai Aux VP ne

cai EVP ne

-oak PVP ne

cat Nag FVP ne-

zenste- hui/keneng PVP ne

busuan

chuIe yiwai,

kaield

jiahoan

tingxue

NP shuo:"...."

NP V-dae:"...."

Topic dou(shi3 Question?

Topic dou(xcat) Question?

t 2



14. Topic dou Comment la

15. se

dee VP

;Rue dou

iiushi dou

dou

yijing .... le

It M N

21 VP

16. V ge X

mei M N

Pron da N

Specifier M N

V descriptive statement

V 21 negative expression

V 21 quantity statement

V 21,g1 NP (--VP]

17. Pron lai VP/S

gli Pron V NU M NP

18. Pron1 Pron2 VP

gel-we-VP!

NP1 NP
2
VP

we lei ni VP1

19. 2.t VP

ha NP VP

NP VP

liE)/rang NP ItL VP

20. hao VP

cai Ems VP

1.11/a2. VP 1ai/Eu

weideshi cak

21. VP/S haele

Phrase haole,

S ba

S haole

_

4 3

337
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22, jits X 11.1.1 Y

dao/denqdao/zai VP1 de shihou, NP 112 VP2

ja.ri le/1112/2Mo NP/VOILuVP2

Np/vr vEs.tvp

1ianda6 NP/VP ilaVP

xi Jim NP/VP 111010

VP1 14.2. VP2

23. Atuc VP
1
..11 VP

1

de .... ....

24. OW Phrasal its OW Phrase
2

25. 111.1 VP1 de. shi

26. X jiushi Y

27. lai

28. lai, S

29 V-Iai/E2(zou

30; VP-Iaithe

31. SV -le sa_le

yaoshi

hi.11nei.

hagasE Jiushi

feiyao,

renping, liBAL

nu.4

zuo

hao, S

nemme, S

VP le

VP ne

VP she

youdeshi

344



32. lian NP
1
dai NP

2

NP
I

NP
2

33. lem SVI dai NP2

339

lian SV-de
1
dai sv-de

2

lian SV-N
1
dai_SV-N

2

1 --2
you SV_ you Sy_ (M)

--I 2Lousy you SV (2A10

34. lian X dai Y

budan VP/SI eruie/y1 VP
2

vP1 17P2

35. S-ma./1

be neng Inuren bat

bur ehi-ma?

ma'?

dui:bu dui'?

yinwe .... de yeangu

36. man NI shi N2

hun NI shi N2
1

mah N _shi N _

algta_NI Shi_N2

tt NI shi N2
37. NU SV M N

NU M SV N

hat VP ne---
ski VP

VP DI

39. V-shang gian 341.12ehang,i3.-±e_

V-dao N de eireibier lai/sa

V-dao PW

V-geolai/sa

V-V-V (Dual Directional Construction)

38. sie VP ne

345
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40. shi ou shi

41. wo shuo VP/S

42. VP1 bai VP1

1 1
43. yl.IN M

N V

45. V NU M

46. VP yam/shi de N

47. x Aux VP/FVP le

48. yas SVP le

49. yOude VP/S

50. youdeshi

51.

ddi bd ddi

hao bu hao

A...nalin aka

shuo Q?

veer shue 01

wo- shut, ... king int sing(

wo- wen Pron 0?

zonosh3 VP1 bai VP1

mei m
I _ I

Xlm

Any Phrase CO-VP Main VP

VP
1

VP
1
NU M (N)

ytuiasi- jj V NU M (N)

wet VP yam/sitt N

tel SVP Ie

Auk VP

you ke -V de NP

xs2ats

(NP1) shk NP2

benduo de NP

ADV-xie

6



NU-xte

Pron-xie

QW-Xid_

Specifier-kIe

SV-xie

V-xie

you'd. NP

youzio SVP

you:tie-VP

52. zakm 02 VP (le)

bu zai VP le

jiushi zai VP1 Neg VP
2

le

53 X Y

VP/S
1
lezl, ruo VP/S2 112,VP3

MI6
biabba

bible

keyile

suanla

VP/S
1

-fouze- VP/S
2

VP/S1 ziik, yavb.....1-VP/S 2

ymphi ze

zuihao .....

54; V
-1

-zha V
-1

-zhe

V-the

55; x thiPu; Y

341
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Zu-a-1-Phabetical order.

ADV

ai

Aux

ba

Structure study number

Adverb - NOun Phrase

NP ADV NU M (N) 1

ADV Phrase CO-vr Main VP 44

ADV-xie 51

ai VP
1
ba VP

1
2

VP1 bu VP1 de 2

Aux VP1 bu VP
1

2

Aux VP
1
keshi bu VP

-1
_ 2

bu Aux VP1 dei VPI

cai Aux VP/SVP he 8

cai AUX VP he _ 8
I _ I

AUX VP VP 23

yo2 Aux VP/FVP le 47

Aux VP 49

X ba, Y 3

j-kara ba, 3

1.11L, 3

liati Rai 3

tiusuan ba,...._ 3

na Iai shuO/kan ba, 3

Elal lai Infykan ba, 3

3

ruoshi ba, 3

yaoshi ba, 3

la ahuo/kan-bs, 3

S ba 21

bu nem:" lourem bat 35

348



ba
ba UP gel. VP

1
VP
-1 a bai VP _

songshi VP ye_ bid VP1

bale
bale

bianba
bianba

irk VP1 bu VP 1

ai VP1 bu VP 1 de1 1Aux VP_ bu VP

Aux VP1 keshi bu VP 1

VP
1

bU VP
1 enlibieTri

VP bu VP 1

bd (VP) Ie
bu zai VP le
bu VP1 ye del VP 1

bu Aux VP1 dek VP1
bu VP bu
buguan- VP1 bu VP1 ye dei VP1/2

fek dei VP bu ke
jibian/shi bu VP' zet dei VP1/2
jiushi bu VPliy_e dei VP1_
Zang-Obi, bU VP y_e_ dei VPI

-1NP_ bti NP I

HP
1 ye, bVp1 NP2 y_e bu NZ, 2

VP/S bu?
VP' bu VP'?
bu fouren bal
bu- shk me?
bu- sr& raa

duk bu dui?
shi bu shi
hao bu hao
sing bu 3c_k_rei

19

42

42

53

53

2

2

2

2

2

2

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

6

6

7

7

35

35

35

35, 40
.40

40

40

343
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wo Shuo Ansbu Lcim
bu zai VP le

budan

41

52

budan VP/S eamlielAtm VP
2

34

buguan

buguan VP1 VP1 yeL del VP1/2

_6

buguen, iiusht 26

busuan

busuan 10

cai

dal AUX V2 ne

EV? ne 9

FVP ne

cai Neg FVP ne 9

cal SVP ne 8

Cit-t -nem" VP 20

20

lisa-NP/VP cai/zai VP 22

chule ivai, 10

chuwai

NP chuwai 10

CO-VP

ADV Phkase CO-VP Main VP 44

Comment

Topic dou Comment? 13

Topic dou Comment le 14

dai

lIanNP1 dat NP 2 32

lIanSV dai SV2
33

Ilan SV-del dai SV-de
2

33

lian SV-N1 dai SI-N
2

33

lian X dai Y

530



dao

NP dao:"...." 11

NP V-dao:"...." 11

daoldenedaa/matVP1 de shiboa, NP-..11P2 22

lila 2-2Allemhao- NP/VP1ita VP2 22

meletliandeaNP/VP1 j VP2 22

V-daaN tkroaludOker Ial/Sa 39

V-daa PW lAysa 39

de

ai VP1 bu VP1 de 2

V N/Pron e6 N 12

Pron de N 15

laVdengdao/mai VP
I
de shishou, NP VP2 22

VP
I
jilLVP

1
de shi 25

1ian SV-del dai SV-de2 33

ni lEast de 35

Ylnwe Is X2D22 35

man N
1

de- N
2

36

V-daa N de tilenLial lei/au 39

VP yoml/shi de N 46

wei VP ysisa/shi de N 46

you ke-V de NP 49

la de (01) thi NP2 50

you henduo de NP 50

de

.... .... 23

dei

bu VP1 dek VP 5

buquan- VP1 bu- VP de* VP1/2 5

-fek de& VP 5

fek dei VP bu ke 5

libian/shi bu VP1ye dei VP1/2 5

liushi bu VP1 diVP1 5

yidinq dei VP_

Euatja bu vP dei vPI

t 3 51
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dengdao

clasiderati.uP1 de shihou, NP j VP
2

don

Topic dou COmment?

Topic ddu(shi) Question?

Topic dou(ysa) Question?

Topic dou Comment le

dou VP

jihuo dou

- dot=

22

13

13

13

14

14

14

14

14

dui

dui bu dui? 35

dui bu dui 40

EVP _

NP
I
Neg EV NPI 6

EVP ne

6.2Mit
budan VP/S1 ergielmVP2 34

fel

NP
1 lekNP1

, NP
2 feLNP 2

6

feidek

fei dui- VP 5

f a L dei VP bu ke

feiyao

feiyao ;;;; 26

fbUten

bu nerq fr,nzen bet

fouze

VP/S
1 iiu VP/8

2
53

FVP

cal FVP no

oak Neg FVP

zenma huk/R.a,.(: Fv? r, 9

x2E-FOP le 47

2
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gza
ge

Nn VP

V 21 descriptiVe statement

V 21 negatiVe expression

V 21 cplahaty statement

V 4142LNP 1--VP]

911, Pron lai .2e VP/S

let Pron l&Lnylvs

Pron V NU M NP

Lel VP

NP VP

be- ur mi. VP

lino/Lam NP get VP

ni get we VP!

NP i NP2 VP

wO lea hi VP!

NP NP1 2121
2

suo/ai

V-cruolal/=

hai

hal VP me

haG

-haa VP

haoi S

hao bu hao

haole

VP/S h=iOle__
Phrase

S haOlz

hao/e

` 4P_Er

27

27

15

15

16

16

16

16

17

17

17

19

19

19

19

18

18

18

32

39

38

20

28

40

21

21

21

53

347
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tends=
henduo- e NP

hui
zenme hui/kenencl EVP ne

hun

hial N1 ahi N2

11Neg VP1 m1&/x2. Nag VP2

1-1bian
j-thian/shi bu VP1 ye dei vPI/2

ba,
LpruM .... don

SV-11-'12-

jiehi VP1 ye dei VP1

ia
lian X jia

le/dao/zhao NP/VP1 vp2

NP/VP eayzai VP
4-1 jkan NP/VP VP

lianjban
jian5ban

j1z4/rang NP get -71.

dad/dengdaozai VP1 de shihou, NT, VP2

Jim Ie/dao/zhao NP/VP1 VP2

meici liandao NP/VP la VP
NP/VP2.11..a VP

VP 11.1.1 VP
.

Aux VP
1 VP1

XELIAL /la

354

Sd

36

6

3

14

10

19

22

22

22

22

22

23

23, 24
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QW Phrase
1

(243 Phrase
2

24

VP
I

VP
I
de shi 25

xi. VP
I

VP
I

NU M (N) 45

yti illy NU M 0N) 45
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jian NP/VP zai VP 22
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_
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VP/S bu? 7
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VP/S haole 21
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lai shuo/kan ba, 3
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bu (VP) la

be zak VP le

be VP1 ye del VP1 _

bu Aux VP1 dei vP1
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fei dei VP

fei dei VP bu
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jiushi bu- VP
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wo VP!
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1VP la VP de Shi 25

VP-Iaithe 30
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VP ne 30

VP she 30
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2
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VP Y2 VP 34

VP ne- 38

hai VP ne 38
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VP ne 38

VP ye bai_VP1 42

zormshi VP' kg bai VPI 42
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shuo- VP/S 41
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wo shuo 01 41
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wo wen Pron Q? 41

wulun
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I
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I
2
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xie
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yi-ding dei VP 5
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